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ABSTRACT

This qualitative study investigates the professional development experiences parttime faculty identify as positive. The purpose

to

is

examine how positive professional

development experiences infomi part-time faculty's subsequent teaching, and what
relational qualities if any are present in those positive experiences.

faculty

from

-

five

3 to

women

and four

20 years, responded

men

-

Nine part-time

ages 27 to 64, with teaching experience ranging

to questions

designed from Cooperrider's Appreciative

Inquii7 model. Conceptual frameworks include the adult development/adult learning
interface and relational theory and

settings.

its

application in psychological and educational

Participants' positive experiences

how

and

these experiences intorm their

subsequent teaching are analyzed using a grounded theory approach. The presence of
relational qualities

m

participants' experiences

is

explored using narrative analysis.

A

general professional development model that acknowledges, supports, and takes into

account

this

population's wide-ranging needs

This study suggests two findings.

took place over one week

to a

is

presented.

First, participants identified

experiences that

number of years, and were characterized by one

or

more

sustained relationships, cither with one other person or a small group of people. Further,
these relationships were characterized by one or

more

recognition/acknowledgement faculty experienced led

relational qualities.

to a

The

sense of freedom. The

sustained aspect of the experience encouraged more recognition/acknowledgement

reinforced bringing deeper levels of freedom.

As economic

constraints continue to force administrators to tighten their budgets,

and administrators respond by temporarily freezing and/or dissolving vacated tenuretrack positions, the part-time populations

growing advocacy
need

grows

This study contributes

larger.

for the part-time faculty population as

for the higher education

community

it

illuminates the undeniable

to consider, strategize,

provide appropriate compensation and professional development
population. This population's diversity further

models recognize part-time

demands

faculty's individual needs.

to a

and

initiate

models

that

to the part-time faculty

that professional

development

The study explores elements

in

professional development experiences that nine part-tune faculty identify as positive.

Participants" narratives are

examined

for

examples of relationships between part-time

faculty and their employers, using the lens of relational qualities.

research on relatK)nal theory

m

relational awareness, mutuality

a

number of fields

and a willingness

people's nourishing. The goal of this study

development

is

for this population, professional

to

A

review of recent

indicates that qualities including

to not

know

potentially engender

propose a general model of professional

development which acknowledges,

supports part time faculty, and takes into account their wide-ranging needs.
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INTRODUCTION

The goal of this study

is

to contribute to a

part-time higher education faculty.

recognition within the academic

What

growing advocacy

drives this advocacy

is

for the situation of

a long-awaited

community of the marginalization and second-class

citizenship of this population, as evidenced by inadequate

professional development resources.

As economic

pay and lack of access

to

constraints continue to force

administrators to tighten their budgets, administrators continue to temporarily freeze

and/or dissolve vacated tenure-track positions, actions which have transformed the

academic workforce

in

such a

U.S. institutions has reached

trend agree

it

way

that higher education part-time faculty teaching in

59%, up

1

1%

since 1989 (Curtis, 2005).

will only continue for the foreseeable future (.lacobc, 2006;

Townsend, 2003). Given

that

more and more

models

that provide appropriate

this

Lyons, 2007;

part-time faculty arc teaching both graduate

and undergraduate courses, higher education must begin
initiate

Those tracking

to consider, strategize,

and

compensation and professional development

the part-time faculty population. This population's diversity further

demands

to

that

professional development models recognize part-time faculty's individual needs.

This study assumes

that part-tmie faculty

nanatives have something to

tell

higher

education administrators, deans, and department chairs about what these educators need
in order to flourish professionally.

development experiences
naiTatives are

examined

The study explores elements

in

professional

that nine part-time faculty identify as positive.

for

Participants'

examples of relationships between part-time faculty and

their

13

employers, using the lens of relational qualities.
theory in a

number of fields

is

to

review of recent research on relational

indicates that qualities including relational awareness,

mutuality and a willingness to not
goal of this study

A

know

potentially engender people's flourishing.

propose a general model of professional development for

The

this

population, professional development which acknowledges, supports part time faculty,

and takes into account

their

am one of these

I

women's

wide-ranging needs.

part-time educators. After years providing direct service in

and human development positions,

health, mental health,

teaching the content and process inherent
majority of teaching experience

1

had was

in

I

found a passion for

these fields. For over seventeen years the

at a state

academic

teachers exclusively on an individual course-contract basis.

institution that

It is

known

for

employs

its

incorporation of policies and schedules that support adult learners' typical needs. For a

number of years

1

taught, while

still

working full-time

Department of a behavioral health service

work experience

I

grew very excited

to

in the

Assessment and Referral

in a hospital setting.

Through

this

concurrent

discover similarities between counseling and

teaching.

This early stage

natural.

But soon

I

in

my

gradual transition from counselor to teacher

began noticing

that

I

felt

unprepared or ineffective

in

felt

easy and

conceptualizing

or responding to students' reactions in certain situations, and classroom dynamics.

Reflecting alone and with colleagues helped

was making assumptions about
lens.

Although understandable

assumptions based on

this lens

me

ascertain

two important

factors.

First,

I

students' motivations and behavior through a therapeutic

of my prior professional work, making

in light

meant

I

was operating with only

partial infomiation.
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Equally important,

I

was assuming

between a counsehng
teach,

and teach well. So

could afford and that

My part-time
teaching

site,

and

lens

1

that

colleagues and

by

1

in

conferences over the years as

the

Funds

for the

know about

would come

based on

were invited

a colleague.

day-long conferences twice a year as well.

1

to

the differences

naturally as well.

I

wanted

sought out professional development opportunities that

typically presented

In 1999

needed

I

a teaching lens

could participate

1

what

1

was

I

my

I

commitments.

to quarterly /i7t7//(v/or»/;/.v at

We

chose

able, given

my work

to

were invited

to attend as

our

to attend state-wide

many of these

foiiims and

schedule constraints.

participated in a five-meeting seminar series at our college, funded

by

Improvement of Post-Secondary Education [FIPSE]. Presentations

focused on adult development and adult learning theory, and their applications to the
adult leamer.

We reviewed

effective instructional practices such as creating congruent

course goals and objectives, user-friendly oudines and syllabi, and best practices in

assignment

strategies.

each meeting

tJieir

region's

we

Those participating from our region met

our school. During

'met" via internet technology with participant groups

site.

The presenters

rotated

between

sites for

series stands as the foundational learning experience in

also provided a

at

much needed

Equally important,

all

balance to

my

my

who

gathered

at

each meeting. This seminar
professional development.

It

primarily self-directed learning efforts.

program costs were paid

for

by a

grant.

We

participated at

no

charge.

After

my

initial

years

at this college,

courses per quarter. At one pomt

to

recognize those of us

who

my

I

developed a consistent course load of two

employer created the

title

oi'core faculty as a

taught required (core) courses on a regular basis.

As

means

a

15

result,

I

was assured two course

cancelled

status

when enrollment

gave

me

fell

contracts per quarter. Although any course

below a minimum,

significantly greater assurance of an

my

The FIPSE seminar, combined with
courses on a regular basis, cemented

my

taking this step in

instructors

this

my decision

well.

I

seldom happened. Core faculty

income

I

could count on.

opportunity to teach this number of

professional development

were considering as

was

to

apply for doctoral study.

was one

I

knew

that countless other part-time

understood that pursuing further formal study no

longer led to ready attainment of a tenure-track faculty position; these positions were

beginning

wanted

to decline.

to learn

adult learner.

1

Early on

as adult learner.

On

the other hand,

more about

adult learning

saw graduate school
in

doctoral study

Through

1

1

was hungry

community, and

and adult development as they applied

as the best

realized

initial literature

for a learning

I

way

was

to build

I

developing

most interested

actually

reviews

my

learned

how

fortunate

to the

skill base.

educator

in the

I'd

been

have had the professional development opportunities described above. Further,

to

I

assumed part-tune

faculty at other institutions shared a relationship with their employers

similar to the one

had with mine.

1

1

had been encouraged

to seek out the school's

regional director or one of the site directors with any questions, problems or concerns.

Both provided consistent support, were genuinely interested
development, and took time
awry. They were

my

to retlect

with

me on what

in

my

professional

might have caused a class

advisors, consultants and colleagues. Truly, they were

Having learned of this

stark difference

designed several studies to learn more.
experiences and administrators

who

1

between

my

my

to

go

mentors.

and others' experience,

I

interviewed both part-time faculty about their

directed programs created to address part-time

16

faculty needs. Part-time faculty identified a

literature.

A common experience

number of factors

they described

of any person-to-person communication with

communication

-

first

earlier in the

their

either the complete or near-absence

employer. They typically received

all

including their contract, paychecks, and instructions for grade

submissions - by mail.
teach her

was

also reflected in the

1

was shocked

to

hear one participant report that she arrived to

class of a semester-long course, only to find out that

week.

person specified by

No

Some

one had notified her.

their

employer

to seek out

it

had been cancelled

part-timers said they had no one

with questions. Based on these kinds of

experiences, part-time faculty interviewed had the general impression that their

employers had no

body

interest in establishing relationship

beyond seeking and obtaining

a

to teach a course.

Essentially, the majority of these educators had

What

professional relationships with their employers.
timers' acceptance of these circumstances. But

they did.

They

stated they

1

no meaningful, bi-directional

I

found equally alarming was part-

was humbled by

their reasons for

why

had no choice because they needed the work. Most said they

aspired to a full-time faculty position and hoped that by 'putting in their time' (paying

their

dues by teaching under such conditions), they would be rewarded.

did not want to appear 'needy' or unable to successfully adapt to these

conditions, for fear

it

would hurt

their

Some

said they

employment

chances for obtaining future teaching contracts

with their cun-ent employer. Part-time faculty experiences, coupled with further literature
review, became the foundation for

my

understanding of what

"plighf of the part-time faculty (Burk, 2000)
It is

no

suq")rise that faculty

in

is

commonly

called the

higher education.

development models

for part-time faculty are limited.
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Sources including Lyons, Kysilka
success: Surviving

and ihriving

&

Pawlas' (1999) The

in the

culjiinct

professor

's

guide

to

college classroom and websites supporting this

population's professional development are a stark reminder that higher education

continues to marginalize this faculty group

Dedicated solely

.

to part-timers'

perspectives, issues and needs, AdjunctNation.com provides part-time faculty with

infonnation and sources on a number of topics including health insurance, instructional
practices, unionizing, job opportunities nation-wide,

This infomiation

is

valuable and infonnative. Further, providing resources via a website

transcends those obstacles inherent in

inability to attend professional

website

is

and generally 'supporting our own'.

undoubtedly

many

part-time faculty schedules, including one's

development meetings due

a lifeline for

many

adjuncts.

AdjunctNation.com remind part-time faculty

to

schedule conflicts. This

However, sources similar

that they

must fend

to

for themselves

when

seeking professional development.

Having received meaningful
and ongoing part of my

own

interest,

guidance, and mentoring as an integrated

professional development,

other part-time faculty sustain themselves in their

I

time faculty grow professionally?

What

How

do they

support? Although

settings,

needs

my

left

Tins point

IS

in the

context of

I

started out with the goal to design a

believing this

little

initiatives

would be

or no

How

do part-

of such limited

model applicable across

addressing part-timers' professional development

a futile enterprise.

Any

initiative

evidenced by Ihe near-absence of research and references made

higher education academic research journals.

how

factors influence the kinds of needs faculty

sustain, let alone nourish, their teaching in the face

review of recent

me

driven to understand

felt

began formulating general questions.

relationship with their employers.

have?

work

I

addressing part-

lo tlieni in

mainstream

18

time faculty professional development would have to take into account the wide spectrum

of needs characterizing
each

this population, in

institution. Finally,

I

addition to the individual characteristics of

understood that institutions would likely consider only those

applications that recognize and appreciate budgetary constraints.

For

my

final

study prior to dissertation research,

relationship plays in learning as an area

I

needed

identified the role that

1

to learn

more about. Having grown

professionally and personally through self-study and teaching feminist theory premises

and practices,

1

recalled critical research including that by Gilligan

Clinchy, Goldberger and Tarule

how

(

1986), and Jordan

(

1991

relationships characterized by certain qualities can

which people grow, develop, or
I

).

1

1982), Belenky,

These studies highlighted

become

a central vehicle

in a

number of

reviewed relational theory as conceptualized in a number of fields and then

developed a working definition of relational practices that encourage people
This review yielded a set of guiding questions that are central

•

What

through

flourish.

discovered the ever-expanding research on relationship

disciplines.

(

in the professional

as positive

development experiences

made them

•

What were

•

What elements of these

•

What ways do they

to flourish.

in this study:

that part-time faculty identify

positive?

the lasting benefits?

positive experiences infonned their subsequent teaching?

believe higher education could integrate significantly

support to part-time faculty

Designing additional applications

to

in

more

order to nurture their growth as educators?

meet the glaring need

for professional

development

19

in

higher education's part-time faculty population

is at

the heart of my interest.

drives

It

this study.

Overview of the Dissertation
Chapter One outlines the purpose of this study.

A

statement of the problem

begins with a discussion of the challenging circumstances characterizing the part-timers'

plight.

The context and background of the study

trends in higher education.

An

first

describes professional development

explication of the part-time faculty profile follows.

Those

initiatives in the literature that are cuiTently addressing part-time faculty professional

development needs are highlighted. Each of these secfions provides

a link to

education's attention to part-time faculty's professional development

Chapter

Two

why

higher

is vital.

reviews conceptual frameworks for the study. Brief discussions of

adult development and adult learning theories begin the section in order to establish the

interplay

The

between these

literature

fields

and learning relationships

review then turns

to a discussion

in

how

it

can infomi flourishing.

of relational theoiy as conceptualized

in a

number of disciplines/contexts.
Chapter Three outlines a working model of relational
different learning

In

community formats

as a second type

Chapter Four, the methodology

is

described.

qualities.

A

discussion of

of learning relationship follows.

It

includes design, interview

questions based on Appreciative Inquiry, study participants, and data collection.

concludes with brief sections on each participant's nairative vignette as a

way

It

to

introduce the reader to part-timers prior to the interview analysis in Chapter Five.

Chapter Five analyzes participants' responses

to interview questions.

the presence of relational qualities in participants' responses

is

Analysis of

integrated into this

20

discussion.

The

relationship between participants' identified positive professional

development experiences and how these experiences inform
concludes

their

subsequent teaching

this chapter.

Chapter Six summarizes the study and makes recommendations for future
research.

It

restates the

development needs on

growing need
a

community

to

address part-time faculty's professional

level throughout higher education.

It

highlights

support for the design of professional development models characterized by relational

qualities.

A

general model

is

outlined based on the results of this study. Limitations and

ethical considerations are noted.

study.

Recommendations

for future research conclude this

21

CHAPTER

1

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY

The purpose of this study
positive professional

is

twofold. First,

it

asks part-time faculty to identify

development experiences. Identifying positive professional

development experiences creates a context
participants experienced as positive,

participants' subsequent teaching.

and

to identify

further,

what

in

those experiences

what from these experiences informed

Historically, professional marginalization

and

devaluation, coupled with administrations' concerns about the effects of a growing part-

time faculty population has

left

positive experience nanatives.

the research

I

on

this

population virtually devoid of

sought part-timers'

own words

about their positive

experiences and what they beheve higher education needs to provide part-time faculty.

wanted

to

make

visible tins popuhition's contribution to the

voices to the fore

is

academy. Bringing

I

their

essential to this project.

The second purpose of this study

is

to

explore participants' nanatives for the

presence of one or more rehitional quaUties between part-time faculty and their
employers.

My

literature in a

interest

stems from results

number of fields

that focused

in a

previous study

on relational

in

which

qualities.

I

reviewed

From my

reading,

I

identified relational awareness, critical reflection, mutuality, authenticity, the willingness

to not

know, and renewed

intentionality as six qualities characteristic of a

relational theory applications.

This previous study confinncd the

number of

vital role relationships
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play

enhancing

in

a person's learning.

a learning relationship

which

to

-

grounded

this literature

in relational qualities

-

review,

1

goal in this project

is

to contribute to

proposing professional development

The

from

results

this

in

response

1

faculty.

decreasing the part-timers' plight by

to

and driven by

their

wide-ranging

study suggest elements that inform a professional

development design for part-time faculty
on these findings,

hypothesize that

provides a vehicle through

encourage meaningful professional development for part-time

My

needs.

Based on

that could

have significant

propose a professional development model

incoi-porates learning relationships characterized

by

in

applicability.

Chapter 6

that

relational qualities.

The

development then

rests

responsibility for the part-tune faculty's professional

part-timer and the institutions employing part-timers.

My

hope

is

that this

Based

on both the

model

contributes to the small but growing efforts urging this overdue transformation. While

any transformation of attitudes will take time and unfailing

and working

to

effort, actively

advocating for

meet part-time faculty's current professional development needs

is vital

to higher education's future.

Statement of the Problem

Well documented
plight

-

m the literature

are the circumstances

and consequences

-

the

part-time faculty face (Benjamin, 2003: Burk, 2000; Elman, 2003; Fulton, 2000;

Leslie and Gappa, 1993; Leslie, 1998; Nutting, 2003; Weispfenning, 2000). Simply put,

Fulton (2000) calls this plight "a regressive, unethical practice that strikes

academic quality"
below, intersect

(p. 38).

A number of aspects

in the characterization

create this plight.

of this plight.

First,

at

the heart of

Six aspects, cited

innumerable practical

challenges arise for part-time faculty from the typical absence of an office, a telephone, a
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computer, a copy machine, a fax machine, and administrative

staff,

h-onically, part-

timers are criticized by some, including Benjamin (2003) for being 'less accessible to
students. .they are less integrated with the
.

campus

culture" (p. 2

1

).

Some

readily admit they are usually unable to attend department meetings, even

A common

this is that those

reason for

who

teach in two or

more

part-timers

when

institutions, or

invited.

work

full

time and teach, must stay abreast of two or more sets of protocols, policies, and other
pertinent details. But

timers from being

can argue that the lack of physical space prohibits most part-

who

more accessible

in

part-timers face and exemplifies the

basic

ways?

complex

This aptly

inteirelationship

illustrates the 'catch-22'

between aspects of their

plight.

A

second aspect

is

that part-time faculty are

development opportunities or monies

seldom provided with professional

They must

to participate in those opportunities.

bear the often significant expense that comes with attending conferences, seminars, or

institutes.

Half- and full-day workshops, provided by faculty development-associated

organizations are usually most within reach financially. Yet schedules and

commitments can preclude
This reality results

if

not

all,

one's ability to participate in

in a third

affordable and local.

aspect of their plight: part-time instructors self-direct most,

new knowledge and

previous learning'. For some

in

is

of their professional development. Part-timers must depend primarily on

initiative to obtain

them

what

work

ways

According

that

may

to Cafferella

it

this is a fun, creative

frustrate,

and Zinn

integrate

(

professional development endeavors.

in a

way

endeavor. For others,

overwhelm, or undermine

l')4'-;),

that effectively builds

it

self-

on

challenges

their ability.

full-limers .self-direcl approxmialely onc-lhnd ot'lheir

One might argue

that this

should not impede part-timers from

learning what they need to learn to do their jobs well. Indeed, Lawler and King (2000) suggest that
"faculty, by nature

of their profession, are self-directed

in their

work, independent and autonomous

in
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A

fourth factor in the part-timer's pHght

full-time faculty

who

believe that the part-timer

unknown) of

is

the percentage (albeit

is

responsible (to varying degrees) for

the increasing freeze and/or removal of full-time tenure track positions (Lyons, 2007).

Cross and Goldenberg (2003) point out, however, that the part-timer's willingness to
teach

is

not the sole factor in higher education's dilemma:

Once

a cohort of non-tenure-track faculty

is in

place, and once the university budget

has absorbed the lower teaching costs (and used the savings for salaiy increases,
hiring, maintenance,

retreat.

new

facilities, or

whatever),

it

becomes almost impossible

A

in the past,

and the non-tenure track faculty

lines

second complaint some full-time faculty have

diluting efforts to improve tenure-track desirability

criticize part-time instructors for

undo decisions

become pennanent

(p. 57).

that part-time faculty are

is

(Thompson, 2003).

Still

others

wanting greater equality (Fulton, 2000). Townsend

(2003) argues that the growing use of part-time faculty "has... become a
in tuition

to

Particularly in institutions that face annual reductions (or very small

increases) in state funding, financial resources are not available to

made

new

revenue while providing less

in

education"

(p. 3

1

).

way

to earn

The assumptions

more

that

courses taught by part-time faculty are quality-inferior, or that part-timers are "alter[ing]
the character of higher education" (Cross and Goldenberg, 2003, p. 49) are

attitudes

and

in truth the prejudices

among

the

most-hard-hitting to the part-timer.

Other full-time faculty and some administrators hold the institution responsible

getting their

work done. ..Their

training as scholars and researchers

promotes these characteristics

" (p. 14).

have the liixiiiy of self-directing significantly
The
less of their professional development. Participating on committees, engagement in service to one's
institution, attending conferences, and collegial relationships that develop over a period of time in a
difference, however,

is

that full-time, tenure-track faculty

consistent environment contribute significantly as additional learning sources and avenues. This points to a
significantly smaller need for full-time faculty to self-direct their learning.
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for

coming up with

alternatives.

that enables these faculty to

Elman (2003) argues

he effective

that "failure to create a culture

inequitable, and...

is

it

compromises

educational experience of students and puts the integrity of the institution

the

at risk (p. 73).

Together these attitudes shed further light on the catch-22. Typically, part-time faculty
are either not invited to department meetings, or they cannot attend due to time

constraints.

anns'

Yet when they can and do attend, they are not always welcomed with 'open

.

Further, references

commonly used

to refer to the part-time instructor are

demoralizing, disempowering, and only serve to reinforce a negative and inaccurate

perception of the part-tmier. These references include invisible (Leslie and Gappa, 1993;
Leslie, 1998), contingent (Naquin, 2002), temporai-y (Fulton, 2000), casual (Walters

and

Weeks, 1999), and sub-faculty (Langenberg, 1998).
Finally,

and most demoralizing,

is

part-time instructors' pay

,

typically devoid of

retirement options, health insurance, paid vacation days and drastically less than their

full-time colleagues. Alperin (2005) gives an

example

in

her review of adjunct

George Washington University,

instructors in the process of creating a union at

Washington, DC:

Saundra Rose Maley
in the English

is

one of those 21st century part-timers. She has been an adjunct

department since 1991, and cobbles together a livelihood

at

GW.

For

most of her 14 years she has taught freshman composition, with occasional forays
into

mtroductoiy courses

promised

at least

m

American and

British literature.

two courses per year, with

partial benefits.

Participant Claude shares his story in Cliapter 4.
Salaries vary based on the type of academic setting and the discipline.

She

is

part-time,

This year, for teaching

—
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five courses, she expects to

cam

$18,784, of which $2,750

is

'overload

compensation' for teaching a higher-level course. To put her salaiy

in perspective,

consider that one year she was given an assistant professorship and earned $42,000

the

same person,

retrieved

1

the

1/3/05

same job,

different

title

(Adjunct Advocate, AdjunctNation.com,

from http://www.adiunctnation.com/ ).

This pervasive and significant pay discrepancy only reinforces the attitudinal oppression

and marginalization of this population.

Germane

to this

discussion

is

the recently

growing number of 'full-time

contingent'^ positions offered by administrations, typically renewable on an annual basis.

According

to

Jacobe (2006), these positions "are rising dramatically"

wv^'w.AAUP.org ). At
timers" plight.

office space,

On

and

the

at

first

glance

one hand,

some

On

drawback.

It

it

44,

appears to dramatically improve the part-

increases status, courses taught, most likely provides

institutions, health insurance.

employment and one department
stability.

this position

(p.

to

Further, having one place of

leam about provides a much-needed sense of

the other hand, the contingent position's annual renewal factor

carries with

institutions' physical

it

the yearly threat of loss.

that

must be considered,

faculty in these positions run the risk of sudden temiination. Since

courses they taught

at

had stopped teaching

an obvious

Depending on budget revisions and

maintenance needs amidst other factors

full-time contingent faculty

is

at least

some,

if

it

not

is

likely that the

all,

of the other

other institutions on any regular basis, this could result in 'losing

their place' or seniority at those other institutions.

Creation of the full-time contingent faculty position

'Full-time' in this case usually

means

is

among

the

few recent

the instructor teaches three courses per semester. Typically, there

are no additional responsibilities such as ct)nimittee participation or university service, nonnally associated
\\ ith

tenure-track faculty positions.
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strategies that addresses the plight of the part-timer.

unquestionably responds

to is part-timers' grossly

More

aceurately, the one aspect

inadequate pay.

change full-time faculty's attitudes and possible resentment, and
and perceptions by bearing the word 'contingent'

attitudes

by teaching three courses

in

one semester

in

it

It

does not necessarily

continues to reinforce

in its title.

one department,

possible that

It is

a part-timer

may

informal mentoring via spontaneous conversations or because certain faculty

take

it

upon themselves

to

make an

effort.

However

it

it

does not account for

obtain

members

in a

conscious

and intentional way part-time faculty's professional development.
Higher education needs
margmalization. Primaiy

teachers.

to

among

debunk

myths inherent

the

myths

these

is

in part-time faculty

that part-time instructors are not

good

Although increasing numbers of administrators and full-time faculty express

urgent concerns about part-tune faculty's intluence on student learning, Leslie and Gappa

(1993) and the Sloan Report

needed

to

affmn or renounce

(

1998) contlmi

this

this lack

inflammatoiy

Given the above circumstances,

it

is

no wonder

that the continuing lack

bitter,

is

no question

population grows, the disconnect between what

is

expected of them and what

to

them

to

p. 3

1

).

meet those expectations also grows. Baiocco

King (2000), and Lyons (2007) argue

that professional

&

of part-

often angry, underclass in

There

the

is

issue.

time faculty professional recognition has "produced a

academy" (Thompson, 2003,

of evidence. Cunent research

that, as the part-time

is

provided

DeWaters 1998), Lawler and
(

development must routinely be

reassessed and consequenUy redesigned to best assist faculty in 'keeping cuixent.'
Indeed, one finds growing evidence of higher education's
practices in professional development for

its

commitment

to

providing best

faculty (Cross, 1998; Richlin and Essington,
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2004; Wenger, McDermott and Snyder, 2002). Yet the reality

making

this

commitment

administrators are

is tliat

t)nly to llill-tnne, tenure-track faciUty.

The academy must

address this glaring omission of part-time faculty's value and contrihutiim by including

them

m

professional development opportunities.

Context and Background for the Study
Pi-ofcssional

Of particular

Development Trends

note to this study

education's practices over the

is

in

Higher

a constellation

The

last forty years.

student population. Merriam and Caffarella

(

l'-)99)

oriented society to an adult-oriented society...

[is

first

Ec/ueciliun

of factors influencing higher
of these factors

is

observe a "shift from

a

a

changing
youth-

reinforced by the fact that]... older

adults are also increasmgly better educated, ui better health, and ecomtmically better off

that previous cohorts" (p. 7).

Increasing recognition of socially constructed identities

transfonning pedagogy and practice

in

numerous

disciplines.

Cross

(

Social construction conceives of knowledge not as something that

i^)'^)S)

is

is

notes:

transferred in an

authoritarian structure from teacher to student but rather as something that teachers

and students work interdependently

to

develop. Thus

learning, cooperation over competition, and

The

literature suggests a multitude

it

fosters active over passive

community over

isolation (p. 5).

of potentially complex classroom dynamics between

students and teachers as a result (Kohl, 19^)1; Lee and Johnson-Bailey, 2004; VacaiT,

2001). Greater diversity

practices invites

new

in

one's classes coupled with pedagogical and instructional

challenges and a range of consequences, requiring teachers to

rethink previously effective approaches.

A

changing population and an increasing recognituMi of social

identities led
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higher education administrators to reassess the quality of undergraduate education

(Paulson and Feldman, 1995). This review birthed a

movement based on

faculty should value and develop their teaching practices with the

rigor with

which they engage

in scholarly research

the premise that

same commitment and

endeavors. Central to this

has been Boyer's (1990) "scholarship of teaching and learning" [SoTL]

in

movement

which he

launched the argument for a "more inclusive view" of the scholar: "a recognition that

knowledge

is

acquired through [four activities including] research... synthesis... practice

and... teaching" (1990, p. 24, as cited in Angelo, 2001, p. 100). This inclusion formally

urges faculty to examine both their teaching methods and their perceptions of their
teaching pedagogy by asking administrations to programmatically and institutionally

support this vision. Thus, higher education has essentially committed

staff, faculty,

administrators, and students

-

a transformation

its

members -

which Tagg and Ban- (1995)

phrase 'from teaching organization to a learning organization'.

Senge (1990), whose quintessential The

managers perceived and managed
in this shift in the

that

connects

organization"

its

fifth

discipline transformed

their organizations during the 1990s,

academic community. Senge describes

members

(p. 85).

A

is

how

business

a primary force

a learning organization as

"one

closely to the mission, goals, and challenges of the

learning organization

is

characterized by systems thinking,

personal masteiy, mental models, buildmg a shared vision and team learning.

Schulman (2000) adds

that this

new focus on teaching

requires a kind of 'going

which faculty frame and systematically investigate questions related

"

For a comprehensive review and

(2003).

cLirrent

The scholarship of teaching and

VVehlburg,

&

iustructioiKit

S.

meta\

to student learning

assessment of the SoTL's development, see McKinney. K..
Past lessons, current challenges, and future visions. In C.

learning;

Chadwick-Blossey (Eds.

),

in

To Improve the

aud orgamzatioual development

Aciu/ciiie. Vol. 22:

(pp. 3-19). Stillwater,

Resources for

OK: New Forums

faculty.

Press.
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(p. 3).

The transfomiation from teaching

what constitutes best practices
teach what

As

we

teach

now

a resuh, the

to learning organization

in the learnnig context.

includes

how we

SoTL movement

think ahniit

expands the focus on

Our previous focus on huw we

how we

teach what

we

teach.

has contributed significantly to the design and

implementation of new and renewed faculty professional development models. The
learning

community

specific

models such as Cox's faculty learning communities [PLCs]. Cohort- and

is

Senge's premises are proving foundational for

one example.

topic-

based, these learning communities are formed with the goal to develop scholarship

in

teaching and learning, and to develop strategies for change on an institutional level.

However, other existing learning community fomiats meet important faculty needs as
well and include teaching circles (Shulman, 2000), communities of practice (Wenger,

McDennott and Snyder, 2002), study

(Schmoker, 2004), and

circles

circles

of trust

(Palmer, 2004).

A

final point salient to this discussion is that the transition 'to learning

organization' has caused a burgeoning of campus teaching and learning centers

Sorcinelli,

2002)

a decade ago,

community

professional

as evidenced

addition to a tremendous expansion in what they offer faculty.

Shulman

that "...teaching

the

in

is

that

(Cook

(

&

Over

1993) argued teaching and learning centers conveyed a message

generic, technical, and a matter of performance; that

means so much

community"

(p. 2).

by the significant

to

most

not part of

faculty, the interdisciplinary, disciplinary,

Yet currently, the 'community'

rise in different

teaching and learning centers provide.

it's

itself is front

and center,

types of faculty learning communities
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evident that ciincnt trends in professional development for higher education

It is

faculty support best practices and ongoing assessment of those practices. This

momentum

is

exciting;

it

illuminates our growing emphasis on

how

important faculty's

professional development becomes, not only in teachers' flourishing, but in

how

it

informs student learning (and potential flourishing). The tragedy of this inspiring

movement

is

that for the

most

part,

it

excludes part-time faculty.

Significance of the Study

Two

factors contribute to the significance of this study.

professional development needs vary tremendously,

First,

part-time faculty

making successful

applicability of

any one professional development model unlikely. Review of the two primary studies

examining part-time faculty types serves

Tuchman 1078) and
(

his

this extensive interview

to substantiate this point.

team interviewed over 3000 part-time
process led

Tuckman

grcuhiatc students, hopeful fiill-timers. full

minimum of 35
to take care

jobs)

to identify

ami part unknowners

Findings from

seven types: semi-rclireds,

who work

a child), part-ini toners (those

(those

faculty.

manners (those who hold another job

hours a week), hoinenvrkers (those

of a relative or

For his investigation,

whose motives

for

out of their

home

at a

in

order

working two or more part-time

becoming part-time do not

into

fall

any of the other categories).

A
Gappa's

(

second more recent study which

built

on Tuchman "s findings was Leslie and

1993) project, designed to identify similar part-time faculty sub-groupings.

These researchers interviewed 487 people including part-timers, department
deans, and central administrators.

transitioning to

new

They

chairs,

identified career eiulers (typically fully retired or

career); specialists or expert professionals

(works full-time

in

one's
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field

and often have advanced

teaching; income

flyers'

may he pursuing new

at

more than one

toward someday acquiring a

(typically holds a

number of part-time jobs

one area they put

to use

elsewhere"

full

institution in their efforts to huild

time position); dUil Jrcclaiiccrs

that are interrelated; adept in

educators

and supports

in this

population.

(

in

both type and career trajectory

Caffarella and Zinn's

(

1999) research on bairiers

careers of <:/;?v faculty type further suggests that professional and

in the

personal needs differ within one faculty type as well.

Gappa's

"what one learns

(p. 63).

Both studies reinforce the tremendous diversity

among

contacts as well through

not a necessity); nspiring ciciu/cinics (sometimes called 'freeway

is

because they usually teach

then' credentials

in

training;

1993) freelancers.

come with working

in a

Some

A

prime example

is

Leslie and

freelancers love the Hcxibility and variety that can

number of settings,

yet

bemoan

their inability outside

of actually

teaching to any active or ongoing affiliation with their employing institution. Other
freelancers view this inability to participate as a benefit, relieved they are not required to

number of workshops

attend a designated

the

or faculty meetings per year in order to stay in

good graces of their employers (Smallwood, 2001

The
educator

differences between a novice part-time educator and a seasoned part-time

second example. These examples arc only two of the possible

illustrate a

differences

).

among

part-time faculty that highlight the complexity informing part-time

faculty professional

development needs. Any model designed

needs must take

complexity into account.

this

The second

factor significant in this study

institutions currently

is

to address part-timers'

the fact that there are so

implementing professional development

few

initiatives specifically for
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tlicir

in

part-timers.

reveals keen support for the part-timers

In fact, the literature

community colleges (Lyons, 2007) but not

in

four-year institutions. In

four-year institutions are focusing on professional development needs

fact,

among

who

teach

many
faculty

all

groups except part-timers: new and junior faculty, graduate teaching assistants, future
faculty,

With

and

(less often)

this said,

some

mid-career and senior faculty" (Lambert and Cox, 2007,

institutions

among

this

nominal group have made

it

p.

217).

a priority to

address part-time faculty needs. Waters and Weeks' (1999) surveyed and interviewed

approximately 800 part-time faculty

in

order to study what motivates and what deters

part-time faculty participation in professional development. This process increased

collaboration between themselves and university administrators

(Ohio), Lambert and

Cox (2007) developed

The developers concluded through

assessment and ongoing dialogue has
potentially succeed.

More

to

specifically,

own

faculty-

faculty participated the

first

further needs assessment, that continuous

accompany any program

in

Lambert and Cox's findings

developers need a basic grasp of those aspects typical

their

At Miami University

program based on part-time

number of part-time

identified needs, yet a surprisingly small

year.

a

.

order for

it

reiterate that faculty

in the part-timers' plight

part-time faculty face. Areas requiring examination are

to

how

and

that

their part-timers'

challenges interface with issues, challenges, and needs unique to that developer's

institution

(

Lambert and Cox,

p.

221).

Other professional development

how

initiatives illustrate

some

variation in

what and

administrations are providing these opportunities to part-time faculty. Frakt and

Although administrators did not incrcasL- part-time facuUy salaries, participants ri)rmcd an association for
part-time instructors and developed a strategic plan that included goals tor fulure parl-time professional
'

development programs

(p. 11).
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Castagnera (2000) outline a pilot

its

system of priority

tiered

at

Rider University, which recognizes seniority through

adjuncts,/?rtj/e/vf(;/ adjuncts,

increasing course salary and

making available congruent

and other adjuncts, thus
levels of health coverage.

Metropolitan State College of Denver (Kiepar, 2004) provides part-timers increased

communication options, curriculum revision opportunities with

a tenured faculty partner,

technology training, research monies, seniority recognition, and merit and monetary

awards

as recognition for part-time instmctors'

A

exemplary perfonnance.

growing number of institutions are using mentoring models with
Lesley University's Creative Arts

instructors.

in

Learning Program and

Education Program are two examples. Others include

and University of Louisville
framed as

a

(Hutti,

MacEwan

its

their part-time

Teacher

College (Zutter, 2007)

Rhodes, Allison and Lauterbach, 2007). Although not

formal mentoring model, Otterman College employs an approach that

includes mentoring as a primary option. Weispfenning (2000) works with each

time faculty

member

on department chairs
individual instructor

instructors

month

"moderately stnictured one-on-one meetings"

for

is

He

(p. 9).

part-

relies

mentoring needs, and department assessments of how the

faring.

Weispfenning (2000) has an

and follows up with each on an as-needed

after the

growing

in

new

basis.

initial

He

meeting with

also observes

them one

beginning of their appointment. These initiatives strongly suggest a

interest

among some

mstitutions to acknowledge and address part-time faculty's

professional development needs.

These cuiTcnt nutiatives are a mere beginning, and
antidote to the

timer's plight.

symptoms; they do not address

the systemic

act in

some cases

problem inherent

as only an

in the part-

Higher education must take seriously the part-time instructor's
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professional development needs, and do so on a large scale.

to

ongoing investigation on an organizational level of ways

professional development needs

is

A
to

system-wide commitment

meet part-time faculty's

essential.

Learning Relationships that hivite Flourishing
Flourishing connotes expansion or growth. In a learning context,

it

connotes deep

learning or significant development. Relational qualities and behaviors that encourage

learning and development represent a growing area of interest in a

How

this inteiplay

number of fields.

enhances adult learning and development has been the basis for

tremendous research over the past decade. The number of contexts exploring
relationship-based pedagogy infomis learning and development

in individuals' lives are

mounting. Germane to

this

study

is

a

at

how

other important points

review of the

literature

exploring methods through which people relate to one another in learning environments,

how

these

methods

affect learning,

development, or flourishing.

and

how

that learning leads to further learning,
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CHAPTER

2

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORKS

This chapter reviews conceptual frameworks for the study.
discussion of adult development theory and adult learning theoiy.

interface in the literature, these theoretical bodies infomi

about

how

a learning relationship

review then turns

to a

disciplines/contexts.

It

begins with a brief

As

they increasingly

working conceptualizations

might encourage faculty flourishing. The

discussion of relational theory as conceptualized in a

A summary

of how adult learning that takes place

literature

number of

in a relational

context fosters flourishing and subsequently adult development concludes this chapter.

How

Adult Development and Adult Learning Inform

One Another

Ciinx'nt Adult Dcvclopnioit Perspectives

Adult development conceptualizations are increasingly informed by
constructivist-devclopmental perspectives. Having established the inadequate nature of

development theory which was based on androcentric premises, the work of Ciilligan
(1982) and Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger

&

Tarule (1986) ignited a plethora of research

that has

transformed our understanding about what drives development.

develop

is

now understood

to one's social

How

adults

as a set of identities that are socially constructed in response

world (Taylor, Marienau

&

Fiddler, 2000).

Although

still

central to

understanding an individuaFs worldview, prior markers such as age, professional status,
or specific experiences are no longer considered 'representative' of a specific

.
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developmental stage, phase, position or sequence. The
this direction,

literature continues to

evolve

in

recognizing the dynamic complexity that multiple identities contribute to

one's development (Chavez

& Guido-DiBrito,

1999; Goldberger, 1996;

Memam &

Cafthrella, 1999, Rossiter, 1999).

The

fact that these theories,

descriptions of adult development

this

importance.

First, in

based on different constructs, overlap

is

important to

this discussion.

Two

in their

theories illustrate

her ego development theory (linear-based) Loevinger (1976)

autonomous stage

describes individuals characterizing her

have developed the capacity

to

(sixth of seven) as those

acknowledge and cope with inner

conflict,

who

view

emotional interdependence as inevitable, see reality as complex and multifaceted, and
recognize others' need for autonomy (Loevinger, 1976,

p. 47).

Kegan's (1982)

characterization of the fourth stage in his stage of consciousness theory (constnictivist

meaning-makmg),
system,

who

identifies individuals

who

believe in their

can conceive events and experiences

responsibility for their

own judgments, and who

in

own

ideology and belief

multiple ways,

who

can take

are unconstrained by society's beliefs

and values or others' point of view. These adults are self-regulating, self-authoring,

autonomous, and can separate themselves from others' demands; they

retain their

own

point of view and are comfortable with others' differences'

Research

that describes teacher

development

example, Dreyfus and Dreyfus (1986) aptly define a

illustrates a similar progression.

new

teacher as the novice,

perceptions and behaviors characterize "adherence to taught rules and

judgment"

**

(p. 37).

Subsequent

(1982) Dioral/rclatioiuil ilvvclopniciu,

some of these

characteristics as well.

whose

discretionary

Wright and Associates, 1995) the ac/vaneecl

(as cited in

Additional developniciil Ihcones, sucii as Perry's

little

For

(

and King and

\^6^^) ethicul

miJ

K.itciicner\s

i'-)44) c(>^^ni/i\'c clcvch^piucitt

(

inlcllccHuil i/cvelnpiiicnt, Gilligan's

describe
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beginner, the competent,

rules

tlie

and guidelines and has an

knows what

is

who "no

proficient and finally, the expert,

intuitive grasp

longer relics on

of situations based on deep understanding,

possible and only uses analytic approaches in

new

situations

when new

problems occur... [And] operates from an implicit and unconscious base of expertise"

(p.

37)

new

Similarly, Robertson's (2000) theoiy of systemocentrism characterizes

teachers as egocentric because they tend to use a one-dimensional, teacher-centered style,

focusing primarily on content mastery.

As

their sense

of mastei^

m the teaching context

grows, they become increasingly aliocentric, using a more two-dimensional, learnercentered style. Increasing mastery

at this

stage leads one to incorporate a systeniocentric

approach. Using a three-dimensional, teacher-leamer-centered style,

"manage[s] complex, dynamic, psycho-social-physical systems"
Similarities

between these stages suggest

that,

whether

(p.

this

teacher

123)

linear- or constructivist-

based, theorists continue to understand development as characterized by increasing

multicontextuality.

As MacKeracher (2002)

developmental characteristic"

(p. 122).

considering a learning context.

ways they hope

Some would

"cognitive complexity

This recognition

is

will foster and/or further

is

a

increasingly relevant

Most educators would agree

that their goal

is

when

to teach in

encourage students' cognitive development.

say they teach to foster/further encourage more wholistic development in

their student that includes not only cognition

spirituality.

states,

and

Higher education's transformation

intellect but

emotion or

to a learning organization

students' ability to understand multiple perspectives that

much more

affect,

makes

relevant,

and even
fostering

and there

is
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no question

that teachers arc instrumental to

whether or

not,

and

to

what degree,

development occurs.
Constmctivist-deveiopmental tenets substantiate the growing view that

development

is

driven by

how

without support/input from others).

which individuals develop

make meaning of their experiences

individuals

One cannot assume, however,

in a specitlc

environment based on

(with or

of or extent to

a rate

their previous experience.

in the introduction to the

study illustrate

how some

themselves unnerved, unsure, or unable

to fully access

competencies and levels of

Reports noted

part-time faculty find

multicontextuality well established in a different context.

What cunent

adult

development theories bear out appears

applicability to the professional

models

development

to

for part-time faculty.

for this population requires a spirit of inquiry

-

a curiosity

-

have significant
Designing effective
about part-timers'

experiences. Understanding their perspective and what they believe they need

professionally

would inform

facilitative in their

the professional

development

that is

most meaningful and

development.
Current Aciifll Lccirning Perspectives

Theorists

for

two reasons.

who have informed
First,

our thinking about

Knowles (1980, 1990)

how

cultivated an

adults learn are noteworthy

acknowledgement of how

differences between traditional primary/secondaiy learners and adult learners infomi best

practices for teaching adults.

establish that learning

experience,

how

is

Mezirow

( 1

99

more meaningful

1

)

and Tennant and Pogson

to adults

they integrate that experience, and

Mezirow suggests

that the process

of learning

is

when

how

set in

(

1

995 helped
)

to

they can include prior

it

informs their current learning.

motion when adults are challenged
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by

a 'disorienting

dilemma', and

that this leads to a

number of possible kinds of learning,

often 'perspective transformation.' Freire's (1971) emancipatory learning theory

primary example.
reflection,

He

argues that the ongoing interplay between dialogue and

where learners

active dialogue

transmitting

-

as

are challenged to critically retlect

opposed

knowledge -

Others theorizing

is

to a

on

is

critical

their perspectives

banking model of education which

relies solely

through

on

foundational to meaningful adult learning.

how

adult learning happens (Bruner, 1986; Houle, 1961;

Knowles, 1980, 1990; Knox, 1984; Kolb, 1984; Taylor, Marienau

&

Fiddler, 2000)

have

contributed to expanding the parameters regarding what infomis best practices in adult

learning.

Further, technological abilities that novv' allow for brain and magnetic resonate

imaging (MRl) have informed our understanding of the relationship between emotions

and learning (Damasio, 2000).

Elias, Zinns,

Weissberg, Frey, Greenberg, Kessler,

Schwab-Stone and Shriver 1997) explain:
(

Processes

we had

considered pure 'thinking' are

cognitive and emotional aspects

memory

is

seen as

synergistically.

phenomena

in

which the

Brain studies show. .that
.

linked to specific events and linked to social and emotional situations, and

that the latter are integral parts

and

work

now

retain, including

of larger units of memory that make up what

what takes place

in the

classroom

we

learn

(p. 3)

Identifying a relationship between cognition and affective aspects of learning highlights

how meaningful

adult learning

is

more encouraged

approach. Inviting previous experience both

in

for

many leamers by

and outside of a classroom

emotion as well as cognitive responses. Although grounded
learning perspectives take into account adults'

a wholistic

life

in differing

invites

premises, adult

experiences, their subjective lenses.
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and the importance about liow they make meaning of their learning experiences and
this influences future learning.

It

how

follows that these overarching premises are integral to

any design of professional development

for part-time faculty in that they point to

what

formats will take into account what will be potentially the most meaningful to the parttime faculty population.

How

Learning

Well substantiated

in a Relational

Context Informs Adult Development

at this point is the reciprocal relationship

learning and adult development, and that this relationship

unique experiences. Based on
that

is

between adult

a tapesti7

woven of one's

development/adult learning interface,

this adult

it

follows

whether part-time faculty merely survive, grow, or flourish through some form of

professional development will depend on a

number of factors.

factors identified above, their learning style

In addition to those

and the physical aspects of the learning

environment may matter. The adult development/adult learning interface suggests
the degree to

which part-time faculty potentially benefit from professional development

experiences will also

dialogue and

that

lie in

their ability to initiate and/or

critical retlection

Important

in this

have access

to opportunities for

about these learning experiences.

consideration

is

the concept of intentionality. Intention refers to

exercising and maintaining a meta-awareness of learners and then designing learning

experiences based on this meta-awareness. In their discussion of teaching adult learners,
Taylor, Marineau

& Fiedler (2000) propose

that educators

who

teach

v^'ith

intention

considers now-established adult learner characteristics, recognizes the importance of

understanding each learner's subjective lens, identifies similarities and differences
adult learners, and reflects on

how

they

may

among

infiuence individual and group learning.
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will

most effectively foster greater levels of multicontextuality. Reconsidering part-time

development

faculty professional

to include intentional practices appears promising.

Institutions that intentionally create connections with their part-time faculty in order to

better understand their professional

and the part-timer.
to

what

is

A

development needs may benefit both the

connection grounded in bi-directional communication as opposed

and paychecks) could serve

typically one-directional (informational mailings

as an anchor for

in bidirectional

institution

some

instructors.

It

appears fully possible that establishing confidence

communication might

managing other aspects of one's

life

security, in addition to operating in a

free

up a percentage of the energy some spend

around a

lifestyle

with

little

vacuum. Based on the

of any professional

literature, the interplay

apparent between the adult development/adult learning interface and professional

development which

is

an important link for
contexts

among

is

reviewed

meaningful suggests

many
in

part-timers.

that

some form of relationship may serve

as

Relational theory as conceptualized in different

order to identify relational qualities that appear most

common

these theories.

Relational Theories and Their Applications

Theory

that seeks to identify best practices for

growth-enhancing relationships

between two people, or between people within groups, can be found
disciplines.

These perspectives are discussed

in the

in a

number of

following section.

Current Relational Theoiy Perspectives
Foundational to any theory of human development

development
facilitate

is

influenced by the

ways we

is

relate to another

understanding of the historical landscape

discussion of how

liuman being. Yet to

in the field

of psychology, one must
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distinguish between what psychoanalytic theorists tenn intrapsychic, or within one's self,

and

iiilo-psvchic,

between

self

and

A

others.

majority of conceptualizations during the

primarily intrapsychic leaning informed the

first

half of the twentieth centuiy, beginning

with Freud's theory of psychosexual development. This perspective posits that the

environment, including
instincts, or strivings,

relationships, are secondary to internal forces

all

depending on the theoretical premise

-

drives,

influencing one's

-

development. Erikson's (1963) psychosocial development maintained more of a balance

between the

intra-

and interpsychic processes, as did Kohlberg's (1969) theoiy of moral

development, (although excluding
theories at best).

As American

women

culture

in the participant

championed

itself

pool

made

these partial

on individualism, maturity and

psychological health were characterized by increasing levels of autonomy and

individuation.

Birthing a psychological perspective that placed the relationship front and center

in the

development process evolved through American culture's sociopolitical

movements
2006).

A

specifically the civil rights and

women's movements (Spencer, 2002; Robb,

feminist perspective in psychology also took root. Miller (1976) and

(1978) were
right.

-

among

the first

whose work

Miller (1976) noted that the

relationship, cooperation,

established a feminist psychology in

ways women tend

to feel

Chodorow
its

own

empowered - through

and expressing one's emotions - were minimized by values

touted by our individualistic culture''. Gilligan's (1982, 1990) research on girls' moral

development strengthened

this feminist lens

which they are

for relationships with other females in

"

by substantiating

Miller (1976) argued thai palnarchal ideiik>gics ancsted both

her

work was focused piimanlv on women's

loss

free to

girls'

and women's need

develop and use

critical

men and women's development; however,

of their authentic selves.
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thinking order to learn and develop. Belenky

epistemological difference between

ct al's

(

women's and men's ways of thinking and perceiving

and thus, learning and development of voice. Indeed,

"made

986) research vaHdated an

1

this

developing body of research

the centrality of relationships in psychological theory visible..." (Spencer, 2002,

p. 5).

Relational psychology constructs have taken hold in the therapeutic context as

well.

Emerging feminist psychologies

Through

sociopolitical context.

the vehicle through

which

situated the client

this lens

and the therapist

in a

both clients' and therapists' identities became

to facilitate clients" identification,

understanding and work on

their issues.

It

created a distinction between Roger's

relational authenticity

1961

)

one-dimensional approach and a

informed by an inclusion of the therapist's personhood

in the

Miller and Striver's (1997) framework, called the

therapeutic relationship

Relational/Cultural Model,

viewed

(

is

based on the premise that "relationships with others are not

as a vehicle for reaching the

developmental goal of an individuated

self,

but

rather the active participation in mutually empathic relationships itself becomes the goal

of development" (as cited
original self-in-rclation

in

Spencer, 2002,

model which

p. 6).

situated mutual

therapeutic relationship as a valued goal (Jordan

Jordan (2004,

p.

This model was informed by their

&

empathy and connection within

the

Dooley, 2000).

14) suggests that relational

awareness and relational competence

(Jordan's italics) are two pillars of growth-enhancing relationships. Relational awareness

-

"being attentive to

relational

self,

the other, and the relationship" -

competence - "the

ability to

moves

a relationship toward

'move' someone or a relationship grounded

in the
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"emotional, cognitive, and behavioral realm." Jordan states that the concept of mutuality

is

essential;

and

to

"involves allowing oneself to be open to the intluence of the other person

it

be willing to respond to the person's unique ways of engaging

Equally important

is

in the relationship."

Jordan's emphasis on power-over versus power-with; relational

competence can only develop

in a relationship

between two people who share equal

power. The fact that Jordan (2004) and Fletcher (2004) are applying the
contexts beyond the therapeutic setting indicates

it

or

RCT

model

to

some version of it could be

applicable to the part-time faculty population. Spencer (2002) believes the trend these

relational theories

and

their applications illustrate "represent a

paradigm

shift

within

psychology from... [seeing] healthy psychological development as a progression toward
increasing self-differentiation,

we

autonomy and independence,

are fundamentally relational. ." (Spencer, 2002, p. 2).
.

to

one which assumes

that

Benefits derived from

relationships established with relational qualities are important to the discussion framing

this research.

These

development,

e. g.

relational

models suggest applications

the institution and the part-time faculty are subject narrators both

contributing to what can potentially

opposed

to a

to part-time faculty

become

a

more dynamic learning

relationship as

one-way transmission of information.

Mortiboys' (2006) discussion of social and emotional learning in higher
education, a limited yet blossoming body of research addressing

high school, argues that "so

much of teaching

[at this level] is

its

implications beyond

based on the assumption

that the learners are present cognitively but not otherwise" (p. 80).

Indeed, the public

aspect of the classroom coupled with the range of dynamics possible between teacher and

each learner heightens the potential for strong feelings. Mortiboys (2006) argues that
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conditions that contribute to the social and emotional climate of higher education include

the teacher's behavior; the students' behavior; the physical experience of the learners; the

language used by the teacher; the materials and
activities learners are

asked to participate

instructor's evaluation

interest in the subject

of their work and

can result

they are used; and the specific

Their responses to material, their

in.

to

how

them

in frustration,

as a person,

and

shame, excitement,

their

degree (or lack

thrill,

inspiration,

hope. "Formal learning environments are emotional spaces. At the very
pride, anger, disappointment embarrassment, humiliation, excitement,

can occur..." (Mortiboys, 2006,

What happens when we
bring

more than our cognitions

emphasizes

and

least, fear,

and anticipation

p. 76).

are encouraged

by our learning environments

into the learning relationship?

that "a positive social

likely to risk, explore,

oO

to

openly

Mortiboys (2006)

and emotional environment makes leamers...more

make connections and

recognizing the emotional dimension

in their

inquire.

own

It.

.

.assists[s] learners in

learning... [and] make[s]

them more

able to voice their feelings" (p. 32). Neuroscience's recent discoveries confimi that

learners bring their cognitive

a/?*:/

emotional selves to the learning environment,

regardless of age (Damasio, 2000).

feelings, opinions,

more

fully

and questions,

on learning

it

When

a learner

more

comfortable enough to voice

follows that he or she

is

potentially freed

up

to focus

itself.

Showing empathy and developing strong
a

is

effective learning relationship

if

listening skills are likely to contribute to

the learner feels their teacher

is

more

approachable, that he or she cares more about whether or not students are learning.

)
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Ewancipcifoiy Learning

Based on

his

advocacy

for the

BraziHan peasants

in the 1960s, Freire

(

1971

developed his theoi^ of emancipatory learning based on the belief that humans' primai"y
vocation

is

that

lecture are bringing a

one-way narrative

the students patiently receive,

concept of education,
only as

in

that teachers

communiques and makes

memorize and

repeat.

which the scope of action allowed

far as receiving, filing,

who

primarily

to the learning relationship:

Instead of communicating, the teacher issues

which

He argued

of 'becoming more fully human'.

This

is

deposits

the 'banking'

to the students

extends

and storing the deposits... This relationship involves

narrating subject (the teacher) and patient, listening objects (the students).

a

The

contents, whether values or empirical dimensions of reality, tend in the process of

being narrated to become
Freire argues that this

lifeless

and petrified

one-way narrative

(p. 52).

'robs' learners

consciousness, or conscientization, which

in turn

of a sociopolitical emergence of

prohibits their opportunity to

leam

fully

and authentically. Because learners are viewed as 'objects of assistance,' a banking
education resists dialogue and inhibits creativity;

it

domesticates the intentionality of

consciousness by isolating consciousness from the world.

A

problem-solving model

positions learners as critical thinkers; only by engaging in dialogue

act of cognition

- can they can tmly

to authenticity as

and take action upon

reality.

what supports one's vocation of becoming more

Emancipatory learning aptly

where learners are
opinions. Only

reflect

illustrates relational

- indispensable

fully

to the

This invitation

human

premises. Only in a context

invited to actively dialogue can they generate authentic questions

when

teachers validate their students' efforts to find and establish

and
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themselves

in this

process do they develop greater tnist and confidence,

learn, integrate their leaming,

these perspectives. Since

develop their

we know

own

in their

perspectives and think critically about

that reflecting

on and sharing

experience

life

leaming context makes leaming more meaningful, inviting adult leamers
essential.

Emancipatory leaming

is

abihty to

in a

to narrate

is

liberating leaming: leaming that frees us to find our

authenticity in opinion and voice.

hooks'

(

1994) work, significantly infomied by Freire's'° premises, places greater

emphasis on the teacher-learner relationship. By positioning the teacher as
teacher and learner are simultaneously engaged in self-actualization

hooks' pedagogy
belief that

and

when

is

Thich Nhat Hanh's engagecl peciagogw which

Also informing

grounded

is

in the

the teacher successfully maintains the goal of well-being for both teacher

learner, both can take risks

classroom.

.

learner,

Hooks emphasizes

souls of our students

is

and share narratives; both bring

".

.

.to

manner

teach in a

their

that respects

whole

self to the

and cares for the

essential if we arc to provide the necessaiy conditions

leaming can most deeply and intimately begin"

(p. 13).

By expanding on

where

Freire's

cognitive lens to include an emphasis on "mind, body and spirit" (hooks, 1997,

hooks places the relationship between teacher and leamer(s)

at the

p. 14),

center of meaningful

leaming.
Rekilional Tlieories

Mentoring enjoys

a long history

of serving

professional position, or craft. Traced back to

'"

hooks credits

Freire for fostering her abihly to

and Mentoring
to train those

Homer's Odyssey,

complete Teadiiiig

new
in

to a field,

which Homer

to tninxgress, calling

it

"the concrete

manifestation of my struggle with the question ot'nmving from object to subject, the very problem that

Paolo posed

(p, 5.^).

" hooks conceptualizes this similarly to Freire's "conscientization'
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educated and supported Telemachus while his father was away (Daioz, 1998), the mentor

is

a wise guide invested in the professional

Zimmerman

development of the protege. Buckley and

(2003) state "a committed relationship between two people, one young or

inexperienced and the other possessing knowledge or experience"
Historically, mentoring relationships

seasoned faculty member takes the

new

(p. 2).

have been primarily one-directional. The

faculty

member under

her wing and guides her

through the teaching, research, and responsibilities maze that full-time faculty navigate.

However, Moirs (2006) points out problems mherent
setting, for

in this

model. In the public school

example, Moirs observes that designs for public school mentoring programs

have been based on

a belief that

...new teacher mentors are ready-made. Thus, mentor selection

is

haphazard and

professional development often missing or extremely limited. Furthermore, the

professional development that

mentor as
mentor

be provided

rests

on limited conceptions of the

learner, [instead]... providing a technical/manual

to a technician

mentoring

may

in

and mentormg

to strategies

complex contexts where issues

and

collide

approach that reduces the

tips, rather

and compete

than situating

(p. 8).

Moirs' critique suggests the inherent and multifaceted nature of this relationship.

A

one-

directional approach to mentoring impinges on the mentor's potential to benefit; the

structure compartmentalizes the

(

1

97

1

)

mentor and mentee roles with

banking model.

Yet newer mentoring models

mentee

results similar to Freire's

reflect use

of relational practices. Mentor and

are increasingly framing their relationship as a two-dimensional,

professional development relationship (Galbraith

&

dynamic

Cohen, 1995). According

to

Moirs
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(2006), teachers are becoming "change agents, reflective practitioners, collaborative

educators

colleagues, and lifelong learners

and construct! vist"

(p. 8).

A

who

are student centered, equity focused,

review of some child and youth mentoring programs

supports Moirs' (2006) clami. Students" mentoring needs are given greater consideration

when

pairing

(Utsey,

them with

a specific

Howard &Williams,

2000), and gender (Philip

Insomuch
(2004) point out

&

mentor. This intentional pairing

2(J03), ethnicity

is

based on race

(Yancey, 1998), sexual orientation (Jucovy,

Henry, 1996).

as mentoring studies have iniormed best practices,

that the majority

Johnson and Ridley

of studies examining the pros and cons of mentoring

are based on data from perspective of the mentee. Consequently, their research

examining mentors" viewpoints about mentoring provides new information and lends
support for a

relati(Mial context,

facets

from the mentoring

group

in six categories:

l-rom their extensive literature review they 'distilled"

literature to tlfty-seven

what excellent mentors do (mailers of
traits

elements necessary for best practices,

skill)\

of excellent mentors (matters of style and personality);

arranging the mentor-protege relationship (matters of beginning);

knowing thyself as mentor (matters

when

things go

oj integrity);

wrong (matters of restoration); and

welcoming change and saying goodbye (matters
Johnson and Ridley
those personality

cite

traits

of elosiire).

"sense of humor, warmth, humility, and extraversion""

among

mentors believe are most important. (Jne might take issue with

any one of these qualities being required. The degree of humor, warmth, humility and
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extraversion a mentec might appreciate in her mentor depends on the mentee's

personaHty. For example, she might prefer someone more introverted, hisomuch as the

matching of mentors with mentees has not involved personality and learning
assessment, what does appear

skills

critical is a

style

mentor's strong communication and social

(Johnson and Ridley, 2004).
Current mentoring pedagogy appears to increasingly support the idea that what

makes

these relationships most effective

The research bears out

as learners.

that

is

when both mentee and mentor

working collaboratively on how

mentee's development increases the potential for both

mentoring

Johnson
in

so

a learning

is

&

to

see themselves

to support

leam and develop. The

fact that

model used with increasing success (Cohen, 1998; Daioz, 1998;

Ridley, 2004; Menges, 1999; Spencer, 2000; Sweeney, 2003: Zachary, 2000)

many

contexts lends tremendous support for the role

it

plays

in

service to people

flourishing.

Rclatioinil

A
(

1

Theory and Teacher Formation

second format offered as professional development for teachers

is

Palmer's

998, 2004) Teacher Fonnation work. In response to the lack of attention he saw

administrators give their public school teachers' 'inner

Palmer designed and began

life'.

teaching teacher formation workshops or what he originally called the Courage to Teach

(CTT), over a decade ago''. Palmer's central premise

any number of reasons within

a given

is

day/week/month,

that although teachers

their

meet for

minimal relationships with

others and themselves leaves no avenue for renewal. Without opportunities for renewal

we become

''

increasingly separated form others and ourselves, living a 'divided

life':

pnmai^ innuence

in his

Parker reports his

seminars

desisjn.

many

years parlicipaling

in

the

Quaker community

as a

CTT
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...when... we lose touch with one another, the self atrophies and

ourselves as well. Lacking opportunities to be ourselves in a

we

lose touch with

web of relationships,

our sense of self disappears, leading to behaviors that further fragment our
relationships and spread the epidemic of inner emptiness (Palmer, 2004, p. 39).

In response.

relational practices,

with self

It is

retreat series,

formation

is

Palmer developed teacher formation as a learning format grounded
encouraging relationships between people and a deeper relationship

practiced in a

one-weekend

adherence

number of formats, including

retreats,

a two-year/eight-weekend

and day-long workshops. Vital

to relational practices

to one's successful

Parker (1998, 2004) calls the touchstones \

which participants leam through the presentation of and modeling by

retreat facilitators.

Participants are asked to abide by these guidelines in their interactions with others and

themselves throughout retreat weekends:

Come

work with

to the

all

of the self

Presume welcome and extend welcome
Participation

No

is

an invitation, an opportunity, not a

demand

fixing

Openness

to learning

from each other

When

the going gets tough, turn to

Speak

for yourself

wonder

Listen to the silence

Let our time together remain confidential within the group

Consider

that

CTT's Touchstones

in

it

is

possible to emerge from our time together refreshed.

are similar to wlial are called groiiiui rules in other settings.
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Using these guidelines supports
'form' then- 'true self.

busy chatter, the

CTT

is

feel

shoiilds.

way of relating

that fosters their abiHty to

pcmiission to drop ways of relating that arc expected in

to listen to the silence so as to hear

and are invited

social settings,

the fomiat

They

participants'

and the oughts

the alternating periods in

in

one's typical

community and

what

is

way of relating. Also

in solitude

whose we

are in the larger world

integral to

incorporated into most

formats. Palmer (2004) states that "to understand true self- which

arc in our inwardness and

underneath the

knows who we

- we need both

the interior

intimacy that comes with solitude and the otherness that comes with community"

Intrator

provide

inner

many

life

and Scmbner

(

1

998) observe that the value of CTT

a transfonnational professional

of our teachers - that

is,

(p. 54).

lies in its ability to

development experience. "Evoking the

engaging teachers

in activities that cultivate their

capacity to teach with greater consciousness, self-awareness, and integrity -

is

necessary condition for successful professional development"

evident that

this

(p. 190).

It is

a

environment, supported by the touchstones, invites participants the space and

encouragement

to listen to

what the silence allows and

Relational TheoiT at the Core of Professional Development for Part-Time Faculty

Constructivist-developmental perspectives have led to significantly greater consideration

of the infiuence relationship can have
highlights the fact that

coming

to

in a

learning context.

understand the role relationship can play

learning lends significant support for

how

institutions,

some

little

in

one's

to foster flourishing in adult learning.

time faculty stand to benefit tremendously from

Having been provided

MacKeracher (2002)

some form of learning

or no relationship previously with their

Part-

relationship.

employing

part-time faculty will likely find this opportunity a powerful one.

To
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identify relationship as a useful and meaningful aspect of professional

part-tmie faculty

need

to

is

to

provide them one more option for

how

be better educators. The intention of the researcher
required for

is

development

for

they can obtain what they

not to imply that a learning

part-time faculty to develop professionally.

To assume

relationship

is

would be

denounce key premises discussed above regarding individual personality,

to

all

and years of teaching experience.
this

It is

this

a given that the range of need for relationship in

context varies greatly. However, in light of what the literature suggests, the

opportunity to engage

minimal

level,

in a

professional development-based learning relationship, even a

provides two things.

First,

it

gives part-time instructors a chance beyond

surviving to grow and even potentially flourish. Second, providing part-time faculty with

the option to

engage

to

vaiying degrees with an institution-affiliated individual

recognizes part-time faculty as a valuable majority, essential to the future of higher
education. Ultimately

it

shows

that higher education

part-time faculty marginalization and

commits

acknowledges the consequences of

to their inclusion.

ss

CHAPTER

3

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT THROUGH RELATIONSHIP

This chapter presents two learning relationship models and the imphcations of
their application to part-time faculty professional

development. The

first

model

is

conceived by the researcher and presented as a working model. Characterized by six
relational qualities identified as

reviewed

in

Chapter

2, the

most

model

is

common among

discussed

in the

relational theory applications

context of the relationship between

part-time faculty and their employing institution.

The second model
definitions

and models,
and

participants,

how

is

the learning

common

community.

characteristics,

A

what learning communities provide

participants benefit are reviewed.

discussion of the applicability of learning

review of literature of current

The chapter concludes with

community models

to part-time faculty in order

to foster flourishing.

Application of Relational Theory to Professional Development for Part-Time Faculty

The

literature points

teachers, mentors,

overwhelmingly

to the potential for positive

and therapists consciously apply relational practices

to the relationship

between themselves and those they work with. These positive outcomes

way communication
as well.

It is

in

which

teachers, mentors

outcomes when

result

from two-

and therapists see themselves as learners

important for part-time teachers to identify and understand then- pedagogical

perspective and

how

this

informs their teaching. Learning experiences that invite
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meaning making

narratives and encourage dialogue about

learners as they are for students as learners.

It

are as important for faculty as

suggests substantial support

is

needed

for

providing professional development that integrates relational approaches. Thus, parttime professional development grounded

practices offers tremendous

in relational

opportunities for learning, growth, and flourishing.

Relational Qualities that Foster Flourishing in a

The review of relational

theories and their applications underscores the potential

professional development holds for part-time faculty

reflect

and narrate

in a relational

framework.

the contexts reviewed

above appear

Qualities identified as

common among

to best

anJ renewed

qualities, their

in a

intcntiona/itv.

who

are given opportunities to

A number of qualities

relational theory applications

Figure

is

reviewed

niiitiuilitv, autJiciUicit}-.

1

below serves as an

in

Chapter

the willingness to

illustration

of these

among and between

the

solely a manifestation of the specific relationship between those individuals in

the learning relationship. This

model

is

conceptualized as a starting point toward

broadening the definition and discussion of relational practices

development

for the part-time faculty.

Each quality

is

in

professional

defined below

in the

context of a

professional development relationship between the part-time instructor and the

employing

among

among and between them

interdependence with one another, and a shifting

continuous movement. The speed and movement trajectoiy

qualities

characteristic

support the possibility for flourishing.

2 are: relatiomi/ cnvni-eness, critical veflectiou.
not know.

Leammg Environment

institution.
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Figure

1

Relational Qualities That Facilitate Part-Time Faculty Flounshnig

A Working Model
Relational Awareness

Mutuality

Critical

Reflection

Willingness to

Authenticity

"Not Know"

Renewed
Intentionalitv

Relatiojial

One

A wareness

quality consistent in the literature

is

relational awareness. Jordan (2004)

defines relational awareness as "being attentive to

First,

(p. 14).

faculty to

being attentive to one's self

'come

to the table'

is

self,

the other, and the relationship"

foundational in order for both liaison and

with goals, objectives, needs and ideas. Second, being

attentive to each other suggests a willingness to hear each other's goals, objectives, needs

and

ideas.

When

(Freire, 1971

).

both narrate, both engage in the relationship from this perspective

Engaging with another from

a place

either persons or parties frame the relationship as

of relational awareness means that

one both individuals invite each other's

perspective because both believe that each has something to provide the other.

Whether
competence

is

or not the people/parties develop

what Jordan (2004)

calls ivlu/ioiial

possible but not required. Jordan defines relational competence as "the
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ability to..

realm"

/move' someone

(p. 14).

or a relationship in the emotional, cognitive, and behavioral

She elaborates:

[Relational competence] involves vision, philosophy, emotional and cognitive

...

skills,

and the development of relational proactiveness. There

is

a relational

problem-

solving in which the power of dialogue, of asking for help, and of sharing uncertainty

is

openly acknowledged

Given

(p. 20).

most contexts typically require time

that relationships in

to develop,

part-time faculty and the employing institutions need ample opportunity to

and develop relational awareness, particularly
people/parties might meet.

the opportunity to

engage

because they have

less

competence

is

Further,

some

in light

it

follows that

first

establish

of the infrequency with which the

part-time faculty may, while appreciative of

in a learning relationship,

choose

to

do so

at a

minimum

of a need or have other established sources. Developing relational

a reasonable goal,

achieved and maintained by an intentional, continuous,

developmental process that takes place

in the learning relationship.

Critical Reflection

The second

quality in the

working model

is critical

reflection. Theorists

of adult

learning (Brooktleld, 1990, 1995; Cranton, 1996, 2001, 2005; Mezirow, 2000), adult

development (Clark
organizational

&

Caffarella, 1999;

management (Schon, 1983; Senge, 1990; Wenger, McDermott

2002) unanimously point
development.
reflecting

way

to

on

Kegan, 1984, 1995; Rossiter, 1999)

&

to critical reflection as pivotal to individuals' learning

In his reflection-in-action theoi^y,

their teaching

when

Schon

(

Snyder,

and

1983) proposed that the act of

actually teaching provides teachers a

most effective

reshape their teaching practices. Other conceptualizations of this in-the-moment

)
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Bond and Walker

reflection include

Tremmel

(1993),

are thinking

who

defines

and feeling

Schon but adds

that

in the

when

it

(1992),

who frame

it

as noticing

and intervening;

as a kind of mindfulness, or paying attention to

moment; and Nuerburger (1994), who sees

reflecting in critical ways,

we draw on

a

it

what we

similarly to

number of knowledge

funds including spiritual, intuitive, instinctual, and analytic or sensory knowledge.

Simiknly, Cranton

(

1996) believes

we

critically reflect

through a number of means

including problem-solving, as an intuitive process, as a result of interacting with others,

and as a developmental process.

The

ability to

through which

we

- and consistent practice of-

understand and manage our

own

critical reflection

becomes

the vehicle

emotions, generate solutions to

problems, and communicate effectively. In a relational context exercising

critical

reflection gives depth to the awareness each has of the other. Critical reflection as a

quality

is

large part

particularly salient to this study because part-time faculty typically reflect in

by themselves which leaves them vulnerable

in thinking 'in a

vacuum.' Being able

for their successflilly integrating the

consequently, for

to the potential

to share their reflections supports greater potential

meaning they make from

new awareness, new

dangers inherent

that reflecting and,

understanding, or a revised lens/perspective.

Miitiiality

Relational awareness and critical reflection

mutuality

is

valued

in that relationship.

in a relationship,

work

closely with mutuality.

When

both people see the other as a subject (Freire, 1971

Both bring perspectives

to the table

telling the other person, but sharing, listening,

with an interest not simply

in

responding and taking into account the

other's perspective. This mutuality challenges the central importance and value our
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culture has historically placed

relationships,

on power-over relationships. Traditionally

in these

one automatically has power over by virtue of age, experience, position

status or gender.

Historically,

due

to their near-absent professional

opportunities, part-time faculty likely experience

little if

development

any mutuality with

their

employers.
Mutuality appears to be a quality essential to part-time faculty professional

development. Applied
invite a

dynamic,

to this population's professional

alive, far

from

"lifeless

and petrified"

both part-time faculty

member and employing

exchange of ideas and

their implications to

responsibilities.

The

and the employing

established

institution.

development, mutuality could
(Freire, 1971

)

dialogue in which

institution place highest value

each

in their role

on the

and associated

two-way communication infoims both part-time

faculty

Mutuality appears to offer tremendous potential for both

part-time faculty and their employing institutions to tlourish.

Authenticity

Authenticity

is

good example of the inseparable nature of these

qualities.

Cranton

(2005) defines authenticity as "a multifaceted concept that involves being genuine,

showing consistency between values and
encourage their authenticity, and living
"develops
appraisal

in relationships,

is

actions, relating to others in such a

a critical life",

through dialogue..."

emphasizing

(p. 72).

way

as to

that the quality

Although one's honest

self-

an integral part of developing authenticity, the assessment of a person's

degree of authenticity

is

measured by another.

Critical to this assessment,

however,

is

the

willingness to put aside any assumptions about what one might assume their developed

level

of multicontexuality shoiih/ he (based on age,

life

experience, or teaching
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when we

experience). Accurate assessment can occur only

instead ask part-timers to

us about their world view/pcrspcctive, inviting through their personal nanative a

authentic picture of who they are.

In

doing

so,

we

more

contribute through use of the growing

what informs a professional relationship with

social constructivist lens to

tell

the greatest

potential for flourishing.

Cranton's definition of authenticity suggests that the development of an authentic
relationship requires trust.

educator

is

the other hand, Freire

(

1971

argues "To be authentic, the

)

bold, dares to take risks, and recognizes that he or she will not always

over the people"
population,

On

it

(p. 73).

win

Based on the wide-ranging needs among the part-time

follows that the degree of tmst part-time faculty require

authentic will vaiy greatly. Yet also important to consider

is

feels there is risk involved with asserting his authenticity.

Cohen

may

(1995), and Zachary (2000) suggest that mentees

forfeit

in

order to be

sometimes

that

(

a

person

1995), Sorcinelli

degrees of authenticity

if

they fear they might be judged or ridiculed for their thoughts, ideas, or responses. In the

context of the part-timers in higher education,

development needs for fear
uncertainties they

institution.

believe

may

many remain

silent

about their professional

that if they ask questions, describe frustrations, or voice

hurt their chances for future teaching contracts with that

This fear of appearing needy

makes them more vulnerable

is at

the heart of

what some part-time faculty

to possible termination.

As

serious

is

how

this

then

encourages greater inauthenticily with themselves.
Clearly this has powerful implications for

development

that incorporates the goal

institutions' part

how

part-time faculty professional

of authenticity on both the part-timers' and the

could foster flourishing.

When

part-time faculty trust they will not be

'
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judged or ridiculed and consequently,

feel

no need to conceal

their needs, fears,

inadequacies or anxieties, they are freed up to focus more fully on their development as
effective educators.

They would

As

flourish in their learning.

This

more quickly, and
by both

a relational quality, efforts toward authenticity

facilitate greater levels

people in that relationship will

trust.

potentially accomplish more, and

of authenticity and subsequently,

reinforces the value of that authenticity, supportnig

trust, in turn,

its

central

role in flourishing relationships.

The Willingness

A

fifth quality in the

working model

1999, Wheatley, 2004). There

and a willingness

to not

have such

to

need

a

feel

is

out,

that they pretend that they

know more about

"so often, children and adults alike

understand something before they

to learning

and discovery..."

a subject they

may

than they do instead of asking questions in order to save face.

perspective, a student

i don't know', and
to the ideal

may

feel

(p. 17).

act as if they

From

When

know more

a learner's

tremendous disappointment when hearing her teacher say

yet as a result she

now

has a chance to flourish by not holding herself

of eventually knowing everything.

When

part-timers detemiine that a willingness to not

professional development, verbalizing this not

identification of feelings, perceptions, needs,

those needs.

view

know' (Cohen,

an inextricable connection between trusting, taking risks,

become an impediment

they should

Know

the willingness to 'not

know. As Cohen points

know

do. This can quickly

mentees

is

to 'Not

An employing

that regardless

is

will best support their

knowing encourages genuine

and room for approaching how

institution willing to not

of experience there

know

know and

always more

to

meet

verbalize this models the

to learn.

It

tells the

part-timer
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that the learning institution sees itself as a learner as well.

"1

willingness in the relationship to say

authenticity.

It

The value of both people's

know" comes

don't

in

its

support of greater

paves the way for greater flourishing.

Roicwed liitentiouality
The

last quality identified in this

one's intentionality as 'renewed'

is

model

is

renewed

intentionality.

important for two reasons.

First,

Referring to

allows for

it

recognition of what both teacher and employing institution have previously approached

in

an intentional way. This quality

must be renewed
mutual way.

in

When

is

paramount

the cycle of experience

renewing one's intentionality allows

Renewed

for

what both have

intentionality, illustrated

by

- meaning-muking - integration ofmeaning-nuiking - renewed

- experience, reframes, changes,

Renewed

it

both parties maintain a conscious practice characterized by the

learned through the relationship to be integrated.

have been operating

context in the fact that

order for the relationship to continue developing in a relational,

qualities discussed above,

intentiona/ifv

in the relational

or transfonns

how

one, the other, or both

in their respective roles.

intentionality further

assumes

that educators

review their teaching practices for assumptions and biases.
significantly strengthen their intentionality, educators

developing pedagogy and practice.

A

identify current sociocultural realities

reshape cuiriculum to

make

it

timely example

and examine

most inclusive.

It

and

in

is

means

the

commitment

renew or

In order to

to take into

for

to

some,

account

the rising need for faculty to

their attitudes

one's strengths and weaknesses, and then strategizing
attention both in one's actual practice

need

make

and biases

in

order to

actively and routinely assessing

how

to address

one's conceptualizing.

what needs

Renewed
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intentionality encourages teaching or guiding with a

practices.

It

invites

parties, the

promise for more than one application
literature

working model presented above holds

to part-time faculty professional

review identified relational theory applications

including one-to-one relationships, relationships between one and

relationships

among

for best

tremendous potential for tlourishing.

Focused on two people or

The previous

more informed design

a

number of people

leaming organization takes hold as

a

participating in a group.

model

in

development.

in

many
As

contexts

people, and

the teaching-tumed-

higher education, so does the concept of

learning communities. Based on the rapid growth of this learning fomiat, the discussion

now

turns to a review of models, shared charactenstics and benefits, and analysis of the

when

potential benefits relational practices have

applied to this learning format.

The Learning Community Incorporating Relational Tenets as a Form of Professional

Development for Part-Time Faculty

The following discussion reviews learning community models
their viability as a professional

faculty flourishing.

participants,

and

Common

how

development application

characteristics,

participants benefit

is

that

the discussion of

what

order to present

foster part-time

what learning communities provide

explored.

It

follows that a deeper

understanding of how faculty benefit from their parficipation

expand

would

in

relational qualities

in

these communities will

enhance potential

for part-time faculty

flourishing.

Curroit Definitions and Models
Learning communities today take

number of fields. Based on

their

a

number of fomis, and can be found

in a

Communities of Practice model Wenger, McDemiott
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and Snyder (2002) provide

management

a general definition they

developed from a business

perspective: communities of practice are "...groups of people

concern, a set of problems, or a passion about a topic, and

and expertise
that

we

in this area

are in learning

by mteracting on an ongoing basis"

communities

as learning communities.

and advice"

daily;

we simply

(p. 4).

their

share a

knowledge

The authors contend

don't think of groups

we engage

in

People "don't necessarily work together every day, but they

meet because they fnid value
insight

who deepen

who

ni their interactions... typically

shar[ing] information,

(p. 7).

Although grounded

in a

business perspective, these same tenets are increasingly

identified as support for the establishment of learning

communities

in

every field of

education. In the adult education context, for example. Stein and Imel (2002) summarize

learning in

community

...individuals

as

coming together

to exercise control

and influence over the direction,

content, and purposes of their learning", noting that "salons and taverns have

been replaced by study

circles, chat

rooms, coffeehouses, and community

centers... The desire to share ideas, understand daily events,

communal
As

a

action remains... (p.

and engage

in civic or

1).

form of professional development

describes a learning

now

for

elementary school teachers, Schmoker (2004)

community where teachers meet on

a regular basis, collaborating

and

"systematically identifying, cultivating, refining, and honoring the vast untapped fund of
collective expertise already in our midst" (p. 88).

learning

community

identifies, honors,

According

to

Schmoker, "A

and provides opportunities

for

true

any and every

successful teacher to share his or her methods and successes with colleagues" (p. 88).
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From

the focus in these reviews

any degree of relational awareness,

critical reflection,

mutuality, authenticity, the willingness to not know, and renewed intentionality cannot be

assumed or measured. However, Schmoker's
themselves as learners,

definition suggests that

most faculty learning groups,

is

it

in

1978.

Cox

first

to the

it

is

in reference

the official phrase

model created by Milton Cox

established a learning

Endowment (Cox, 2001

through a grant from the Lilly

commonly used

is

important to note here that

and stated as "PLCs"''' - used when referring

Miami University

participants see

are invited to nan^ate.

all

Although the phvase Jaciilty learning communities
to

all

).

community

As

the

first to

-

at

for junior faculty

establish faculty

learning communifies as a vehicle for exploring both teaching content and pedagogy.

Cox's model has been adapted
that these

in

many

institutions since that time.

Cox (2001)

states

communities engage "interaction with a student associate and a faculty

partner... reading the

and work on

new

literature

of the scholarship of teaching... and development of

a teaching project" (p. 80).

PLCs can be

either topic- or cohort-based. This

faculty group meets at a designated time and place to discuss topics with a trained

facilitator.

The highly-structured fonnat and high expectations
reflects the central goals

Cox

SoTL movement. Through

must meet

participation, according to

(2003),

...a

member of an PLC on any

and implement

'^

of the

participants

From

model.

it

topic will not only learn about that, but... will design

as a focus course, with

ihis point t'orvvard,

"FLC"

will

many

opportunities to reflect with other

be used only when referring to Cox's faculty learning community
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faculty learning

community

resulting student leanung

participants on

and feedback

its

effectiveness and the assessment of

(p. 18).

Additional activities include biweekly seminars on teaching and learning, national

conferences and retreats, and minor compensation and/or rewards (pp. 81-83). The

guiding premise of a cohort-based

FLC

is

to "address the teaching, learning,

and

developmental needs of a. ..group of faculty or staff that has been... affected by the
isolation, fragmentation, stress, neglect, or chilly

Cox

(2004,

deans, and graduate students

make

in the

academy", according

who

are preparing to be future faculty

and part-time faculty

Both types of faculty learning communities are created with the goal

available

membership and opportunities

Although they do not appear
Cox's FLCs,'^ other models vary nig

faculty through

for learning across all tliculty ranks.

to result in a level

m

to

of recognition equal to that of

structure and format provide participants benefits.

study group comes from research done by Wildman, Hable, Preston

One example of a
Magliaro (2000)

to

First-year or junior faculty, mid-career faculty, department chairs,

p. 8).

are examples.

chmate

at

its

&

Virginia Tech, a research institution serving approximately 1600

Center for Hxcellence

in

Undergraduate Teaching. These faculty

developers ran a pilot study investigating the relationship between experience and
reflection, nanatives of practice,

choose

their

own

and collaborative learning. Participants were required

topic and group

name, develop guidelines

promotion of informational sessions
meetings, attended a celebration

" PLC's

(a

at the

"kick-off meeting), participate

and the

in

biweekly

end of the study, and provided feedback about the

are increasingly recognized as a national

including Caniegie and Sloan.

for planning

to

model and supported by higher education t'oundations
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experience in an evaluation. Group membership was interdisciplinary, and size ranged

from

five to eight

A

members.

second example practiced on numerous campuses

Shulman 1993) designed
(

this particular

and universities have always taken
criticism in

traditions

for

all fields...

and culture

Now we

(p. 3).

model based on

the teaching circle.

the observation that "colleges

justifiable pride in their

must

is

commitment

turn this tough scrutiny

to inquiiy

and

on our own practices,

Nazareth College employs teaching

circles.

On

it's

Center

Teaching Excellence website ( htlp://www.na2.edu/.htinl (Retrieved Februaiy 28,

2005), one finds the following definition: "...a small working group of faculty that meets

on

a regular basis... to reflect

their

work

to

as teachers. ." Further website infonnation includes a description of their pilot
.

project. Collaborative for

faculty

on and exchange ideas about an issue or concern related

Teaching and Learning, which

is

based on the premise

development begins with the creation of faculty discussion groups

circles) that are "rooted in the liberal arts tradition

discourse."

Ongoing groups currently

(i.e.

that

teaching

of a democratic process via collegial

listed include

pedagogy and

social justice using

Palmer's (1998) Courage to Teach'^' pedagogy as context; interdisciplinaiy teaching and
learning; and teaching

and learning with the challenges and opportunities of technology.
Learning Coninuinity Formats

Coiiiiiion Characteristics aiiinng

Common
summarized
tiiiralio)!.

in

characteristics understood in terms of leannng

Table

3:

iui))ihci-

oj participants, vo/iintaiy

community

vs. involiintar]'.

structure are

meeting

type of leadership, and compensation and/or rewards provided.

'"

The Courage to Teacli is the title of Palmer's book, but is frequently used to refer to philosophical tenets
and reflective questions he and Lively 19')9) created to help teachers explore their thinking and their
actions in their teaching practices, as they relate to teacher formation and renewal.
(
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Table
Characteristics of Current Learning

Type of

Communities

A Sample
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The

leaderless option.

that the

fact that different

number of participants needs

participation

by

all.

meeting

may depend on

of a grant or budget allotments. This
information shanng might

happen over some period of time and

that

more time with

the

1

seems

0)

to ensure true

number of meetings

to suggest

engagement and

varies, the length

is

number of factors including

a

sound reasoning. The

the initial meetings.

fill

affiliation

to 8 (or

of

with one semester. The support and/or the ability for the

to start

to continue

of collegiality and

be small enough

Further, although the actual

groups meeting seems

community

to

models propose 6

which,

same people

it

is this

in turn,

dialogue and

initial

But the group's development can only

development

that invites a

encourages more dialogue.

in a familiar

the length

format where

all

growing sense

It

would follow

are naiTators, the

more

willingness to not know, and renewed intentionality might

critical retlection, authenticity,

result as well.

Wenger, McDermott and Snyder (2002) suggest three components which
characteristics as well as identifiable aspects that a learning

include domain, community, and practices.
place in the world"

(p. 32);

it is

A

community

the group's focus, the reason for

population. Regardless, the learning community's

A
daily

its

existence.

its

One

being such a diverse

domain would determine

a potential

to join.

second component

work

provides. These

community's domain "defines the group's

cannot assume what type part-time faculty would prefer based on

member's decision

are

-

the

community

itself-

provides a setting outside of one's

routine to engage with colleagues. For part-time instructors, this opportunity

provides a break from self-directed learning pursuits to those and/or other learning
pursuits within a group context.

As

it

meets over time, the community of practice will
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"establish this

common basehne

[of i<no\vledge] and standardize what

understood" (Wenger, McDermott and Snyder, 2002,
outside of one's

own

affiliation

faculty

to participate in

offers, there is

it

want and need opportunities

The

As evidenced by

for the

is

a

forum

faculty

community,

every reason to suspect that

many

part-time

form of professional

to participate in this

as well.

specific practice(s) the

leanimg community employs during meetings

constitutes the third of the three components.

tools, information, styles, language, stories,

once having met] for
the

The community

number of full-time

the

some type of learning community

and membership

development

well

thinking in which to listen and to reflect; to give voice to one's

ideas and perspectives, and be heard.

choosing

p. 12).

is

a while,

"Practice

members expect

Cox's

PLC

all to

To ensure

They

cuniculum

(

that... members share... [that

have learned the basic knowledge of
Practices vary depending

p. 17).

typically present their research at a

best practices in the facilitation and thus, the

development of the learning community. Cox and
facilitator training

frameworks, ideas,

participants culminate their learning in a seminar

presentation they deliver to their cohort.

national conference as well.

a set of

and documents

community (Wenger, McDermott and Snyder, 2002,

on the type of community.

is

his colleagues

have designed a

http://vv\vw. units. muohio.edu/flc (Retrieved

January

3,

2005). Those choosing to becoming facilitators go through a specific training that
incorporates cuniculum aimed

necessary for a

spirit

at

developing their ability

to foster a set

of community, which include: safety and

trust,

openness, respect,

responsiveness. collaboratio)i. relevance, challenge, enjoyment, esprit

ei}ipoM-ei-?nent

{Cox. 2004,

p. 19).

of qualities

tie

corps, and
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Assessing other communities' practices would shed Hght on whether or not these
quahties are essential to any learning community's success; however, reviews of other

models' practices are vague. The part-timer's

ability to participate in

Cox's PLCs might

prove challenging based on the typical lack of time and easy access. Although a group of
faculty might consider themselves a kind of learning

only one day, returning

more connection,
sharing

same

to that

community even when meeting

faculty group at least once invites the potential for

greater collegiality and stronger affiliation and potentially, intentional

among group members

that

might not otherwise occur. The research cited above

suggests that although specific practices

may

differ to

some degree between models,

learning communities employ a set of practices, which

Any

than to others.

for

may

matter more to

discussion of necessai^ qualities shared across models

without identification of specific practices used

in other

some
is

all

faculty

incomplete

models, and warrants further

investigation.

Wars

PciiiicipLi?Us Benefit

Expanding

their discussion to

ways

participants benefit from their participation in

a

community of practice, Wenger, McDennott and Snyder (2002)

a

war of kuoMing. both

where knowledge
of time

in the

is

not,

tacit

and explicit knowledge

and knowledge

is

dynamic.

is

identity four benefits:

shared, knowing

A way

is

individual

of knowing comes as a result

community:

fhc knowledge of experts
their actions, thinking,

is

an accumulation of experience - a kind of residue of

and conversations - that remains a dynamic part of their

ongoing experience... communities of practice serve as a living repositoiy

knowledge

(p. 35).

for that
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Through

their

membership, participants have access

and arc an integral part

to,

Once estabhshed, members draw from

living repository.

of, this

basehne each time they

this

meet. This component illummates the fact that the collective experience and knowledge
present in any faculty

community

not only enriches

its

foundation, but contributes in the

cultivation of continuous learnuig in that group. Just as with full-time faculty,

how

hard to imagine

developing a

way of knowing through

development of many part-time

significantly enhance the professional

A
shared.

second benefit

Only through

is

evidenced

in the fact that

Examples

in a

learning

mentoring, case conferencing, and coaching.
shares a story about a student and suddenly

We

is

both

is

not

community would
faculty.

and explicit knowledge

tacit

is

interaction with others in a variety of fonns can both tacit and

explicit learning occur.

person

a learning

it

community include

How

often have

we make

we

a connection

stoiytelling,

listened as a colleague

between what

that

saying and a past experience of our own, leading us to a deeper understanding?

use phrases like

'it

suddenly dawned on me' and 'so that

.

put into words.

.

'

to describe these experiences.

Any

's

what

I've

been trying

to

full-time faculty have a resei-voir of

stories about particular 'ah-has' that occurred within the span

conversation in the hallway with a colleague. The isolation

of a five-minute-long

many

part-time faculty

typically teach in not only precludes accessibility to the degree of these five-minute

chats;

it

leaves them vulnerable to developing blind spots in their understanding and

practice.

timer sees

A

It

follows that this benefit

in a

may

be one of the most desirable qualities the part-

learning community.

third factor

communities of practice provide

process. Aptly put by Wenger.

for

McDermott and Snyder

is

balance in one's learning

(2002), "though our experience
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of knowing

is

individual,

knowledge

is

knowledge has developed over many
faculty have pieces of

not"

(p. 10).

Within the larger eonimunity,

eenturies. Within

knowledge and

aeademic

institutions, individual

a variety of experiences. Yet the

vacuum

that

teachers often operate in prevents opportunities for significant social learning. Selfdirected learning pursuits are potentially enhanced by learning in community, and vice

versa. This illuminates the serious imbalance the part-timer contends.

Lastly,

knowledge

is

dynamic. Knowledge changes.

The increase

options resulting from the dramatic increase in technical knowledge

is

in teaching

one example.

Basic information management and word processing will never change. However,
software programs that provide 'new and better' ways to do these basic things are
continually produced, and at mcreasingly faster rates. Research databases are slowly but
surely putting university libraries out of business, and teaching programs like Blackboard

and

WebCT

give faculty and students a

process of any given course.

A

second example

starting with both a historical review

pedagogical

first

establishing

moving back and

is

to

engage

m

both content and

the field of adult learning.

Only by

and an analysis of those forces intluencmg cuirent

can learning community participants begin a discussion about higher

shifts

education pedagogy.

by

number of ways

Any

faculty

member who does

not begin their pursuit of knowledge

some contextual parameters could run

forth

between establishing

the baseline

the risk of haphazardly

and only partially-informed

meaning-making. Wenger, McDermott and Snyder (2002) believe

that if a

community of

practice has successfully established that baseline of knowledge, "people can focus their

creative energies on the

significantly

more

more advanced

issues"

(p. 12).

potential to both discuss developing

As

a result, the

community has

knowledge and create new
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knowledge from

Once

that baseline.

faculty population

again, significantly unfortunate for the part-time

the fact that unless these instructors actively self-direct their

is

professional development, they cannot keep up with these changes.

It is

models

is

critical to

a far

note

at this

juncture that any identification of benefits across

from straightfoiAvard process.

How

faculty

members

begin with an analysis of individual faculty members' reports. With

examples

that point to decrcascci isolation as a benefit include the

benefit can only

this in

mind, specific

comments of a

Teaching and Learning says

participant of Nazareth College's Collaborative for

simply: "...[the circle allows] us the pleasure of talking with others about the

love".

In their study,

Wildman

et al. (2()()0)

identified "the desire to lessen isolation" as

found

that participants

what motivated them

newer' ^ faculty reported using the study groups as a

way

academic community, while tenured faculty reported
of investigating newer developments
results,

Wildman

et. al.

in

to

this

work we

most frequently

New

to join.

become

their desire for

part

and

of the university

renewal and the goal

teaching and learning. In their discussion of their

conclude that faculty developers too often focus on "how

make

to

teaching easier, less complex... [and that] such development practices can help, but they

can also deny... the occasion

to delve into the personal

the stories of faculty teaching practice" (p. 248).

teachers develop a

more informed and

membership within
critical

concealed

in

stories,

through which to understand their

community. This practice potentially becomes a

aspect of learning for both the teller and the listener. Statements noted previously

about full-time faculty's need for connection echo

" "Newer"
in

that are

Through sharing these personal

realistic lens

the larger teaching

meanings

in the literature typically refers to

academia.

those faculty

how

significantly this benefit

who have

taught up to but no

is felt.

more than

3

years
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A

second benefit that can accompany participation

There

increased openness to both self anil others.

is

in a learning

no question

community

is

an

that sharing their

questions and concerns invites vaiying degrees of vulnerabiHty and risk-taking. Through

hstening to others' stories of what did and did not "work", making change becomes a risk

worth taking. From her experience with her Harvard colleagues, Sarkasian (1993) recalls
that

over time, "individuals dare

life" (p. 9).

From

openness

expressing herself

As

in

a result

in

comment more

being able

state "this recognition

Wildman

in a learning

personally on teaching, learning, and

community, Sarkasian

others' openness within the

of participating

comfort level

to

et al.'s

felt

(2000) study bears out similar results.

community, participants reported an increased

to share their

opinions and ideas

(p.

257). These researchers

and validation of the importance of their own experiences provided
and successes

[participants]... with the confidence to share their concerns, interests,

within the group and,

greater

more

importantly, to try

new

ideas in their classrooms" (p. 258).

One's vulnerability potentially lessens when increasing numbers of community members
take this risk.

It

encourages confidence, authenticity, and potentially a willingness

to not

know.
This also strongly suggests that the community dynamic encourages participants

to

move away from

self-critique

and toward

self-reflection.

For example, Sarkasian

(1993) believes that the open mindedness she experienced in her case study seminar led
her to examine her

appears to

own

come each

Concommit

practices

more

objectively.

participant putting into

to the benefit

A

benefit to

words his/her

of voicing these experiences

is

all in

the

community

specific experiences.

the sense

it

engenders that 'we
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are

all in this

together/ Certainly any part-timers

tremendously from

participate might benefit

this as well.

In their descriptions, participants

self and others with colluhorcitlon.

solving as a

who

sometimes couple

A

concept of openness to

Sarkasian (1993) identified cooperative problem-

means through which she could increasingly

with other colleagues.

this

collaborate outside of the group

second example comes from one teaching circle participant of

Nazareth College's Collaborative for Teaching and Learning: "The discussions affirm the
value of collaboration."

Openness toward

self

and others leads

practices as a benefit to faculty participants.

to critical reflection

It is

of one

's

reasonable to assume that

ami others

'

many

educators routinely reflect on their pedagogical premises and practices, cai-ving out the
time nccessai7 to stay cunent

in

discipline-based developments,

conduct research, and periodically articulate/share new ideas
presentation.

and

how

Each of these

activities requires

the part-timer critically reflects in

in

make

an article or conference

some degree of critical

comparison

syllabi revisions,

rctlection.

to the full-timer

is

When

a question that

requires a study unto itself Regardless of faculty status and type of critical reflection

faculty

engage

in,

stepping back to reflect on one's practice

is

a central benefit of

participating.

Lastly, the benefit of greater self awareness to learning

clear.

community

participants

is

Sarkasian (1993) provides a good example of this as she describes having had the

opportunity to reframe her self-concept as an instructor. She observes that "the case
discussion seminar greatly changes [instructors'] approach to teaching, that they see

themselves less as conveyors of knowledge and more as facilitators of learning"
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By

(Sarkasian, 1993, p. 43).

to

seeing herself as a facilitator of learning, she was then able

begin seeing herself as others saw her. She concludes that "the real outcome

own assumptions and

cracking the case, but learning more about one's
one's colleagues"

(p. 43).

This learning

may

is

not

the insights of

be the most powerful aspect of this type of

professional development. Cranton (1996) emphasizes the fact that

When we

understand what

we

believe and

its

roots (whether those be in our

we

childhood, our past experiences, our culture, our language, or the media), then

become

free to

knowing

choose whether or not

we want

the source of our assumptions,

it

is

to

maintain that belief. Without

difficult to feel free to question

them

(p.

85).

This resembles the concept of levels of competence proposed by unconscious

incompetence, conscience incompetence, unconscious competence, and conscious

competence. For some,
illustrate the

this

new-found

perspective transformation

self- awareness is significant.

Mezirow (1991

of a clarification or a reframing. In other words,

it

)

It

may

For others,

defines.

well

it

more

is

offers potential for informational

ami

transformafional learning (Kegan, 2000). Recognizing one's assumptions in the midst of
others recognizing their assumptions

may come

as a

huge

relief

The

benefit of increased

self-awareness seems invaluable to any instructor regardless of status. Greater self-

awareness often leads

to further critical reflection.

nu)ment teachers begin
instniction

community

to closely

examine

far superior to

Shomoker's (2004) view

their lessons

improves and competence increases"

is

In

any workshop or

(p. 85).

staff

and the

He

".
.

.the

results of those lessons,

argues that the learning

development teachers can engage

toward the development of self-awareness. This supports the idea

in

that critical reflecting
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with others

is

leads participants to greater openness to themselves and others, increases

and encourages the possibility of greater collaboration

their self-awareness,

It is

easy to see

how

community could prove
risks in their teaching.

When

significant in a

But what

one participant reports

circles respect

we

feeling/being less isolated through participation in a learning

members'

individual faculty

and enable us

ferret out exactly

another's response?

work.

is

number of ways toward facuhy's

ability to take

reported thus far in the literature gives rise to

For example, what might more specifically explain the differences

qualitative questions.

in

in their

that,

to

community?

benefits from participating in a learning

from her learning community experience, "These

grow

as

autonomous, thoughtful professionals", how do
taking from the experience in comparison to

what

that individual

Why

does the learning community become the desperately needed

is

and collegiality for some, whereas for others

link to feeling affiliation

though perhaps nonetheless appreciated

-

forum?

it

is

a less

needed

-

These types of question can only be

investigated in the larger context of personality, type of faculty,

number of years

teaching, and other sociocultural factors.

There
blossoming.

is

no question

Cox

(2001

)

that the

concept of faculty learning communities

points out that they provide

flexible approaches to faculty

developmenf

'

(p. 8)

instructor, each

community
potentially

is

exposed

to the

respond and benefit

that offers

new

faculty a

meet the seasoned

holistic,

connected and

than previous models.

offer greater potential for professional development.

seasoned instructor

"more

way meaningful

first

instructor's

They appear

to

For example, even though the

same learning community format
in a

is

to them.

as the

new

The same learning

opportunity to discuss philosophical tenets

need for renewal. The seasoned instructor

may
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might end up experiencing renewal through

newer

faculty.

learning,

for

They might

find the

their perceived role

community rekindles

their love

and help them identify new areas for research. Wliether

it

of teaching and
renewal, the need

is

people and inteipersonal relationships, the desire to stay current or simply reignite

their passion for their craft,

participating in a learning

seasoned faculty have as

different forms of professional

professional career as well.

domain and

set

development

The format

at

to gain as

itself

is

dynamic; and learning

encourages

in

this to

from

an individual's

happen. By the nature of

is

tacit as

central characteristics:

well as explicit knowledge

shared;

is

it

provides a

knowledge

is

individual as well as social. Finally, as learning communities

appear to be successful whether they are leaderless or ain by

a facilitator,

they do not

trained facilitators.

Learning communities have reached level of activity

emphasis on the interface between faculty
previous teaching experiences, and

how

faculty

of practices, the success of a learning community comes as a result of

way of knowing;

recjiiire

new

they can provide qualitatively

varying points

what Wender, McDennott and Snyder maintain are
shared

much

community.

Further notable about learning communities

its

of coacii or mentor to the

how

people leara. The focus has shifted

self-avv'areness

this interface

to a

much

that

and

encourages greater

critical reflection

of

informs faculty's perspective on

greater emphasis on one's philosophy

of teaching and pedagogical practices, and the development of metacognition: identifying

and understanding

how one

best learns (Hubball, Clarke

In addition to the senior, mid-career,

and tenured

universities are developing initiatives including learning

&

Beach, 2004).

faculty, increasing

communities

numbers of

that address the
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professional development needs of graduate assistants (Armstrong, Felten, Johnston

Pingree, 2005) and those preparing to be future tacuhy. Similarly,

are

now

recognized and supported

and

affiliation,

in

more ways

new

&

full-time faculty

as they struggle to develop coUegiality,

a professional identity (Bach, Barnett, Fuentes,

&

Prey, 2005; Bode,

1999). Krebar's (2004) study at Metropolitan State College at Denver, Colorado

where

she established a learning community for first-year full-time faculty bears this out.

How Part-Time Faciiltv Participation
Although tremendously

in

Learning Coninuinities Encourages Flourishing

limited, the research

examining learning community

applications to the part-time taculty population are important to review. Blackwell,

Channel and Williams (2001
hurdle:

"how

same time

to

)

approached

provide support to

to external inspectors" (p. 4).

invited part-time faculty

research team

mechanisms

in the

workforce while

that are both effective

Using the teaching

from four schools

member met

having identified the central

this classically 'marginal'

establishing quality assurance

convincing

their research

circle

at the

and

(TC) format, they

United Kingdom to participate.

A

with each point person to discuss the details of establishing a

teaching circle and conducted the

first

meeting

at

each of the four

sites, in

which they

focused on potential benefits of TCs and students' expectations of part timers in order

to

provide forward momentimi by generafing a

discussion. In addition, each

was

revisited

TC

list

elected a convener tor future meetings.

once by a researcher,

this

time as an observer.

independently until the end of the academic year,

(p. 42).

of potential topics for future

when

TCs

Each

TC

then worked

an evaluation

was

instigated,
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This study informed Blackwcll, Channel and Williams' (2001) proposal of what essential
actions are essential to the success of a teaching circle designed for part-time faculty.

The

institution

how

the teaching circle

level

must

tailor the role to part-timers' context,

fits in

promote ownership,

clarify

with other development possibilities, provide appropriate

of administration help, and

start

before the semester

Participants reported

starts.

primarily positive experiences as a result of their participation in the teaching circle

community.

The above discussion leaves no doubt
participants a

wide range of potential

that learning

benefits.

Given

communities provide

that a

growing number of

advocates are demanding that the higher education community face up
plight,

coupled with the increasing part-time faculty population,

limited research applying the learning

community concept

report.

is

stunning to find such

There

to the part-timer.

reason to think that the part-time instructor would not benefit

and cunent (full-time) participants

it

to the part-timer's

in the

same ways

is

no

that past

For example, through participating the part-

timer would undoubtedly feel less isolation. Further, critically reflecting with others on

one's teaching would facilitate awareness of one's pedagogy and practices,

.lust

as full-

time faculty report, the learning community might not be as novel an experience as
as a supportive, affirming, and informational one.

One reason

for this

much

might be the

degree to which the part-time instructor already engages in self-directed learning and
conversation with other colleagues. Yet others might have a far more transformational
learning experience. In terms of becoming

how
well.

the learning

more open

to self

community experience would encourage

and others,

it

is

easy to see

this in part-time faculty as
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Given the above,

become

it

is

not hard to imagine

a professional 'lifeline' for

their lives

may impede

a large

many

how

a learning

community could

part-timers because the logistical complexity of

number of part-time

ongoing

faculty's participation in an

face-to-face learning community. Yet Blackwell, Channel and Williams' study (2001)

engaging part-time faculty

teaching circle model of learning

in the

community

hope. Other part-time faculty might be more available to participate

community followed
practices.

a hybrid

Based on the

if

offers

the learning

model of both face-to-face and on-line community

fact that the part-time

population will only grow, academic

institutions will be best positioned to maintain their integrity

only through developing programs that will

sound professional development

to

\[s

facilitate,

and educational excellence

enhance, and above

all,

ensure

part-time faculty.

Summaiy
This section explored the nature of learning communities

m order to discuss the

implications for their application to professional development for part-time faculty.
investigation of cunent learning

community models

identified

common

An

characteristics,

components, and benefits they provide participants.

A

learning

community would provide

to share one's teaching ideas, strategies, or

other instructors and offer them a

is

my

way

to

the part-time instructor with opportunides

pedagogical or philosophical questions with

balance their primarily self-directed efforts.

contention that the part-time instructor would benefit through participating in a

learning

community

as a cost-effective and gravely

development, an imperative long overdue.

needed form of professional

It
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Further, just as there

is

a variety

of learning community models cun'cntly being

employed, different learning community models need

to

be researched

in

order to

encourage the highest level of participation possible for the part-time instmctor
population.

The tremendous development

in

technology provides hope

in this arena.

There are currently numerous faculty ListServes and internet capabilities
easily adaptable in creating

Models

that

employ

a

the

that include learning style,

learning style and

as

most effective

m reaching a range of needs and preferences

These models would account for the widest range

in

complexity of the part-timer. Northern Essex Community

College's faculty website has apparently been extremely successful

(Kramer, personal communication.

May

faculty programs, a chat room, and a

learning

in a learning

degree of need for community, or disenchantment with so

it is.

life style

appear

more on-line professional development communities.

combination of face-to-face and on-line participation

community may prove

much computerization

that

community option need

to

list

2004).

serve.

It

in this

includes that includes a

Initiatives that offer this

regard

number of

fomiat as a

be designed and implemented on a large scale in

order to ascertain their applicability and degree of effectiveness.

Assessment of part-time faculty's needs reveals a near-absence of applications
the part-time faculty population.

to

Including them in the growing body of research on this

potentially transformative process recognizes and actively responds to the fact that part-

time faculty are, and will continue to be, a growing part of the larger faculty community.

It is

essential to get part-timers

on the map of learning community

activity.
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CHAPTER

4

METHODOLOGY
This chapter outhnes the methodological apphcations used in
with a description of the changes

through the research process.

1

in

my

perception (Me/irow, 1991

establishes the research context in both

follow.

A

The chapter concludes with
them

1

my

1

informs the

it

way

prior to analysis of participant interviews in Chapter 4.

Myself as Researcher

see a process of my

second year having no idea

was. The more

how

Data collection and analysis process

own development

doctoral study which culminates in this project.

earnest

proceeded

brief vignettes from participants" narratives as a

Situating

Looking back

I

begins

review of Appreciative Inquiiy further

conceptual lens and

its

for designing interview questions.

to introduce the reader to

as

)

It

then discuss the rationale for nicoiporating a qualitative

design, grounded theoiy, and narrative inquiry.

framework

this study.

learned, the angrier

1

how

1

began

during the course of

my research

of the part-timer

in

grievous the part-time instmctor's experience

became, identifying with the part-timer, easily

defensive and feeling misunderstood in conversations with other graduate students,
including during a doctoral writing seminar. The less 'objective'

discouraged

I

became.

for a course paper in

I

recall feeling

which

advocating greater action

ni

I

simply unable

to craft

1

was, the more

any reasonable conclusion

had sui'veycd the issues and the few existing studies
support of part-timers' plight.

How

could

I

propose any
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recommendations

My

forward?

how

for

higher education and part-time faculty themselves might

commitment

to

conduct research that would contribute

changing the system of higher education was overshadowed by

my

in

some way

move

to

looming sense of

hopelessness for this appalling set of circumstances.

My

researcher self began surfacing as

midst of this plight there were

many

I

continued

part-timers

my

who were

study.

1

learned that

in the

not only content with their

circumstances, hut relieved not to be more connected to their employers through

meetings and the

must

shift

my

like.

At some point,

1

understood: In order to be a tme researcher,

focus and maintain an open mind. This translated to

adjunct experiences were one of many possibilities.

with a more genuine interest

were

to

my

own, but

for

in other

what these

I

was

meant

accepting that

able to continue

adjunct stories, not for

stories

my

how

1

my

my

research

similar or different they

for the nairators themselves.

Research Methodology
Oiiulitcitive

Design

This study employed a qualitative design. Denzin and Lincoln (2000) provide a
generic definition of qualitative work: "a situated activity that locates the observer in the

world... that

research

makes

tells

the world visible..." (p. 7).

With the aim of broadening what existing

us about the part-timer's experience,

I

wanted

to understand the content

and

process of experiences identified by part-timers themselves as positive professional

development.

1

also

positive experiences

wanted

to investigate

how

participants

made meaning of those

- and how they integrated these meanings -

practice as educators. Thus, a central goal in this study

visible, "capturing the individual point

was

to

into their

make

subsequent

the part-timer

of view" and "securing rich descriptions" (Denzin
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and Lincoln,

p.

10).

Finally,

wanted

1

to obtain participants'

perspectives of what they

envision in the not-so-distant future, where higher education might provide positive
professional development experiences that enable part-time taculty to tlourish.

I

anticipated from years as therapist, counselor and educator that listening to people's

stories

framed around these areas would give

methodology
insight,

that "allows the theoiy to

emphasize

that

through

this

expressed understandings"

p. 12).

approach

(p. 8)

As
I

the richest data.

emerge from the

enhance understanding, and provide

by Strauss and Corbin (1998,

me

a

wanted

to

use a

data... [thus is]. ..likely to offer

meaningful guide

pioneers

I

to action," as articulated

m grounded theoi^, these theorists

would be "creating new and

theoretically

about the part-time instmctor's experience, perspective

and vision.

Denzin and Lincoln (2000) suggest

that

any qualitative research endeavor

incorporates an acceptance of postmodern sensibilities. Creswell (1998) underscores this

central point:

...knowledge claims must be

set within the conditions

of the world today and

in the

multiple perspectives of class, race, gender, and other group affiliations. ..these are

negative conditions, and they

and control by individuals
language... [and

in]...

show themselves

in these hierarchies,

in the

presence of hierarchies, power

and the multiple meanings of

discourses, the importance of marginalized people and

groups... the presence of meta-narratives or universals that hold true regardless of

social conditions (p. 79).

Although

this

study was not designed to ferret out class, race, and gender variables,

CreswelLs words

are salient here in that the part-time instructor population

is

a

group
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affiliation with a distinct

meta-nanative, a potent example of the negative effects higher

education's hierarchy has on this facuUy group.

Finally, qualitative inquiry

is

assumes

social construction. This

the central process that creates, maintains,

p. 51).

A

qualitative

and transforms

methodology best informs

participants' stories of their experiences

and

this

"...communication

realities" (Cooperider,

study because

it

seeks to obtain

of those experiences,

their evaluation

2005,

m

addition to their perception of what they think higher education administrators need to do

to address this population's professional

perceptions -

how

how we might

they have

development needs. Their experiences and

made meaning -

are vital to a

more general discussion of

better support the flourishing of part-time faculty.

Merriam (2002) points out
typically have a beginning, middle

that narrative

-

"first-person accounts of experiences"

-

and end. Bloom (2002), Chase (2002), and Reissman

(1993), suggest that nairativcs contain a story line or, according to Elliott (2005), a plot

(p. 6).

Moen

(2006) further observes that nanative and story are tenns typically used

interchangeably to refer to individuals' accounts of their experiences, which can include

life

history, oral history, autoethnography,

biography and autobiography.

researcher to be clear in describing one's use of narrative because

and method... a frame of reference
entire inquiry process, a research

study" (2006,

in a

research process.... a

method, and a mode

it

cautions the

both "phenomenon

way of reflecting

during the

for representing the research

p. 2).

Having

listened to individuals' stories throughout

my

professional career,

believed inviting participants' narratives to be most appropriate for

to

is

He

hear the part-timers' stories because

1

my

study.

I

expected that they would offer the best

I

wanted
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cicscriptions

of their experience and that a semi-structured interview process would

provide the most successful opportunity for
administrators and advocates

now

The small number of

this to take place.

researching and designing ways to better meet part-

timers" professional development needs arc primarily using needs assessment surveys and

post professional development evaluations (Holliday

Allison

&

Lautcrbach, 2007, and Lambert

&

& Carter,

Cox, 2007).

2007; Hutti, Rhodes,

Still, little

narrative exists from

part-time faculty themselves about their experiences beyond these primarily quantitative

measures.

I

share Chase's (2002) view: "narration

sense of experience, construct the

Lastly,

wanted

I

self,

experience; where they could engage

about the affinnation

speaks to

this desire.

affirmation

in light

we provide
I

a

major way

in

in

which people make

which participants could share

(p. 79).

their

conversation. Cottle's (2003) conceptualizations

participants through the act of hearing their stories

wanted, through the mterview process,

of the

in

and create and communicate meaning"

provide a venue

to

is

fact that

it

is

to offer validation

and

something they seldom receive.

Inasmuch as narrative seeks the individual's subjective experience, however.

Chase (2002) points

out that "personal narratives,

are inevitably social in character" (p. 80).

no matter how unique and individual,

Chase elaborates: "Narratives

are... social

m

the sense of reflecting broad social, cultural, ideological, and historical conditions in

which they get
society

at

told

and get heard... playing a role

large" (p. 80).

I

in specific

communities as well as

in a

believed that participants' stories would provide significant

information through their explicit descriptions of positive professional development

experiences and

(

1990)

who

how

participants

states "Narrative

made meaning of these

ways of knowing

experiences.

I

agree with Helle

function collectively to affirm the values
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of multiplicity and connection"
about

how

institutions

Hopefully

(p. 49).

this

would lead

to valuable discussion

might consider supporting best practices for part-time instructors'

professional development.

On

a

number of occasions

suggested that

I

prior to

my

conceptualizing this design, colleagues

interview administrators, full-time faculty, and even

some

students for

of my study of this population seven years ago,

have

this study.

From

imagined

would use some type of qualitative methodology, interviewing exclusively

I

the beginning

part-timers themselves.

knowing
for

designed

1

that part-timers

my

I

study with this unwavering goal, based on a

themselves are the best source for identifying what has worked

them and what they continue

to

need

to

do

their best

work.

Appreciiilivc Inc/iiiiy

The framework

1

chose for situating the study

fhis methodological

(Cooperrider, 2000).

is

called Appreciative Inquiry (AI)

approach has blossomed over the

years as an innovative and successful action research method

development

Bom

field.

interested in investigating

the success of

Al

problem with the

is its

out of a need for "a

new model

what inspires or "gives

in the

deficit

model

is

that

it

Cooperrider's words, "...the study and exploration of what gives

when
is

they function

at their best.

a relational process of inquiry,

Salopek, 2006,

p.

1

).

.

.suggests that

grounded

Cooperider was

life" to organizations.

in a

assumes we know what the

human

He

suggests that

system: "The

ideal is" (p.

life to

1

7). In

human systems

organizing and change,

in affirmation

twenty

organizational

for change",

emphasis on strengths or 'what's working'

last

and appreciation"

at its best,

(as

quoted

in
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Together the following provide AI's foundation (Whitney
2004,

&

Trosten-Bloom,

p. 2):

•

people individually and collectively have unique
bring to

•

gifts, skills,

and contributions

to

life;

organizations are

human and

social systems, sources of unlimited relational

capacity, creativity and lived in language;

•

the images

we

hold of the future are socially created and, once articulated, serve

and collective actions;

to guide individual

•

through

human communication

(inquiiy and dialogue) people can shift their

away from problem

attention and action

analysis to

lift

up worthy ideals and

productive possibilities for the future.

I

chose

this

approach for two reasons.

identifying circumstances

deemed

was

AFs

addition,

I

intrigued by

numerous examples

GTE,

adequate research exploring and

typical for those of part-time faculty status,

theoretical

in the literature

including British Airways,

First, there is

in

and conceptual framework. There are

of successful organizational change using AI,

British Petroleum ProCare,

American Red Cross, Green

Mountain Coffee Roasters, SmithKline, Beckman Instruments, Imagine Chicago, the City
of Berkeley, and John Deere. In a study with a group of clergy, Bartlett (2002, as cited

Whitney
the

& Trosten-Bloom, 2003) reports

Al model

in his

in

successful changes following his application of

interviews with faculty members, students, and alumni from 18

Jewish and Christian seminaries. In another example, Barnes (2005) discusses positive

changes

in a

Head

Start

program

in

Denver, Colorado, nine months after completing the

AI process. He point out how previous models

fall short:

"Focusing on problems draws
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attention to

breakdown

rather than the strengths of the system.

culture and creates an emphasis on looking

Central to

ATs methodology

Bloom, 2003). These D's

is

(p. 2).

Cooperrider's 4-D Model (Whitney

are discovery, or "appreciating

Those using

encourages a blame

good rather than being good"

what

what might be"; design or "determining what should be," and
will be" (p. 23).

It

is";

&

clfcauu or "imagining

destiny, or "creating

information from every individual

who works

in the

system of study. This can range from

many of its

The Al process can

stakeholders as possible, often over an extended period of time.

two days,

A

a

take

a seminar, summit, or a consortium, over a period of one to

number of weeks,

or months.

number of points about

the use of the

AI model

in this

study must be noted.

study does not incorporate what could be called a complete application of the

First, this

model. Instead

it

borrows the

first

and second

D

-

discovery and dream

interview questions'^. Discovery, or appreciating what

Based on

to

to gather

a department within an organization, to the entire organization along with as

number of fonns including

what

methodology use questions based on the four D's

this

conduct individual interviews, focus groups, and large group meetings

a

Trosten-

this,

I

formulated

my

is,

interview questions about

-

for

focuses on what

how

is

framing
working.

participants define

professional development, and what they idenfified as positive professional development

experiences.

many

1

wanted

to

explore their definition of professional development because so

part-time instructors not only self-direct their learning but readily define

professional development as outside the parameters of formal training;

one-day workshop.

Tlie Ihircl

1

wanted

and fourth D's

-

clesigu

to

know what

and destiny

with the n\erail puipose and scope of

-

this study.

it

was about

i.e.,

a course or a

these positive professional

are inlentionally excluded

because they are not

in line
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development experiences
appreciate

would be

is

that

worked. One of Cooperrider's points

that organizations

spend a

lot

I

particularly

of time reinventing the wheel, when

this

time

working and growing

significantly better spent focusing on what's already

these processes.

The second D, dream,

is

the

"what

it^',

or imagining what might be.

wanted

1

to

explore participants' impressions of what they believe higher education must do to help

them

flourish.

If higher education

were successfully providing significantly positive

professional development experiences for part-time instructors, what

doing? What would be happening?

might be,

1

in this context.

1

confess

I

I

chose 2015 as a year for them

to

imagine what

anticipated these to be obvious in content;

would not be surprised by any of their responses.

Participants shared a

would they be

number of ideas

I

was only

1

felt

partially right about this.

fully 'outside the box.'

Further, essential to the evaluation of the potential use of any methodology,

reviewed some general criticisms of Al. Grant and Humphries (2006) point

on the positive as having

sound one:

"We

a

sure

to Al's focus

"pollyannaish" tone. Yet CoopeiTider's (2000) response

do not dismiss accounts of conflict, problems or

not use them for the basis of analysis or action.
as lived experience, and seek to reframe

them"

We

listen

(p. 18).

when

stress.

I

We

is

a

simply do

they arise, validate them

Regardless of the fact that

1

did

not ask participants directly about their less-than-satisfactoi7 professional development

opportunities or experiences, they provided these experiences in their nairatives.

crafted the interview questions to elicit participants' positive experiences,

meaning of those experiences, and what

positive actions they

would

how

1

they

made

like to see higher

education take toward supporting professional development for the part-time instructor.
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But

at

no time during the interview did

I

discourage narrative, or elaboration

of, their

experiences that illuminate the part-timer's plight. Consequendy, describing a positive

experience was a

way

to call attention to

professional development. In essence,

participants

would

1

what has not served them positively

began

this research with the

in their

confidence that

readily include their experience with these typical circumstances,

and

they did.

Research Questions

1

designed

my

interview questions based on AI methodology in addition to studies

using the AI model (Michaels, 2005).

As

a basis for these questions,

1

held firm to

premise that "questions must be affirmative and focused on topics valuable
involved and directed

at topics,

to the

ATs

people

concerns, and issues central to the success of the

organization" (Whitney and Trostcn-Bloom, 2003,

p. 4).

identified the 'organization' as higher education at large.

For the puiposes of this study

The

intei'view schedule

consisted of those questions below.

IiUervic\v SchcJu/e

1.

DISCOVER

Professional development experiences

•

How do

•

What kinds

yoii ik^fme

professional development?

of professional

development have von partieipated in?

Positive professional development experiences

•

Consider professional development experiences you would
Tell

o

me about one

Who was

identif}'

tluU stands out to you.

there? What was the context''

How did it feel?

as positive:

I
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How

o

What, specifically, stands out to yon about

o

What was

o

What made

it

(the

liiy,h

point)?

at the heart oj this/these e\perieiice(s)?

inattei- to

it

yon?

this/these experience(s) informs one's teaching

was

•

WJiat

•

What did

the Listing benefit?

vcui take

from that experience that von applied

to voiir

subsequent

teaching?

o

!n

what

^\^av

did that experience influence your teacliing pedagogy as vou

woiiUI currently describe

o
2.

What unique

skills

and gifts

it?

to

yon bring

to

your students?

DREAM
How higher education
•

Imagine

that the

developcLl

how

it

should be providing part-time faculty professional development

year

is

201 5. As a nation-wide community, higher education has

and implemented what you perceiye

as significantly positiye changes in

provides professional development to part-time faculty. Describe what you

see the higher education community doing.

•

The

As you look

back, what

contributed

to these positive

first

steps did academic administrations take that

changes?

intei-view schedule guided but did not dictate the interview process.

process to be one aptly illustrated by

process that organizes

Moen

human experiences

(2006): "creating a nanative

into

meaningful episodes"

I

found

is

(p. 6).

this

primarily a

Participants

shared additional aspects of their professional lives during the interviews including their
teaching pedagogy and to varying degrees, career history.
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Becoming Researcher
Huber, Clandinin and Huber (2006) suggest diat "relationships
inquirers and participants are at the heart otwiiat they do" (p. 2

vital

aspect of

The degree

to

how

relationship

is

deep experiential process

is

).

This points

which an

intei-view

can be considered successful.

looked forward

would be
feeling

attributed

my

interviewmg

more

my

participants for this study,

So

was humbled

1

love

to tlnd

1

assuming the interviews
myself challenged and

various points during the interviews. After considerable thought

response to two possibilities.

styles.

I

of details, and learning more about a person's perspective.

revealing, rich, and fun.

at

"a

1).

to interviewing

awkward

It is

of the relationships researchers and

Interviewing people has been a large part of my professional work.

listening, the gathering

to the

perceived as 'good' by both interviewer and

that lives at the heart

participants negotiated" (p. 21

1

narrative

established and cultivated during the interview process.

which the relationship

participant mirrors the degree to

1

among

Having trained

First.

1

thought

as a therapist early in

recently, a psychiatric clinician,

1

might be trying

1

my

1

to negotiate

professional career and

have inteiA/iewed people using

a

number of

formats over the years. As a therapist, before managed care took over, time was

something

clients

they sought help

is

and

for.

I

It

would take

to

for fear

it

necessary to work through issues

crisis clinician,

because time

develop a kind of compassionate detachment.

considered as well the fact that

research" (Geetz, 1988).

home

much of as was

never dictated the process. Yet as a

of the essence, I've had

I

as

Some warn

this

study

is

a

good

illustration

against conducting research that

will cloud the researcher's ability to 'hear'

is

of "backyard
too close to

what her participants are
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telling her'/

'bump up

I

considered this a number of times and assumed

against'

my own

experience as a part-time instructor

immediate kinship with most of the nine participants, but
assumptions about similarities or differences
positive relationship with

my

was

was possible

in

some way.

was provided

have contributed

to

When

professional development experience, a

description of that experience with

1

felt

1

wrote about and discussed

it

asked participants

compared

fmal point

in this

during the intei"view. Again,

had struggled living

this

1

is

that

this

in

Chapter

When

life.

from not having

a

complete

set

1

I

must

let

1

would normally do

go, despite

my

in

of data from

which they

all

participants

to sever contact.

My

tumed

initial

into

Although

another situation, there was no question but that

concerns.

The Study

Participants

Obtaining participants involved a number of steps.

sampling (Patton, 2005)

to

contacted participants for clarification and

concern that something during the interview led them
contrary to what

grew more

two participants became visibly upset

elaboration on a particular question, these two participants did not respond.

frustration

I

5).

shared membership.

empathized and could appreciate the degree

cobbled

their

development

interview experiences with colleagues,

discussion

had a

to describe a positive

to professional

comfortable and remained watchful of possible effects from

A

1

valued and

number of them immediately followed up

how

my

make

development opportunities may

experiences they have had while holding part-time status (discussed

As

did feel an

our experiences. But the fact that

a variety of professional

discomfort.

would

I

I

careful not to

employer, received ongoing support,

appreciated, and

my

in

I

it

in

order to narrow

my

sample

I

used puiposive criterion

to those part-time faculty

who had
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taught part-time for a

minimum of three

years, and taught in at least

two

institutions.

I

used both the key infonnant technique and the snowball method, contacting
administrators in a

number of institutions who would be

possible participants based on

teaching excellence

at a

might have, or know

who might

me

refer

my

criteria.

university

of, a

I

am

meet due

I

to

affiliated with, in addition to colleagues

who

was someone

to other administrators or part-time instmctors.

my

study was not as easy as

I

had anticipated.

obtained over forty names of people to contact, the majority were unable to

to time constraints.

This

circumstances, particularly those

something these educators have
the winter

me

contacted the co-director of a center for

I

colleague (who was a part-time instructor) or

Finding willing participants for

Although

best positioned to refer

is

not surprising, based on typical part-time faculty's

who would

identify as aspiring academics.

to spare.

little

Further, because

months which brought the occasional snowstorm,

1

I

began

Time

is

this research in

was forced

to cancel

two

arranged interviews.

I

revised

my

population parameters to participants

primary emphasis on the aspiring academic
those

who were

group became

some

freelancers, expert/professionals,

six aspiring

ethnicity, gender, education level

I

attempted

part-time with a

point, but not to the exclusion of

and career enders. The

final participant

academics, two freelancers, and one expert/ professional.

Although intentional heterogeneity

study's design,

at

who were

to

in

and

obtain

aspects of participants' identity such as age,

field

some

of study were not included as part of this
diversity

among

these facets, as such a

population "introduces additional variables that might need to be accounted for during the
analysis of participants' responses" (Patton, 2005,

p. 143).

Seven of the nine participants
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had ohtainod

their Ph.D.;

one

is

currently in a doctoral program; and one had applied to

Ph.D. programs and was waiting

intei-view.

Slie has since

to

hear about her acceptance

at the

time of our

been accepted and began her doctoral work during the

completion of this study.

Of note,
institution

The

although

finally, is that

initially

where each participant teaches,

fact that four participants

instructors teach in has

I

planned

exclude

it

to include the type

in the final

of

write-up of the study.

asked that their confidentiality be assured directed

At the time of this writing,

decision.

I

little to

1

feel certain that the type

this

of school part-time

no bearing on ascertaining what might most effectively

support them flourishing.

Data Collection

Once

1

obtained participants' contact infomiation

the study and included the Consent

Form (Appendix B)

as attachments.

I

sent

Form (Appendix A) and

them an e-mail outlining

the Study

The content of the Consent Fomi

Demographic
stresses

confidentiality of any thoughts, feelings and opinions shared with this researcher, and

requests pemiission to use any part of the transcript in the analyses omitting names.

Once

a participant expressed a

wilHngness

to participate,

we communicated

via e-mail in

arranging our meeting place for the intei-view. For seven of the nine interviews
the participants' place of work.

I

met two participants

at their

method,

1

chose

to

meet with participants once, allowing

drove

homes. Although

interview methods often include more than one interview, such as Seidman's
three-interview phenomenological model and Linde's (1993)

I

life

(

1998)

stoiy narrative inquiry

for an in-depth look at

one

aspect of these participants' experiences, with the plan to contact them by e-mail or

to

5
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phone should there be more information

I

needed or they wanted

to share with

me

following the intei-view. Each of the participants agreed to be contacted again.

Table 2
Participant Demographics, Adjunct Type, Years as Adjunct

YEARS

GENDFR

AGF

FllINlCITY

FIELD

PART-TIME TYPE

PART-

TIME
27

Caucasian

M.A., Humanities

Aspiring Academic

3

Aspiring Academic

12

Doctoral student

37

African

M.A., Psychology

American

Doctoral

50

Caucasian

Ph.D., Education

Aspiring Academic

7,7

50

Caucasian

Ph.D., Sociology

Aspiring Academic

17

52

Caucasian

Ph.D.,

Aspiring Academic

18

Professional/Expert

11

Professiomd/Expert

1

Ph.D., Humanities

Aspu'ing Academic

21

Ph.D.,

Ereelancer

20

stiidoit

Multicultural Education

M

34

Caucasian

Ph.D.,

Psychology/Counseling

M

42

Caucasian

Ph.D.,

Environmental Science

M

60

Caucasian

M

64

Caucasian

Psychology/Education
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Data Analysis
Groiiiu/cJ Theoiy

1

began the process of microanalysis, or coding, highlighting words and phrases

that stood out as

I

read through each transcript.

1

then read the transcripts a second time,

placing participants' phrases or words under one of four categories: definitions of
professional development; positive professional development experiences;

from those experiences; and

if

meaning made

higher education were providing significantly positive

professional development experiences for adjuncts, what

would higher education be

doing. Examples of codes included a word, like "enliancing" and "experiential," or

phrases, like "learning with others." Miles

of variables or patterns of processes

(p.

(

l'-)94)

246).

identify codes as being either patterns

grouped the process codes such as

1

"learning with others" and "engaged with colleagues."

I

then grouped the context codes,

including "experiential."
Strauss and Corbin

(

1998) define the coding process as the "analytic processes

through which data are fractured, conceptualized and integrated

Once

1

identified

and categorized

all

words and phrases

the codes. This part of the process consisted of

my

I

saw

to

form theory"

as codes,

I

dimensionalized

'working and reworking' codes.

realized that putting each one on a post-it note might facilitate this process, so

fit

of their placement.

results to a draft

more revisions

I

made

a small

number of changes.

on the computer. Once again

to the existing 'groups.'

1

1

1

last set

analysis section, primarily at the level of the dimensions.

reflect

then transferred these

reviewed the changes

made one

I

I

them within each of the categories and would then

transferred each one, grouped

on the

(p. 3).

I'd

made, finding

of changes when drafting

my
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The longer
like

1

read through the data, the more

compartmentalizing the participants' experiences

essence of who they

of these individuals

would not be

are.

in

analysis drafts

way

I

1

at the

felt

expense of including the

seemed nicreasnigiy fragmented.

of the study

if

1

many of them were

1

believed

I

did not introduce them in a section

what they shared during our interviews.

be a delicate task given that

anonymity.

was uncomfortable with what

Discussing the positive professional development experiences

fulfilling a vital goal

prior to discussnig

a

I

On

the other hand, this

would

particularly concerned about their

decided to nickide a brief description of each and a clip of their narrative as

could position them so that readers could have a sense of them before reading

my

analysis of their responses.

ReluHoiuil

Although

up going back

I

began

this part

OiiLi/ities

of my analysis with a fresh

to the original transcripts, previously highlighted

transcript again in

its

entirety to see

what could be identified

of transcripts,

set

and coded.

I

1

ended

read each

as a relational quality,

highlighting these sections in orange.

With one exception,

participants reported

the insfitution(s) they teach for.

plight, not only is this

employee

process

-

typical, but

from the

of the part-time instructor's

communications are generally delivered

institution to the instiaictor

relational omissions, although not required or

numerous

earlier as part

absence of face-to-face contact between academic institutions and

their part-time instructor

in a bi-directional

As discussed

no relationship between themselves and

needed by

all

-

as well.

These

part-time faculty, are noted in

studies as part of what contributes to the part-time instructor's feelings of
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marginality, invisibility, second class citizenship, and for some, a eventual departure

from the teaching profession.

Although signs of this specific relationship were absent,
passages what characterized one or more relational qualities
participants' narratives:

1

)

read

in

numerous

two sections of

in

when

descriptions participants gave

in

1

on

reflecting

relationships they had in or as a result of their positive experiences, and 2) in descriptions

participants gave in response to the question

"What

your teaching?" These findings are discussed
theory analysis in Chapter

gifts, skills

in the section

or talents to you bring to

following the grounded

5.

Participant Naiixitives

The following

descriptions and clips from participants' nairatives are included to

inform readers of each person's adjunct type and a sense of their worldview.
each narrative clip using the parficipant's words'*.
provides

'a feel for their

CLAUDE:

essence' as

experienced

it

my

his love of teaching.

twenty years, starting

to teach

He beams,

laughs

sites; at

site in

which

In addition to teaching 2 courses per quarter there, he holds

(in

which he

is

lot,

and speaks

in

Humanities.

all

m three

He

institutions.

instaictors are part-time.

two other positions

at that

a liaison for other faculty in his genre) and

Task Force Member (charged with examining students'
lo parlicipants' narratives are

himself a

one point was teaching

has remained at one school over 21 years, a

Resource Faculty

at

the craft of teaching for over

while working on his doctorate

gradually sought out other teaching

Additions

that the narrative

during their interview.

He has poured himself into

passionately about his work.

institution:

hope

crafted

Freelancer

Claude exudes

He

I

It is

1

indicated by brackets.

critical

thinking processes).
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As

We 're

adjuncts, we're out there on the cutting edge.

We know how tough

kind of kindred sprits.

You know

than any other institution does.
stujf late at night, you

know

I

That

going
your

to

be

's

been an honor, and

think I 'm a better teacher. I 'm

BILL

-

Freelancer

career, in a

more

dragging their

in

security whatsoever.

much energy from my

made me a

it's

I

is

respect each other

colleagues coining

really all that matters.

years

presence

and we

of all of us.

It

'sjust

colleagues,

from

At the end of the road,

it 's

number of different

He

If I

more patient and more siwe

has a more understated presence yet

personable and caring.

better person.

is

no

look back twenty

of

less passionate.

what

I 'ni

doing.

His focused

has been an educator throughout his professional

settings with both children

and

adults.

As an

adult

instnictor he has taught part-time for over twenty years, the last fifteen in

two

He

for three

facilitates experientially-based leadership

organizations.

with

He co-founded

and team-building trainings

a non-profit organization

settings.

which provides access

to

people

disabilities.

/ think the biggest thing

what you do with what you

much more

doesn

7

we 're

learn. It

's

losing in our countiy

is

a sense ofconuminity. Of

focused on self aggrandizement a

lot

and greed not

than taking these gifts that you have given them these skills you developed

and applying them
fish

a

who did you know and what kind of laughs did you have and did you give

best. It's

Bill

is

No job

with no security.

their enthusiasm, their spirit.

my

see

tenuous agreement: you never know. I get so

it

I think this is true

know

to

it 's

make a
in

better world. 1 'm

water until you take

it

a Jinn believer of that whole notion that a
out of water. So

we don

owf? culture uiUil we're thrust into another one. So if had the influence

't

fully grasp our

I 'd provide

the
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chance fof people
village for

a few

to

have a significant

clays, say. in

tliifcl

work/ experience ...to actna/lv

Nicaragua or Kenya.

It 's

an eye opener.

live in

I think

a

would

it

hope/ullv start hiiihling up a sense of community, a greater sense ofcoinnuinitv in this
country.

I

years and

I

think

almost believe that iu)w
if we

kept going the

we already

SHELLEY:

7

do that we have about

the prevailing ethos

whom

been teaching part-time since 1989

lias

Dnven by

What

trouble.

her "voracious" appetite for learning in addition to feeling isolated,

I

May, 2006. She has

in

she has not been able to tlnd any teaching contracts for next semester.

want

to

do

in the

work/ right

at the

moment

is

teach [people]. So

huge dream for me. At the same time I'm asking them

who

and what

they are

they

're

learning and what they

a really nice combination.

work myself so

I think I

model

1

'm asking

that kind

passionate pedagogy. Liberate them

people feel and

I

'11

a partner

of her established contacts and

all

fulfilling this

's

more

in

one higher education

for

she parents their transracial children. With

stellar evaluations,

that

more

But the pendulum swings...

are.

she returned to graduate school arid completed her Ph.D.

with

we '11 be

now.

is

five or ten

Aspiring Academic

Shelley

institution.

wav

we don

if

.

.

.

to

and compassion and this

chain^es.

and be who we

is

One of the first
'

Let

hard work,

really are out there.

I

do with

want also

And I think

inspire them.

really

to

pay

attention to

it.

And so

them hard cpiestions. but I'm also doing the

rock your paradigm.

with love

going

of self examination.

rock their paradigms.

paradigm, fSo] ...I'm going

're

to

it 's

to

that that

's

have a
true,

what

evaluations really rocked

's

rock paradigms but

but...

[we've got to]

let

make

's

my
do

it
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AZIZA: Aspiring Academic
After twelve years teaching flill-time

small college, Aziza and her program

at a

colleagues were "let go" due to financial constraints. This happened five years ago.

Since then, having completed her doctorate around the same time, Aziza looks for a

full-

time teaching position while continuing to patch together courses from different colleges
within a one-hour radius from her home. She has taught as

one semester, between three

institutions.

Her eyes mist

a

many

as five courses during

number of times during

the

interview.

//

's

going

to

he vevv hard getting ciny positive comments from

me

(laughing).

And

I 'm

very frustrated... I think one of the hard things of going fi-om heing fully involved in

one

institution to heing Just

a

visitoi- in

serve the students half as well as

/oh

is

to teach.

got from

It

me

So

I

go

fheforej.

in

or further engagement,

did when

I

t

And J can
[ft's]

voy

can
7

I lost

time.

that in so

was

fully

they

7 listen to

it.

I

many

engaged

don

even point them

really

wanted

in

one

don

't

feel I

My

institution.

7 get the overall attention they

can

7

support them...

in the direction

't

pay

for that.

it's

not

my job.

of research projects

not going

I 'm

Part-time faculty tend to do the fill-time Job.

mv fob I have

institutions 1

fragmented. I've been asked several times, could you

be the faculty sponsor for ...and they dan

guard mv

I

is

and teach my course

You know,

feels veiT frustrating.

others

to

fgo

to

more

That

's

to.

f/ust have to

the high price. Since

conj'erencesj but I 'm an adjunct

and I

find that 'sjust about impossible.

You know.
work, cuid

I

J

don

7

see myself even trying to

become

tenured. Because

its

had to make so many sacrifces f)r my family and myself to even get

doctorate done.

And so

that

means another 5-6 years of the same thing and it

's

so

much

this

like

a
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bone. ..and so von see

and I don

7 thi?ik its

ELEANOR:

its

like niv

good.

It 's

soul

snfferini^

is

not a i-oiim/ed

from (hat type of single-minded hope,

life...

Expert/Specialist

Eleanor, like Bill,

some

adjunct she has

is

very passionate

way. In her years as

in a matter-of-fact

quite difficult experiences.

She has been an educator with a

as an adjunct over the last ten years, in addition to

number of populations. She has taught

consulting for an adventure-based education center. Just over one year ago she got a

position directing and developing a

now

new branch of an

consults and directs full-time. At

When

J

hiok hack on all

she has

fifty,

existing academic program, and

much

mv years of teaching

to give back.

I'm not sure that

I

ever had a single

professional development experience...! mean, fnotj one that was sponsored by the

Institution I

was teaching

for.

But

sum

to

it

up

I

would sav

the unfortunate part

and my own

professional development has been mostly by the seat of my pants

determination to want

well.

I

to

excel

and progress

had to. kind of stumble through
I

made

non-tenure track position, so

because

I

didn

7

know how

a part timer, adjunct,
the onlv

all

I

to

needed

I

had among

to

7

in that I 've

done really

it.

of teaching as an adjunct

a core faculty position meant that
the web. And,

I

really

I

was part of

screwed up and

navigate the terrain and the difference was when

to

do

students,

to

not

I

a

into

have tenure track positions. So that was a

my picture on

wav people knew whether or

the reputation

career and

the transition from ten or eleven years

the team, part of the faculty. J got

it 's

my

stagger through

it.

core faculty position, which the college didn

fill time,

in

of my

be successfil was leach

my course

well.

/

was

And

was doing a good job was the evaluations and

.ind as long as those things were great

and I was
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easy

to

work

was happy.

with, the college

be part of the connminity anJ then
time

and money on people

livable.

If

people didn

MICHAEL:

's

...

All these years ofeiliication

wonder

I

if

any

othei-

part and then expects people

what they

7 love

and aspiration

much

profession requires so

to live

to

with ^vages that aren

't

did...

Expert/Specialist

In addition to serving as full-time director of a department on his campus,

Michael teaches

at least

He

university settings.

one course per year. He has taught for over ten years
has

come

to

count on income from that course, as so

in different

many

adjuncts do, to support his young family.

Michael expresses significant disappointment

in his

cuirent institution, based in

large part on systemic changes he has experienced during his

Specifically, he and

'taken away'.'

He

discouragement

all

is

extra

speaks below about specific examples that fuel this growing

in his

employer.

and it

's

is

graduated and that
7

gravy.

even want

's

some adjuncts don

're

excited,

t^vo oi- three

to get paid...

They could have paid

That

me

a

's

how

IJelt

vct/r later

in

when

adjuncts

who

've

and I was

and they

their first teaching gig cuid they

's

J first

taught my. ..courses.

just as happv.

take the

Appro.ximately 4 months after our interview, Miciiael mt'urnied
another part of the country.

And some

and the

you know they have some gixiduates, people Just

years later and that

work horse people Mho are stepping

in

thev older or retired,

7 care,

whatever, as long as they get paid.

never taught before and they

don

there.

number of benefits uUimately

other part-time faculty have had a

The frustrating thing

money

employment

phone

me

calls

But,

It

was

all

vou know the

and around this time

he had obtamed

a

job

at a

university
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next semester,

'

can you teach

...?'

And to

feci like thciv

'.v

not that level of respect

there...

It

hard especially

's

you

students so

're

if

von

workini^ Jiill time

're

looking at giving up working with them... this

looking at giving up the deviants course.

from

I 'vc just

There are other professors who will take

it.

and everything. And thev 're good

great if someone could

make my job a

taught

it

little lighter,

it

so

over, but,

help

me

many
it 's

money

is

different,

you don

7

need a break

times I

hard.

It

am

would be

out so I could do cm even

better job, but at the veiy least not start off my teaching year in

the

the first year J

is

September with

have any faculty development funds

telling Die

or, fiiistrating.

ROSS: Freelancer
Ross has

a half-time research faculty position in

primarily consults.

He

college.

applied.'

More
on

above

which he

describes his two ongoing positions as 'very academic research versus very

He sometimes

teaches in a

summer

institute at the school

much

as possible".

where he consults.
Ross seems

to thrive

combination of work and valuing his role as a 'skilled advisor' with students,
all else.

...This

've

dcpt ...used to have a

made a conscious

front about

it.

there arc

numy

to

lot

more adjunct

effort to actually

The focus here

money and they want
thi)ik

institution in

also teaches part-time for a residency-format undergraduate

than once he said "1 just juggle things as

this

they

He

one

now

is

be taught by

faculty than

weed them

to get

more

out.

fit

doesf now. In

The Dept Chair

full-time faculty.. .Students

fiill-time tei?ured

's

fact,

very up

pay a

lot

or tenure-track faculty ...I don

adju)icts in other dc/)aiime?its either.

This department

of

7

was losing

no
intcrmil jwlitical sf niggles with other departniejits

which wou/J give them more

/acuity,

I'm

where

still

1

graduates.

It

's

more

like

me an

.

.

because of not having enough core

ch>ut.

debating with myself about

consult] thev call

.

how much offwhat 1 do]

'advisor.

'

being an advisor

I

teaching

vs.

in the class... It

program]

find other resources for fstudents] ...and give them the research

make

their ease a

looking with that lens, you

little bit better...

're

going

to

teaching.

fHere

also do informal advising in labs, or for

single most important thing I've done. ..fin the residency

to actually

is

f figure

's

I use

skills,

probably the

my ability

to

the writing skills,

that's fine... but ifyou 're only

miss some other things. Also,

it 's

not fiir to send

students out into the world without being able to realize that if thev reallv want to believe

this,

thev

're

defend their

going

to

have

beliefs. ..Thev

to

deal with the rest of the world

should be able

&

figure out

on them so others

to elaborate

some ways
will take

to

them

seriously...

JULIE: Aspiring Academic
Julie

is

an enthusiastic, articulate young

been teaching for nearly three years and
time position. She says she has grown a

woman

semester was hired for a contingent

this past

how

lot in

with an energetic presence. She's

full-

she works with her students, but looks

foiAvard to continuing her fonnal education in English and Writing.

/

think

it 's

stupid..

.1

try to

remove myself from

much, and distracting, vou know? So
that there are

that

pros and cons

to

vou don 7 necessarily have

I like to stay

the political

...it

gets to be just too

out of it. I hear stories of both sides,

being the adjunct, and that one of the big advantages
to participate.

not required to participate, but even so.

I

..I

have

am

to

in

a position right

keep saying

I

is

now where I am

'm not fill time.

I

'm not

I

Ill

finiL'...rm

/////

supervisor

just,

to spenc/

really great about

is

don

7 know... I think

much about

faspeets of it].

It

it.

It's

know, technically.
not going to

I

time taking classes,

it.

She

7

to do...

and I pay for

advisor'

and

And so

[when they created]

the position, I

don

this suim)ier I

year I started

things, I

can

MAYRA:

's

too

to do.

think

me a

I

was hired again

7

cryptic note, that just says

bad fir me, because,

and

'no, I

won

7

they gave

I

it

me

[said] 'you

[said], 'well,

have
I

thought

negotiating

still

for the position.

And they

its

to.

7 thi)ik they

this position

a fill-time position'. So I decided 'you can

just left

that

My

than see what other people are up

have these advisees. No'. That was a big decision ...However,

have one that

myself...

a supposedly new position, and I think they are

's

this

it

Jo what you need

shouldn't have advisees, this isn't right.

I

make

says, look,

interesting because. .dast

a bunch of advisees.

can

})iv

people who have nothing better
I

too

going

we're

both ways...

have two advisees.

have another

again, if I want to take time for classes

and

7...

Aspiring Academic

Mayia has been teaching

part-time in the areas of multicultural counseling and

her description of

family therapy since 1986. She references hooks (1997) periodically

in

her teaching pedagogy and practice. Over the past decade Mayra has

made

significant

contributions toward increasing recognition of domestic violence and related legislation

in the state

where she

lives.

Conclusion
This study design incorporated

a qualitative

methodology consisting of one semi-

structured interview approximately ninety minutes in length with nine participants.

Intci-view questions

and methodological design based on Appreciative Inquiry were
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applied with the goal to explore what

them

so.

Participants' narratives

in the

experiences participants

were analyzed using

a

deem

positive

grounded theory approach

made
in

order to analyze categories based on interview questions; Their experiences of
professional development; their identification of positive professional development

experiences; what they

benefits were;

how

felt

was

at the heart

of those positive experiences; what the lasting

those positive experiences infomied their subsequent teaching; and

what they envisioned higher education doing

if

it

was successfully providing positive

professional development experiences to the part time population. Apphcation of a

working model of relational

qualities to participants' narratives

the presence of relational qualities.

Chapter

5.

allowed for analysis of

Analyses of these applications are discussed

in
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CHAPTER 5
ANALYSIS

This chapter presents analyses of participants' narratives through two lenses, as
outlined in Chapter 4. First, using a grounded theory lens, themes are identified from

participants' responses to a set of questions.

Using an Appreciative Inquiry perspective,

participants responded to the following questions:

1.

How do

2.

Consider professional developnienl experiences yon would identify as positive;
Tell

you

i/cfhie professioini/

me about one
i.

a.

development?

that stands out to V(ni:

Who was

there?

What stands out

What was the context?
to

you about

it

How dul

feel?

(the hii^h point)?

3.

What was

4.

What

5.

How iliil this /Positive professional development experience

at the heart of this

it

experience?

we)-e the lasting benefits?

inform your

subsequent teaching?

6.

What gifts,

7.

Imagine

skills

that the

and talents do vou biing
year

is

to

your teaching?

2015. As a nation-wide community, higher education has

developed and implemented what you perceive as significantly positive changes

how

it

provides professional development

to

see the higher education conuuunitv doing.

in

part-time faculty. Describe what you
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Second, using a naiTativc inquiiy

lens, participants'

accounts are analyzed in their

entirety for relational qualities:

Relational awareness

Critical reflection

Mutuality

Authenticity

A

willingness to not

Renewed

know

intentionality

This allows for an integrated discussion of
participants' positive professional

how

relational qualities identified in

development experiences informed participants'

subsequent teaching.
Question

1

:

How

do you define professional development?

Participants characterize professional development in

literature;

c/,v

learning

tliat

ways evidenced

lakes nniny forms, as a LlevelopDicntal pj'ocess:

Learning that Takes

students, mentoring, graduate sehool,

take.

and self-direction

Their responses

as

illustrate a variation

engagement with

forms professional

and breadth

content, and format/process. For example, Shelley noted watching a

named

how

sclf-

Many Forms

Participants identified dialogue, eurrieuhim development,

reflecting on

and a

These themes are discussed below.

directecl onlcavor.

development can

in the

it

in context,

movie and then

infonned her thinking about her work as an educator, whereas Kristin

primarily formal

means such

as a workshop, seminar or

Participants' responses also highlight that professional

week-long

institute.

development can be something we
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do alone and with

others.

Ultimately, participants confirm the range of needs

among

part-tmiers (Leslie and Gappa, 1993; Lyons, 2007) as well as illustrating the multiplicity

of what one

may leam from

an experience.

Regardless of the type of professional development experience,
identified dialogue as essential to their professional development.

learning.

Mayra spoke emphatically about "being engaged

maintaining an awareness and tracking the developments
"conversations with

my

in

It

all

participants

propels their

in a larger discourse";

her

field.

Claude noted

that

wife" (also a teacher) routinely int'onn his thinking about his

work. Aziza no longer has ongoing opportunities for dialogue, the central process used in
the

weekly faculty meetings she attended when teaching

tremendous

loss;

"a

full-time.

She said

this is a

of pedagogy was discussed." Aziza learns a great deal from

lot

infomial dialogue these days,

when

it

happens. This spontaneous conversation

possible only recently by a physical space created

at

one her employing

is

institutions:

makes a huge difference... the practical support. ..Just liaving that space
encourages you to talk to your colleagues and ... now it 's crunch time fin the teniij
so people talk... then you can have some more exchange and learn a little hit more
...

//

about the )utture of the place...

As Aziza

teaches in three places, having this informal space in

employing

institutions

is

important.

It

at least

makes her more fortunate than

one of her
stMiie other part-

timers.

CuiTcnt perspectives of best practices

in

teaching adults have increasingly

infonned conference designs such that attendees are invited
experiences and perspectives. Claude noted that "Faculty

our colleagues.

spirit."

I

get so

Michael and

much energy from my

Julie identified the

to

Day

dialogue more about their

...

[is]

good because of

colleagues... from their enthusiasm, their

conference format as well. Julie also described a
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course she was taking,

in

with others in the course,

which her
all

instructor builds in

of whom are teaching

in

ample opportunities

her

field.

structure coupled with time for this degree of discussion meets

for dialogue

The formal course
two of Julie's current

professional development needs: engagement in a learning community, and "intellectual

challenge...!

want something demanding where

I

get evaluated." Dialogue

is

a staple for

professional development.

Each of the nine

participants noted ciirriciilnin

development as a professional

development experience. Aziza talked about how pivotal
"...

teacher:

loved

it

[We were]

because

I

had

this

had been

to her

teaching courses together and developing courses... every year.

I

a lot of freedom...! was... in charge of the feminist studies

department... and then... gender studies... It

was

exciting..."

Bill

spoke passionately

about being able to teach what he wants to leam more about. Fie framed
perks part-time faculty have beeause

...the

growth as a

it

as one of the

q/' their status:

courses that I teach tend to be

voy much

in line

with

my own

interest,

which

has always been psychology and counseling. So I teach Personality o>\.. Human
Deyelopment...As an adjunct professor, one of the perks is that you get to hone in on

what YOU

're

interested

i)i...

Ross emphasized the process of trial and error

m his curriculum development

experiences:

were bored to tears I couldjust sec that things were not
going well ...so. ..I would go back and say. ok, what can I do differently. ..let 's bring in
more class discussion, let 's get eveiyone talking about it, let 's have a class project,
let's divide them into small groups and... then have them come back and talk about
what they came up with... realizing that it 's the kiss of death to be up there for an
hour and a half if it isn 7 working so you want to get them involved... [byj Just trying
.

..in

a seminar,

if people

different things...

Many

instructors can identify with Ross' experience.

content, a

new

Whether working with new course

student population, or teaching at the graduate level for the

tlrst

time,

we
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go through
llnd the

process as an expected part of the process.

this trial-and-crror

methods

tliat

will

most effectively guide students

material, themselves, ourselves, and our

new

Shelley talked about a

.

.

./ \r(/.v

given

means

today, to me. to

ethics in anything...

Teaching

What

I

was preparing

..and

I

was tiying

to figure out

a course for the first time typically requires

and synthesis prior

tt)

was what

the students wanted...

review of large amounts of content

teaching the course. Although potentially labor intensive, Shelley

periodically takes on a

relationship" with:

tor:

I was. ..clueless because I 'cl never taken an
read voraciously. I asked for [previou.s] .syllabi hut
I find myself doing is reading, trying to figure out what
teachers, to leaders. There are .so many layers. There 's

this otlicr course.

So what do I do':'
never received them... So what
ethics

making connections between

ways of knowing.

ethics course she

ethics class.

in

new course with one

"I'll

teach anything

withm

them and through reading

Mayra

professional development.

said

"I

their student ....and so... when they bring

think about

it

this

way..."

you get back from
all...

Bill

"good

institution that she has a longstanding,

the field [for them]."

Eight of the nine participants identified engagement with students

interactions with

enables us to

It

their written

learn

all

work -

the time

something

both their

-

as important to their

from

to the table

my

students and. ..I'm

...fm

like,

wow,

emphasized interactions with students as well:

the students... it's a lot of the interchange in the classroom.

let

me

what

"it's

It's

an experience that helps you get better, enriches your whole... that's part of the

reason you keep doing

it..."

me

too".

guess they educate

Claude

He

said, "...Our profession

elaborated

at a later

is

point on

educating students, so

how much

he learns

1

in

content and process from students:

...in this class. I literally

have done...
there

's

1 've

learned a tremendous amount froDi research

had people report on diverse

things...

and the

list is

would never
long. So
I

actual inhumation that they teach me... [And] they also bring their

that are often difficult

and

uispiring

and heartbreaking

...

life

stories
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In Ross' cun-ent teaching setting, students are required to

send up

to

seven packets''

during the term, hi a residency format, facuhy advisors work within a broad
interdisciplinary framework.

As

a result they read studies on topics they might not

othenvise seek out on their own. For Ross, learning from students
part of

why he

enjoys teaching

in a

in this

way

a big

is

residency format:

were teaching a [tyaditional] class witli 1 5 students, it woiiLI be all the
[Here] there are lots of different students doing lots of different
things. At a regular college I Moiihin 7 have a student teaching me about feminist
theojy ... fA ndj I don have time to read about evoy thing. It 's like being the
president doing vour little review eveiy morning about the state of the world.
.

.

.1

think

same

if

I

. . .

subject...

't

.

. .

As a Developmental Process
Additional professional development forms that participants note point to

how

one's professional development needs change over time. For example, the course Julie

is

taking she identities as professional development. Ross spoke of not having any formal

"how-to-teach" professional development during his graduate training which,
early years, he wish he's had.

in

those

Reflecting hack he identified informal experiences that had

unquestionably informed his teaching pedagogy and practice, and that more recently
these were informal experiences as well. Bill said "...1 might

thought of

it

as defined courses or the structured courses

a broader definition of anything that helps

that helps

inspires,

you get

when

1

was younger, have

you were taking but now

you develop as an educator,

I

as a teacher

and

better." Similarly, Shelley said "anything that engages, enhances,

and encourages

my

teaching practice." "Just being a lifelong learner" informed

Mayra's professional development. Participants suggest a transfonnation over time
broader,

have

more open way of obtaining professional development by taking

In residency formats, students plan studies

during the

can-y out the studies over the 'semester", which

is

actLial

residency

appro-ximately

si.x

vvitli

months

their

to a

one's daily life

Facuhy Advisors; they

in length.
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experiences and intentionally reflecting on

development.

'how

It

may

require less of the

to."

in their professional

Bill,

and Eleanor identified graduate school as the next step

development. Julie began graduate school

and Eleanor said

how

they might inform one's professional

follows that as one gains more experience, one

Aziza, Shelley, Julie,

Bill

how

it

was

summer of 2007.

a transformative experience. Aziza talked extensively about

graduate school provided her with

her degree five years ago. Years back

much she was hungry

when she was

and her colleagues focused on "always being
students' needs as well. .there
.

in the

."
.

a full-time faculty

She completed

member, Aziza

better in terms of our teaching

was no focus on

other faculty from other institutions.

to learn.

Once

and on

research, paper writing, meeting with

laid off, her

development grew. Shelley describes her decision

to

needs for these other kinds of

pursue doctoral study:

.../ was J us I more desperate to be In a larger discourse. And as an off-campus faculty
member, vou weren 7 even on campus /oi- the whole, Just iluring the residency and
then even'bodv 's away. ..it was bef)re e-mails. ..nobody ever calls. ..there was veiy
little communication. It was incredibly isolating... I had no place for an exchange of
ideas... and we 're talking years here, fi-om 'H9 to 2001, I would do workshops...!
could never afford to go far so I had to stay in the general area. But I do have a
whole list of other things I did and my reading was voracious because I was Just

hungiy and then 1 had to go back to school... fSoJI decided the smartest thing I could
do was. ..to take some courses that I could put the credits into my degree, because I
hadn beoi in a classroom for thirty years. So that was 2002...
't

All participants are

choices.

As

among

a significant

aspiring academics, they

number of part-timers who understood

knew

that opting out

probably mean piecing together part-time contracts for the
in light

''

their

of graduate school would
rest

of their teaching career,

of current hiring trends". Further, the graduate school experience promises the

Each participant is pursLiiny or has completed graduate school. As aspiring academics, Aziza, Shelley,
and Mayra represent the plight of the part-timer who has completed doctoral study. Julie is just beginning
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stimulation in both content and process absent in most part-timers' experience. For

was

Shelley, returning to school

tlie

way

to

acquire membership ni an ongoing Icariung

community. Doctoral study also gave her easier access
She wanted

individuals "big in the tlcld."

conferences showcasing

to

to learn everything she

That Shelley's professional development needs continue to

completed foniial study

development now, she

workshops

not basic 101

ni

life it

's

hard for me

because I don

7

'

I

to get

into

When

1

it

now.

some

It's

...A

jiftcen-week class feels long now. I've been

fine

new.

to get

it

ami then

rich,

I

a recent one with] national

was ready

to leave

textured information.

now. ..I've gotten

to

first

workshop

at a

'm frustrated

in awe...

my

this as her next step,

keep looking for other people

to

company

community of her

peers,

that

which

I'm

gomg

in this

presents, and to create opportunities

in

search of"

"now

1

next professional

be the experts.

expertise... I've got to present those ideas to peers to get

not just

at this point in

small conference, Shelley says

asked her what led her to identify

I

I

...

a certain place where I 'm not
want to say. 'hey, I really love

as a presenter situation. That will be

think there's a place where

I've got

that she has

she seeks out professional

or their glitter. I fust
cmi actually ask c/ucstions instead of Just being

myself

development."

how

ci-eilentials.

Having recently presented her
need

was

to find

know how

impresscil with their
this idea.

asked

lately [a)ul] clay-long conferences ...[At

social workers... the keynote

my

When

now

shift

said:

...Good question ...I
to

not surprising.

is

could from them.

she said

And

back what

think

I

I

"1

need

Shelley wants a learning

case would be those

who

where she can not simply

attend something she

present, but facilitate

inquiry and dialogue as well.

As a SelJ-Directed Endeavor
Least suiprising

her doctoral work.

As

other part-tmie work.

is

that

most participants

freelancers, Hleanor

As

and

identified self-directed learning as the

Bill are currently "content"

e.xpert/specialisls, Brian

and Ross teach

m

with Iheir

nii,\

of teaching with

addition to their full-time positions.
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hub of their professional development wheel. They must essentially

assess, identify,

pursue, and pay for their professional development needs. ReJlecting baek, Eleanor said

"it

was always me

in

support of my

own development

as a

human being and

as a

professional."

Claude's experience

Having received no

best.

no

different:

"I'd have to say

Shelley's description above of her

efforts..."

its

is

syllabi

from the

new

what the issues are

I'm
to

me and

it."

try to create

happen only

if

She decides what she needs

curious, if

"1

really

I

as she could in

have

don't

to do, establishes a plan,

at

to try

and
if not,

know what

and knows

it

else

will

she self-directs the process.

in self-directed efforts:

I'm doing."

my own

something with the class and

Eleanor points to the crucial role intentionality plays
succeeds

much

institution, she read as

of building a portfolio of materials for us to explore.

just sort

do with

for

been... mostly

course prep illustrates self-direction

order to get a handle on what ethics meant to her. She adds:

figure out

it's

Mayra speaks

you want

because everything

to

is

makes from any and

experience more, that's

useful in what

all

whether or not someone

"I'm always looking for things that

to this intentionality as well:

know and

in

1

can bring into what

"if

you are

all

professional development

intellectually

you do." She not only suggests the meaning one

experiences can then inform one's professional development, but

she highlights one must intentionally

make

that

meaning through

Ross

said:

know

that generally in the sciences, that I

critical reflection.

don 't... certainly as a graduate
student ...I was a teaching assistant, [and] that was basically when I was involved in
teaching lahoratoiy classes, [hut] that... was the extent of learning how to be a
teacher ...there is no formal develo/vjicnt program Joi- any kind of faculty that I know
of at any university that I've been in...t haven V really tnul tmy except fo):.. as a
.../
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working
voii do,

scientist voii give talks, tiying to
VOII learn that

so

^vci}-...

communicate findings ... it

These things are a

Not only has Ross' professional development been primarily on-the-job
has worked actively

to

ways

to

then designed

understand the degree

work

at

to

part of this self-direction.

individuals seek out for informal mentoring

is

someone they perceive

said,

"Never

When

ideas.

teach]. ..people are

is

primary

a

1

asked

good

actually

at that."

if

do the same thing

A

faculty

currently

working

[I]

at [the

member who

use them the

who

way some

I've asked things,

school where

is

1

who

currently

willing to chat once in a while

development.

reiterates the fact that part-timers

must

initiate

most

Participants' responses further point out

critical the part-timer's intentionality is to the

is

done...

have had special teachers

professional relationships as well.

said he

as knowledgeable.

he had specific people he would call mentors he

lifeline in part-timers' professional

The above discussion
all

1

a formal mentor...!

would give me

The person

iike a mentor' and became pivotal to his

who were

some people what they've

people use mentors..."

he

as a type of professional development, recalling informal dialogue

over the years with colleagues
"I've asked

training, but

improving his instructional practices.

is

learning.

something that

which he was an effective teacher, and

Seeking consultation from someone

Ross named mentoring

is

skill set...

if

not

how

success of those self-directed efforts. Ross

to establish relationships

with his colleagues and his

employer.

Claude
employer.

He

is

the sole participant

and cultivating

'm not going to

must take most of the responsibility

this relationship:

never had the attitude of... They 're not paying me
give much. No, I tried to give and it 's probably because of

...Even though we're adjuncts,
I

has any meaningful relationship with his

stressed his belief that the part-timer

in establishing

much so

who

I

'

.
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[mv boss] ami I do

lovaltv to

like the school... "

You have

he seen...vou have to he a presence constantly.

to

1

see

it

to

press the flesh... you have

veiy

much

as the imiivichial

motivating herself. The things that they do for you on the top are marginal, often Just

The stuff that you do for yourself that 's what really counts. As
much more aware of... that. I mean, we 're frontiers people. You 're

rinkv- dink stuff

adjuncts

we

're

out there on the cuttnig edge: I

won

say cutthroat, but

7

it 's

very pragmatic...

We 're

alwavs hustling. That 's the life for the adjunct. ..constant hustling. That 's part of the
professional development, is learning how to do that... It 's like politics. I think its
karma, professional karma. It 's whatever you give in some way comes back to you

and

that

's

the

way

it

should he. ..it

a relationship...

's

The number of times Claude referenced
volumes about the

significant influence

this relationship in a positive light

it

has had on his flourishing.

development experiences included broader

Participants' additional professional

contexts and perceptions. Eleanor initially said

competency... how

what

I

need

to

I

know

continue to add to

to

do

my job

that engages, enhances, inspires,

reflect

it

living,

my

".

.it's

store of

how we develop

knowledge and home

field in

terms of

well as a faculty member." Shelley states "...anything

and encourages

and integrate knowledge..."

and where you're

speaks

and what

my

Mayra reported
that

teaching practice... to comiect and

"it

depends on where you're locating

means", emphasizing the central role the

educator's context plays in defining professional development:

.

.

.

Part ofprofessional development actually Just means being a lifelong

learner. ..The notion of professional development sounds as if it

means

it

includes

when you think about it. Especially developing a corporation
mavbe do a ropes course, or mavbe vou do a seminar on working with difficult
people. ..hut if vou are intellectually curious, ifyou are wanting to know and
institutional support

iuid

experience more, that

's

all professio)ial

development because eveiything

is

useful in

what vou do... So there is a formalized pi-ofessional development cmd then there 'sjust
inovi)ig through the world and wanting to contribute to a pluralistic world and being
Inmgrv for contact or engagement with people who are doing the same tlujigyou
doing. ..it's really basic: it's about learning and reflecting on practice...

Musing about what she might consider
Shelley said "Part of

a leadership

it

piece that

might be going

1

know

I

're

professional development in the near future,

to build

houses on the Mississippi coast... There's

haven't gotten to yet...l don't know..."
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Participants' responses support

development

as professional

is

what the Hterature suggests: what one experiences

informed by

that individual's

unique career trajectory,

one's personality, previous learning experiences, and supports and barriers throughout

that trajectoiy

make up

the constellation of factors that inform their perceptions of

professional development

(Meniam and

These elements coupled with

Caffarella, 1999).

one's current professional context inform one's cun"ent professional development needs.

Question

Consider professional development experiences you would identify as

2:

positive: Tell

context?

me

about one that stands out to you.

How

did

it

feel?

What

noted

in

in

Table 3 (see

Chapter

4,

it

p. 125).

was assumed

development experience provided

it

there?

What was

the

(the high point)?

development experiences are

As

Five participants identified two experiences.

that participants

to

was

stands out to you about

Participants' identified positive professional

summarized

Who

would

identify a professional

them through one of the

institutions

where they

cuiTently teach or had previously taught. Having recognized this assumption, participants

were encouraged

to identify

any professional development they deemed positive. Six of

the nine participants identified professional

significant

from

development experiences they had

number of years ago, long before they became

their responses are the following themes:

a

a part-time instructor.

Gleaned

sustained experiences and learning with

others.

Siistainecl

Experiences

Eight of the nine participants identified a positive professional development

experience that transpired over some period of time. Shelley's experience was a one-

week

institute

during which participants met each day into the evening. These

experiences ranged from one

week

to

one semester,

to

two years, and

for three
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participants,

many

years.

Most of the nine

participants said the experience

was

to a large

degree experiential.

Table 3
Positive Professional

Development Experiences

LENGTH OF

POSniVK EXPERIENCE

PARTICIPANT

1.

EXPERIENCE

Parlicipaling in a training provided to train future

Shelley

one week

facilitators

Mayra

2.

Graduate school

1.

Participating on a state-wide committee in the

one year, meeting
once

planning of a conference

1.

Claude

a

month

Curriculum development

ongomg

1.

Curriculum development

I.

Participating in a graduate course with colleagues

1.

Working with

one semester

Michael

Kristen

Bil

a

team of educator/counselors

in

an

one semester

years

alternative school for 10-17 year olds
2.

Teaching adults

1.

Pairing up with seasoned faculty to plan, teach, and

Eleanor

2 years

evaluate curriculum provided to graduate students
in
2.

Teacher Education;

Training/working as

a facilitator for a

campus

4 years

adventure-based organization

1.

Aziza

a full-time faculty

member
2.

Ross

Working with colleagues when

weekly

Graduate school

Seekinu out seasinied facultv

for intormal

mentoring
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Learning with Others

Whether with one person or

a

number of people,

Two

eight of nine participants' positive experience.

learning with others

was

central to

identified mentoring experiences.

Six identified learning communities. Their experiences represent what the literature

suggests about

common

characteristics

among

learning communities: three incorporated

a facilitator; four participants participated voluntarily while

participate based

on

their staff status;

and the

size

qualities.

Engaging

in

dialogue and

to

of each communities varied (Cox,

2001; Palmer. 2004; Shulman, 2000; Wenger, McDcrmott
Participants' descriptions provide

two were required

&

Snyder, 2002).

ample evidence of the presence of relational

critical reflection in

of relational awareness and mutuality appeared

to

an established learning context

go hand

in

hand

in

making these

positive experiences, as established in the literature (Cox, 2001; Palmer, 2004; Shulman,

2000; Wenger, McDemiott

&

Snyder, 2002).

Eleanor emphasized

how

valuable

dialogue was in both cuiriculum planning and debriefing following teaching and

facilitating.

The dialogue

created a fonmi for collcgial engagement, an opportunity to

voice one's thoughts and ideas, to listen and to critically reflect:

and we

...we'd get pizzas

'd sit ai-oiind.

three

oi-

four of lis for an

lioiii-

or two... and

of the week-end. you hiok at stiiicture and
'what didn V work', what surprises were there?
We looked at the group dynamic, what challenges there might have been... we looked
at our own facilitation style... We also looked at working together so giving each
other feedback about what we liked, what woi'ked. what might we do differently. And
in a lot ways it became self-managing because you lecirned ycry quickly how to do it.
So the mentor was there cmd they helped to create the process ...It was very positive
and supportive, encouraging, and that was very, ver\' powerful ...
talk

It

You k^ok

through.

content

and it was

Relational awareness

Critical reflection

is

at the jh)w

'what worked'

is

and

apparent and crucial to the success of Eleanor's group's goal.

evident as well. Eleanor's description points to mutuality in that

colleagues frame their engagement

-

sharing, listening, responding and taking into
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account the others' perspectives

as essential to the success

-

appears to be encouragement toward authenticity

in

of the group's goal. There

Eleanor's experience as a regular part

of the debriefing process incorporated providing one another with feedback about what
each thought worked, didn't work, and what ideas each had for one another regarding

what might work
that this process

facilitation style,

better.

to not

know

further supports the authenticity

encourages and cultivates. Giving one another feedback about

what worked and what one might do

to these professional

feedback.

The willingness

Renewed

development relationships

intentionally

different the next time

-

-

in this case,

differently, requires a

that includes giving

commitment

and receiving honest

taking the feedback and tiying something

appears well established as part of the benefit of this ongoing

feedback loop.
Shelley's positive experience description also suggests a process facilitated during

her week-long Equity Institute training that incorporated a relational context. Attendees

were asked

to critically reflect

on

their

worldview and then discuss with one another what

they understood about the development and the result of that worldview:

...//

made me go through

uuderstcmd where

the exercises so I

I stood. ..all the

had to

assumptions

we

articulate them, so I could
bring... that I've built on.

come

to

I got

that from that workshop. They talked about lookism; they talked about ageism,
wealth...

assess

By doing

It

was

the first time I'd ever spent a focused

amount of time

really tn'ing to

that...

this in a learning

environment

that

views each as learner and supporter of one

another during the process, Shelley was asked to maintain a relational awareness and
mutuality throughout the week. Critical rellection alone and with others led to a more

honest self-appraisal with oneself

know appear
result

a part

Some

degree of authenticity and a willingness to not

of Shelley's learning context, as does her renewed intentionality as a

of participating

in the Institute.
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Julie's description

of how her course instructor's teacliing style welcomed class

dialogue suggests a number ol relational

SoDU'liiiics

he

lets IIS

figiifc sonictliiinj, out.

clcc'nlc.hc

wc

'II

talk

'II

cjualities:

sloji ciinl

and then he

li-l iis
'II

jiisl

hilk

if

out.

just jump in at the end...

those people that ean kind of rainhle. I'm not really sure what

he

just

talkiiii^.

and

...he'll

sure where I'm going with

I

say 'Kee/> going. ..keep going'. ..and
this

1/ \vc 're trviivj,

want
J

'II

I 'in

to

one of

to say, hut

I

'II

say 'I'm not really

'

...

Aziza's description of her weekly faculty meetings and liilTs description of his regular

staff

meetings strongly suggest the presence of relational

c]ualities, as

discussed

in

the

following section.

Although not identilled as such, collaboration appears
this

to

be

a quality that

made

experience positive for a number of participants including l^lcanor, Mayra and Aziza.

Collaboration typically results from working with another or others

allows each

to think out IolrI, listen,

context that

and inform the other and visa versa; effective

teamwork and cooperation.

collaboration requires

in a

It

requires a relationship that

at a

minimum

requires relational awareness, critical rellection, and mutuality. Collaboration

identified

by participants came through the process of learning through dialogue and

critical reilection.

Question

What was

3:

at

the heart ol this experience?

Participants' responses point to their having felt vai7ing degrees

during and as a result

noted

try

in

new

ol participating in their positive experience.

room

to

be creative," "freetlom

and "freedom

to

pursue

the phrases "the

things,"

foster flourishing.

It

is

or her, unencumbered,

participants to

own

interests."

to

o\'

freedonu both

Indications ol this are

be creative," "permission to

freedom can allow,

invite, or

an open door through which one can pursue what motivates him
lixperiencing this freedom appears to have encouraged

move forward

in their

work with

a sense of trust.

A number

of
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participants described their experience as transformational.

Freedom can serve

to fuel

our passion and vision for our work.

Yet

in

order to feel that room, freedom, or permission, one must feel visible.

Further apparent

responses

in participants'

with validation or recognition as what

was

is

the presence of

at the

acknowledgement coupled

heart of their positive experience.

Acknowledgement alone can communicate mere recognition of another's presence,
Acknowledgement coupled with recognition or

'confirming the receipt of.

communicates
Michael makes

as in

validation

to another not just that they exist, but that they matter; they are valued.

a distinction

between acknowledgement alone and acknowledgement

coupled with validation;

.../ CLin't tell

you how

feu-

a

sfc/tcnient Jroni

records ami notice that vcni've taught
really cool that you've

done

this

above

like "...J

was Just reviewing

the

adjunct course for 7 years now. ..that

that so often for oui' students"

goes ...More

likely,

is

[what]

"we are switching the pay schedule. so instead of adjunct being paid twice
a month, we are going to pay once in the middle of the semester and then again after

I

hear

[is]

.

.

you submit your grades... we've had trouble with other adjuncts uiaking sure they get
their grades in o)i time
so this should be an incentive...
Each of the participants describes feeling acknowledged and recognized/validated
in their positive experience;

•

Shelley, through her requirement to examine her assumptions and worldview in

the institute and dialogue with others about her assumptions;

feedback from instructors
•

Bill, in his

weekly

their concerns

where

staff

in

from positive

her graduate program;

meetings where participants were encouraged

to

speak

and issues with one another; through teaching adult learners,

their creativity

was sometimes "over

the top";

to
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•

Aziza, through her weekly faculty mectiugs

in

which

all

acknowledged and

recognized/vahdated each other's thoughts, ideas, opinions; during graduate
school;

•

Julie,

through her graduate course

in

which her professor

invites her to 'think out

loud' with her peers;

•

Michael, through receipt of a grant which allowed him to order instructional
materials that enhanced course cuixiculum revisions;

•

Eleanor, through receiving "an incredible amount of attention. .you
.

somebody who cared and was

interested in you..."

(

felt

you had

both the teaching with

seasoned faculty, and the adventure-based trip-leading debriefmgs;

•

Ross, through the feedback and ideas he sought from his informal mentors

(seasoned faculty); as a result of what he has learned over the years teaching;

•

Claude, through the development of cuniculum over two decades, and;

•

Mayra, through the participation

in the

state-wide monthly meetings task force

meetings, working to create a meaningful conference on transforming

state

responds

to

Asking participants

how

the

domestic violence.

to

examine

the experience further brought descriptions that

suggest relational learning contexts. At the heart of the experience was a process in

which

participants

were acknowledged and recognized

in a relational context.

said that identifying her assumptions and understanding

how

Shelley

these assumptions informed

her worldview (up to that point) through critical reflection and dialoguing with others

was

pivotal,

even

to this day.

Understanding her place

dismanded her longstanding worldview. "You've got

in

to

the

"complex

honestly

social system"

know who you

are

and

.
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what you believe before you go out
to

know where

to not

you go out

to

be a leader. You've got

your assumptions are eoniiug from." Learnuig the origins of her

all

assumptions and worldview
experience.

to teach, before

in this

The freedom she

know and experience
Mayra reported

felt

learning

community

set the stage for a

transformative

as a result of these qualities increased her willingness

greater authenticity.

"greater

commitment"

to the issue

of domestic violence

at the

heart of her positive experience:
...the driving force in all uf those instances and. ..the ways in which we came together
around issues and coaUtions. was coniinitinent to the issue. And troni desperate
coniniunities. So without the conuiuinitv of profits, because t/iere 's a)i understanding
of issues, there 's an understiunhng of challenges and there was a desire to have this

conference he not just another coujerence...

many

community

Mayra's use of 'we' suggests

that

rewards of working together,

"...at that time... [of the] grassroots

if

not

all in

her learning

enforcement and.

.

all

of a sudden they're embracing

difference; putting the 'blood, sweat and tears' into

the result of not only their

.

The

task force

was making

was paying off Their

efforts

a

were

received from law enforcement as a result.

meeting with staff evei^ week was "that hands-on experience and being

given peiTuission

He

"
.

law

to train

acknowledgement and validation of one another of one another

to the process, but the recognition they

Bill said

it

it.

the

movement, people

working veiy hard

didn't have degrees behind their names... and we'd been

felt

to try different things...

it

was

a

chance

to

keep things out on the

table."

elaborated:

You're under pressure, you're working with kids that ewe there for reasons,
they're troubled kids.

If

you had prohleuis with them,

it

and

civated more tension and

it would gel played mU among the staff, so it was a \yay to keep on
working on how we're working together as a staff ...It was not how most people see
staff development in a sense of let's sit and work on our curriculum. ..it was more of a

vou'd kncnr

counseling session

. .
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becoming

In Bill's case, operating in a relational format supported the staffs

oiled machine":

enhanced

it

their collaboration

a 'well-

toward providing what students needed

to

succeed by promoting authenticity and renewed intentionality.
Eleanor said "feeling validated as a seeker" was
experience. She

felt

acknowledgement and recognition

at the heart

of her positive

for her thinking, her ideas,

and

her actual teaching over the period she worked collaboratively with a seasoned faculty

mentor, and

in

her adventure-based training debriefings.

acknowledgment/recognition would lead

It

follows that this ongoing

to increasing a willingness to not

know,

increasing authenticity and renewed intentionality.

Bill,

their

Claude, and Michael identified institutional support

employer

feeling

is

-

as integral to

that the

what made

mventive, and free to follow their deepest instincts."

freedom

tt)

further identify

and

a relationship with

their experience positive.

one thing teachers most need and want

feeling of being visible, through

-

It is

is

the

own

ideas.

"My

chance to be creative,

evident that participants'

acknowledgement and recognition,

tiy their

Claude said

led to a sense of

Particularly in sustained experiences

such as Eleanor's, where there are significant opportunities to critically reflect and then
apply what one

learning, the sense of

is

acknowledgement

is

freedom

is

continually reinforced

coupled with recognition/validation.

It

follows that this ongoing

process would encourage deeper levels of one's willingness to not

and thus, foster a

when

know and

authenticity,

learner's flourishing.

Question

4:

What were

the lasting benetlts?

Six of the nine participants identified specific lasting benefits from this positive
experience. Shelley spoke passionately about the Equity Institute experience
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informing her developing pedagogy and practice to

//

gave me so many

and a

could

tools that I

real ^vay to articulate

my

and still do

use,

beliefs...! think you

explaining social systems. ..it was the

stLirt

first

of time really trying to assess that ...LuHculate
then:

!

understand

Bill said that his

it

this day.

.

.

.facilitation skills, information,

can

call

it

a tool

kit,

a wav

to

time I'd ever spent a focused cunouni

it...

now

!

don't think

I

understood that

now.

experience

"just... opened

up the parameters of what good teaching can

be about." Eleanor reported the most important lasting benefit from her positive
experience as "the self-reflection part... which

is

having

the question of you from your perspective: 'Wliat

said the

most

lasting benefit

that

"when

where

1

1

if

1

didn't feel

1

to

thinking on issues

it

was

...I

a

put

my

energy

in..."

some asks

didn't [work]?'

Aziza

leam something each time..." Mayra noted

waste of time. .when
.

if

"leam along the way...l enjoy

can take away something new that can be applied

don't feel

pause and

worked? What

was experiencing how

responding...! wouldn't teach

to take

it

helps

Claude said

me

in

my own

get clarity on

his benefit

employer throughout the years, her consistent encouragement

practice...

my own

from working with his

to create curriculum,

continues to reinforce his creativity and his love for teaching.

between acknowledgement coupled with

Participants suggest a relationship

validation and the freedom

it

engenders. Participants speak to

acknowledgement plus validation fostered

identified

/)c/.v.s'/o/7.

repeated

further continual feelings of freedom.

directional reinforcement this illustrates illuminates

context can play in fostering flourishing.

how

As

how

a result

The

bi-

powerful a role relational

of this process, participants

energy, motivation, vision and self-directed learning as the lasting

benefits of their positive experience.

themselves (see Figure

2, p. 135).

The experience increased

their ability to sustain

Participants' reports lend support to the findings

substantiated in the research about the benefits learning

community

participants report,
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including increased openness to both oneself and others; critical reflection of one's

own

and

back

others'

-

ideas; collaboration,

and increased self-awareness. The

from one's way of relating and conceptualizing
point of view

is

in

ability to step

-

order to hear and appreciate another's

supported when one feels equally heard. Learning communities provide

acknowledgment and

validation.

Participants' description' of what

positive experience suggest that their presence

was

was acknowledged and

of the

at the heart

their thoughts

and

ideas were held as equally valuable as those of others in that experience. Feeling valued

engendered

self-trust

and self-confidence, validating

experience of freedom. This enabled them
cultivated ability to sustain one's self

one's

own

It

to

their authenticity

move forward

in their

which leads

to an

teaching from a

suggests that the consistent validation fuels

capacity because of the increased freedom and further validation.

Question

5:

How did

this positive professional

development experience inform your

subsequent teaching?

Each of the nine participants provided specific examples of ways these
professional development experiences led them to critically reflect on

how

they

conceptualize, prepare, teach, and cultivate relationships with their students. Three spoke
directly to the influence the positive experience

employing

institutions.

Overarching themes

had on

that

their relationship with their

emerged

in this

category were that

it

increased one's focus on students' JJoniishing: increased one's authenticity and openness
to self-deve/opinent.

and engendered mutuality with one's

institution.

Increased Participants Focus on Students Flourishing
'

How positive

'

experiences infonned participants' subsequent teaching illustrates a

kind of generativity borne out of the lasting effects discussed above. Evident from
participants' responses

is

their attempt to bring the meaningful, transfomiative aspects

of
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Figure 2

How

Positive Professional Development Experiences Fosters
Participants' Flourishing

Positive Professional

A

Development Experience

Sustained Experience

Learning with Others
Learning through Dialogue
Critical Reflection

Collaboration

/
Freedom

Validati()n/Rcco«nition

Validation/Recognition
(At the heart

(Lastinu benefits

(At the heart

of the experience)

of the experience)

I
Increased Ability to Sustain Oneself
Passion

Energy
Motivation
Vision
Self Directed Learning

their positive experience to their

work

as educators.

Those

lasting benefits appear to

have served as guideposts, continuously informing both pedagogy and practice. Eleanor
said this shift has taken time;

"it

didn't

happen overnight." Participants express the desire
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to create a learning

environment

experiential and retlcctive

-

in

-

through carefully chosen content and a process, both

which students

Based on

flourish.

experience of

their

flourishing, they are passionate about bringing their students this kind of experience.

Many of the

participants in this study said that the acknowledgement/validation led to a

sense of freedom, which was
that arena in

questions,

at

the heart of their positive experience.

which learners can not only draw

we

their

own

some

Based on these analyzed

also requires a positive relationship

mentor, supervisor, or that person overseeing part-time faculty,

acknowledgment beyond

validation and/or

[in

a contract

and

in

known.

."
.

and had

for

Further,

when

a connection with.

the relationship

is

.

.it's

them

in

ways

intentionally focus

that

encourage

Having made

incorporated relational qualities

in the

work

to

participants

make meaning

what they hope

Figure 3

suggests

to foster in this

and authenticity.

(p.

137) illustrates this progression.

that

it

more closely emulates

the

I

and being

learning environment with their students with the

Eleanor revised her pedagogy and practice so
in

who

meaning from those positive experiences, participants

goal to foster meaningful learning.

and practice used by mentors

people

"...

on affirming students, supporting them, and engaging

critical reflection

significant

who were

The emphasis on

participants value the relational context and

They

Eleanor states

the piece about being seen

creating an environment where students 'wrestle' as they

context.

is

fostered and attended to over a period of

time, both learner and teacher are invited to flourish.

how much

which there

a paycheck.

both settings these] were relationships with faculty or mentors

had deep respect

provide

conclusions but identify further

contribute to fostering this sense of freedom.

responses, successful learner flourishing for

When we

pedagogy

her positive experiences. She said the good teachers are
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those

who

".

.

.care about

who you

are [the student] as a person

and your personal growth

and development, as much as your professional development or the development of your

Figure
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technical skills" and subsequently spends "more time emphasizing what [students are]

doing right/the positive [instead
"...this

is

the path of

life.

1

think

and not through hearing what

of]

what they're doing wrong/the negative".

Bill said

more people move through hie through encouragement

their deficits are all the time.

.

.1

learned the importance of
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affirmation." Shelley described the

ways

inform her approach to teaching:

want.

liberate them... inspire them.

and Shelley speak

"1

And

1

the Equity Institute experience continues to

.

.to

have a passionate pedagogy.

experiential and reflective methods.

he

Bill said

tries to

allowing people to wrestle with things... instead of

just

engagement piece, getting them talking about how

to

that

from his experiences, he aims "to

treat

in

-

all trial

and error

-

apply the concepts.

to see

what works

1

illustrate their

into her classroom.

willingness to not

Educators' sharing aspects of their

own

Ross said

for each student."

with her students: "the best teachers are the ones that

and Mayra

the

have developed from past

to

Self-Development

identified the importance they place

human being"

."
.

It's

advisees individually, and within the

on being authentic

with their students. Mayra said she increasingly brought "the notion of
teacher, student, and

to]

"reinforce the importance of

giving them information...

Increased One's Authenticity and Openness

A number of participants

want

course content through

constraints of the [residency approach], use the advising skills

experiences

[I

.

think that that's... what people feel." Eleanor, Bill,

of engaging students

to the centrality

.

know

lives

thus enhance the relational learning context.

as learner,

Eleanor worked to be more open

let then-

as also

humanity show." Eleanor

modeling

their

can encourage students

To

me

to

humanity.

do the same and

disclose to appropriate degrees one's

humanity can decrease the distance between learners' perceptions of their teacher and the
teacher's actual self

Shelley

makes

a point to "tell students stories about

my

experiences." She elaborates:

.../

to

'i)i

Milling to he

understand

I'cr)'

it all.

honest ahoiit ^vho

eyes open, because they either

who

they are or they

I

am. ..bringing

i)t\'

stoiT

and niv

struggles

Let them... struggle on their own...! think that /usl pops people's

've

know closeted lesbians who have been afraid to sav

never thought about adopting African American

kids,

or they
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have

hirciciiil

nephews and they 've never thought about the struggle

that t/iose

ehih/ren have in the white family...

Sharing one's self not only increases teachers' authenticity,
one's

life

see not

experience might lead

knowing

to

more meaningful

to not

more

learners

more willing many

will

be

peers and their teacher to not know.

Responses discussed above speak

said she

learning. Further, the

as a positive thing in a relational context, the

in relationship to their

The willingness

models how reflecting on

it

know opens

to an increased

openness to learning as well.

the door to increased learning.

grew "more excited about learning new

things",

and came

Specifically, Eleanor

to

understand that she

"can learn things from students too." Although both the histitutc and graduate school

have had significantly influenced Shelley's development as an educator, she focused on
her recent graduate school experience as having "increased

knowing, and inspired

Cohen

me

with

(1995), Cranton (2001

)

new

resources and

and Palmer (2004)

new

my

sense of

self,

sense of

ideas." This supports the

who speak

work of

to the interrelationship.

Engeiulei-eil Mutuality with the Institution

Two

participants identified a relationship with an institution as

how

the positive

experience informed his teaching. Claude said the ongoing positive relationship he has

had with his faculty director has continued
security and respect... [and

it

to infuse "administrative support

has encouraged

me

and some job

to continue]... personal initiatives

regarding making myself more valuable to the institution." This relationship suggests the

presence of a number of relational qualities. His relationship with his director was
established in a context characterized by each of the six relational qualities discussed

throughout

this study.

I

.
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Prior to his cuiTcnt teaching, Michael previously taught in two other places while

doing doctoral study. His response underscores
can increase his interest

in fostering

how

a relationship with one's institution

students' flourishing:

and supported [by

I feel more willing to
spend some extra time bringing
that material back to them cnul generally, perfirm better in that particular class—
don't think it's a conscious thing all the time, but for me. ...there are likely times that I
would have a choice behveen prepping for an extra hour. ..putting in that J J0''o for
the class ...cmd I'm more likely to put in that extra work if I feel like the place I work
also puts in that extra support for me. ..I thi)ik the issue is one that is often kept quiet
since few would admit to their bosses that they are "calling it in" or just recycling old
coinse tnaterial because they are bitter about low coimse wages or lack of
professional devclopnient funds. But I would guess that this happens often with
adjuncts who teach. I don't think many directly take it out on their class...! know for
me its more subtle. ...switching from grading essays to multiple choice ...and it can be
worse than that... like when I only heai- from them when I tui'n in grades a day late or
getting lectured at tluring mufidatory orientation sessions. ..the impact becomes worse
when commu)iiicition and support is reduced to that one-way channel, like ij I don't
hear from them unless there is a problem or unless they need to put a new rule in

...when

I

feci taken care of

pass that experience onto

place

.

the institution],

my students and will

likely

.

Michael's experience suggests that the kind of relationship

their

employmg

experiences.

institution could contribute in

To what degree

this

some

part-timers have with

ways however small

to learners'

could influence students' learning wanants further

study.

Question

Much

6;

What

gifts, skills

and

talents

do you bring

of what participants identify as their

gifts, skills

positive experience informed their subsequent teaching.

students' flourishing,

and increasing

their authenticity

development experience.

your teaching?

and

and

talents

echo

how

their

increasing their focus on

and openness

participants perceive their having developed gifts, skills

their positive professional

By

to

to self-development,

talents that characterized

Participant responses indicate

significant application of relational qualities to their relationships with their students.

Participants suggest three primary themes in their successful teaching experiences:
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positions relationships at the

eeiitei'

of

/ea)-niiiff: hi-ings

Diove of the self: and

ifivites

students' aiilheiitieity (See Figure 4). Narratives suggest a significant interplay in

how

these gifts, skills, and talents manifest in participants' learning environments.

Positions Relationships at the Center oj Learning

Participants emphasize that they

high priority.

Mayra

...obviously

if

make

tiieir

relationships with their students a

says:

you are a

teaehei'

institution like this there is

oi-

faculty in fro)it of a student

an imbalance of power that

exists,

ami you

but

I

do

're in

an

like talking

how as a teacher and a student we can equally bring
things into the relationship and we can value them equally. We 're not equal; I don
believe in equality, it doesn exist. But we can value what each brings to (he

about that ... talking about

't

't

relationship)...

Figure 4

Gifts, Skills

and Talents Participants Bring

to

Their Teaching

Positions Relationships
at the

Center of Learning

Invites Students'

Authenticity

Mayra acknowledges
understands

a narrator.

this

jy^

\^1

I

\

not just where the

Brings

More

j

\

/

/

power

lies,

hut

has no hearing on her worth and that

makes

of the Self

sure the student

Mayra recognizes her

as a subject,
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Aziza has
/

do

a similar goal:

Dicikc ciccir w/iLit iiiv L'xpcchitioiis

I hold powci- so

beginning. .d don't

cm>..J talk

cihoiit tlie

ptnver relationship, where

aware of thai ..d piil all of that out on the table in
play games and I don 7 hunnllate students in the elassi-oom.

ihcit

thev are

the
I

ask

for feedbaek...

Being honest and

'up front' about

how

they see themselves in relationship to their

students eommunicates to students the value they place on the relationship: they seek

their students' input

and value

their perspective.

Bill said

"...somewhere

I

learned the

importance of affirmation." This recalls the concepts of acknowledgement and validation
participants described as at the heart of their positive professional development

ways

experience. These examples suggest

awareness,

critical reflection,

that

Mayra, Aziza and

and mutuality into

Bill

bring relational

their teaching.

Claude notes the inherent aspect of mutuality when one places such value on
relationships with students: "I think we're

equation. Because

if

return [by students],

you don't love

it

would make

to

it

human beings and

it

be loved necessarily, but

has to be part of the

if

tough. Because you have to

you weren't loved

make

sacrifices

in

and

give a lot..."

This

is

a reminder that although teachers can inform learners

class their expectations in terms of mutuality,

Michael describes one learner's response

some

to his

on the fust day of a

learners are not able to reciprocate.

frammg

the teacher-learner relationship

as a mutual one:

who was in her earlv 50s or late 4Us, and didn 7
know how to eut and paste, didn 7 know to spell eheek a document, didn 7 know how
to send an e-mail attachment. We got into some heated discussions as to what mxis
her responsibility versus my responsibility around preparing for the course materials
and her asking for extra help. I 'm pretr\' open in helping people but on some level
...

/

hail a

wonuui Just

people have

to

last cpiai'ter

be responsible for asking for help before their assignment

is

due...
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Both of these examples
truly a

ilkistrate a

give-and-take that teachers tend to expect.

When

it

is

mutual relationship, learners understand they are responsible with their teacher for

success

in their learning.

Some
Michael

...//

participants identified the skill of fostering relationships between learners.

said:

'.V

heiin^ cihle to appreciate. ..the connection

among

the students.

My first

cUisses I

any content and Just haye the class get to know each other,
I think that investment during the first class pays off throughout the semester as long
as people know each other, they know everyone 's name, they know something about
their classmates. ..getting the class to know each other...
like to, actually not teach

Michael's emphasis on encouraging learners to interact and get to

communicates
approaches her
results:

"I find

...sometimes

them

1

that he values their familiarity

first

class

meeting

in a

time every semester

do

to articulate

lots

of exercises

what's going on

at

way

experience and working
her students,

first

more

to

sounds as though

it

Aziza

would have similar

them

to

know one

another, and me, and get

their learning..."

Brings
Participants bring

that

to a degree.

another

the beginning... to create an environment

to get

m

with one another

know one

More

of the Self

of the self to the learning

be authentic.

environment by sharing

Shelley sees talking about her

life

life

as a gift to

noting her recent completion of doctoral study. This provides her with

an understanding of what her primarily adult learners juggle. She can empathize readily.
"I bring that fresh experience...! get

how

hard

it

is

research and raise kids and keep the process going...

Eleanor said she shares aspects of her

A

life

second aspect participants share

Shelley said

"1

love what

Fm

doing.

1

outside of

is

keep your

to

1

bring

my

work when

life

going and do

story and

my

struggles."

appropriate.

their passion for teaching

and learning.

think that brings a passion and an energy.

."
.
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Julie said "1 enjoy people...! like

my

think

enthusiasm

As important
numerous references

is

working with students...!

one of my

gifts."

to participants

Brian said

their

is

in their narratives.

working

"I just

to

having a good time.

like

I

love the art of teaching."

he authentic, evidenced by

Julie recalled an interaction with

one of her

students:

...

/

was working on a paper,

anil

one of

i)iy

students said 'you

're still in sehool'i'

'

and

and he scud 7 thought yon 'd he out hy ntnv and I said 'so did I'
then he says 'that 's really cool, what are you working on'? And I think when they
I

'ni

like,

'yea

'

'..

...

.

So,

'

find things out like that

I

think

it

opens them up a

little hit

more.

It

's

authenticitv...

Julie anticipates her decision to disclosure about school will invite her student to 'open

up' to his learning in a positive way. Claude's decision to be honest with a student

brought different consequences:

were talking ahout the Pledge of Allegiance, and the Star Spangled Banner, and
[this student] wcmted to know whether I actually stood for the Star Spangled Banner
and I would do the Pledge. I said I will hecause I respect my fellow citizens and I
know people have relatives who have dial and I don 7 want to hurt their feelings or
insult them. But ifyou want to ask me, to be intellectually honest, do I believe in
loyalty oaths'.^ No. That is not the way to show your loyalt}'. Go vote. Contribute to
your community. This Pledge, the worst scoundrel in the world can do the Pledge, ft
doesn mean Linvthing. It 's just a svmhol. it 's emplv. She would)} 7 speak to me from
that point on. And she lives [locally so] ...I see her around. But she turns her head.
She could not take that. Because she asked me, I 'in not going to lie. I tried to do it in
a nice way and say, yes, I really respect my fellow citizens, but do I believe in loyalty
oaths? What if I believed you had to sav the Pledge even' time you had to go to the
bathroom? You want to go? You have to sav the pledge. What, vou don't want to
...we

't

say

it?

Is that

being disloyal? No...

Claude's experience reminds one of the possibility that placing relationships

of learning coupled with

relational authenticity

is

welcomed and

that

it

the center

does not always foster reciprocal

authenticity. Increasing authenticity evolves in a context

expression of it

at

where

a person feels the

bears no negative consequences. Being authentic

with one's teacher can be or become a risk too large for some students due to shame or

embarrassment they fear may

result.

Some

fear that being

more authentic

will affect their
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grade. Teachers

who model

authenticity by bringing

environment have tremendous power over
authentic will benefit them. Authenticity

more of themselves

of how being more

their students' perceptions

is

not

synonymous with

Cranton (2001) argues that although one's authenticity

is

to the learning

self-disclosure.

measured by others,

it

is

based

on self-awareness and self-development. Self-disclosure should not be equated with
greater authenticity

Teachers' honest response of "I don't

know"

supports their authenticity. Shelley

identified this as a skill in reference to teaching a multicultural ethics course:

So all of that is what J realize I
can say here 's a way to think about this. Is it inclivicliial or is it
institutionalized? You can iise that basic question to interrogate cmy issue that you
...

Tlie uioiv I get into this, the less I feel like I know...

don

7 know... I

encounter...

Mayra

said "being fallible and not having to

consider what that means.

.../

.

." is

her

answer but being able

value, I tiT to model, not knowing,

the student to

and what something means.

do something that

people. So... disclosui-e. I use self in a lot
Tirinsgress

perhaps

I

.

The notion of

finds that

ability to

say

I 'm

I 'm
of...

awareness
I love bell

skills to facilitate

agency within themselves... So

wrong

.think about

it

and

in

I also think I

psychology ...so

I

am

never

not going to do with a group of

as learner, teacher, student,

might have, I do have some

someone

Mayra

me

.

She elaborated:

skill.

nuideling... vulnerability... I teach multicultural

would ask

to.

1

hooks Teaching
'

and hununi

to

being.

And

or ci-eate a container where

value that

and along

with that

my

...

actually describes a set

of instructional practices she uses

that contribute to

students' experience of her as authentic: being honest; being vulnerable; and being

willing to say she

is

wrong. Each of these actions communicate

to her students that she

willing to be, authentic. Further, her view of herself as learner, teacher,

values, and

is

student and

human being

illustrates

environment. Shelley describes

how

how

she brings

all

of herself to the learning

actively engaging as a learner herself supports her
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students in

tlicir

learning; "I'm asking

them

to

pay attention

they're learning and what they're going to do with

hut I'm doing the

it...

to

who

they are and what

I'm asking them hard questions,

work myself."

Participants' responses

unanimously point

to the value they place

on working

be authentic with their learners. Whether or not some teachers unexpectedly
vulnerable with their students

is

likely

to

feel

based on uidividual years of experience,

pedagogy, and practice. Participants' authenticity

in their relationships

with their students

supports participants" goal to invite students' narrative, their individual knowledge

hivilcs Students' AiilliciUicity

Participants identify as a gift, skill or talent their ongoing invitation to learners to

participate, share their thoughts, ideas, opinions,

and

in general, their

for learners to be able to accept this invitation, teachers

support the relationship

in this

theme

at

are: creates

In

must create environments

the center of the learning environment.

a

feedback.

iiiecinini^fnl leciiiiiui^ environiiieiil

order

that

Identified dimensions

and cfeates a safe learning

eiiviroiiDieiit.

Participants' etTorts to ereate meaningfiil learfiing eiiviroiiments retlect

literature suggests

about what makes learning meaningful: they incorporate learning

formats that ask students to critically reflect on

in experiential activities.

...//

want

what the

tliein] to

life

experience

Aziza describes how she does

articulate

what

is

going

in

addition to participating

this:

to help their learning. ..aiiJ

what

I expect,

not rote nieniorization hut an ahility to use that uinlerstanding in certain places,

[and] I ask for feedhaek. I want to know how they 're doing, what they 're doing,
what 's helpful, what 's not. what ilo they need, stuff like thcU. I constantly ask for
that ...Anil

some

classes

/

like to

check

in

c'\'c'/-r

time we meet ...

etc.,
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A

feedback structure invites continuous dialogue and

is

not working, and what changes could be considered. Shelley speaks to this in a general

critical reflection

about what

is

and

way:
...know/cc/gc

integrate

it.

is

personal;

embody

knowledge so

it':'

that they

I

not just kiunvledge that

it 's

think that

go out

is

floating aroinicl.

flow do we

I 'in tiying to get students to do is embody
world as a more aware, open-minded,

what

's

into the

compassionate, less judgmental ...

Bill said "I

do

the activity-oriented thing... so people are

rather than sitting there taking

.../

think I'm pretty

way

that

is

good at

it

in."

Eleanor

said:

taking really complex information cuni putting

accessible to people so they can hear

background... I'm a pretty

up out of their seats doing stuff

good facilitator,

it...fir>m

of learning

it

out in a

my experiential

cmd of group process, and I'm

eyen pretty good at designing meaningful learning opportunities for people ...
Eleanor added that she creates a more meaningful learning environment by benig a good
listener

and encourager.
Ross' residency requires faculty to respond by letter to students' studies. This

creates an interesting challenge to

Yet

how Ross

creates a meaningful learning environment.

his response strongly suggests he does just that:

a good reader. I can pick out what it is they 're saying. ..what their interests
are... what their conclusions and assumptions are... where they need to beef up their
...I'm

support ...just as a general editor, being able to challenge them when they

making
undefended assumptions ...Being able to write clearly & be .specific with them about
what 's good about their woi-k, what needs some work. ..tiying to challenge them to
look at other things. ..trying to slunv enthusiasm. When you 're talking about what
)rorks, you get that passion going. ..that enthusiasm. ..the response is... 'Thank you for
your questions. You got me thinking.
I get letters back following the response that I
sent them that showed they actually read it ...and yisa yersa. If they yehemently
disagree, it got them engaged to counter my arguments. I 'in fine with that too, as
long as they 're thinking. I loye that. As long as they 're thinking in more depth about
what it is they [originally wrotef ...
'

As important
enyironment.

As

to creating a

meaningful environment

a gift, skill, or talent. Bill said "...1

[work

is

creating a safe

to] set the

tone of

're
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acceptance... support and

hung out

to dry, if they

ri.sk

taking... where people don't feel like they're going to

do the work

tiiey're

going

to

.."

be okay.

Aziza

be

identifies her skill

at this as well:

among people
wheiv they can snspeml their fear of each other, their learning, of challenging beliefs
that they 're held onto, where they can suspend that for a hit ...and. ..go down some
other ways. I think I 'm goi>d at that. It 's the thing about the moment in teaching... I
do love being able to do that ...especially for those people who have not had the
chance to blossom in other places ... just seeing them put it together, that's an
.../ Li)}i

skillcil

cit

civcitiHi^

those spaces; crea!in<^ that space in the rooiti

exciting thing...

Eleanor said:

think that the nature of

"1

some of the

and sometimes emotional, and I'm pretty good
with

it.

.

.keep

When

it

's

teach really can be volatile,

else

is

Just a

way

to

's

down...! can go
."
.

Claude said

human

being.

do that ...just ...trying

true about themsel\'es...!t

it

and not do damage.

The more I teach, I only teach one course

...Compassion.

and eveiything

it

to his students,

the soul ...how to be a itiore fully realized

speak what

1

not tiying to stuff

at

there [so that] people can explore

asked what he brings

stuff

really, the

That
to

really idealistic,

I

's

development of

really all ! care about

improve their
know.

It 's

ability to

a love affair

with humanity...
is my Utopia.
That 's where I try to
where eveiybody has a voice,
even'body is respected, we laugh, you can speak freely, but you also have to take
ownership and listen to others. There 's no hierarchy, there are no star students and
dunce caps... I think I have a talent for seeing the best things about people, maybe
that they don 7 see themselves. So when they see that I see that cmd speak to that, they
want to be that ...that 's what the best teachers did for Die...
.../do want to challenge people intellectually except that I have to be honest, my first
goal is to reach them spiritually and emotionally and awaken them. I can 7 do that
without being compassionate.../ have to go back to my o^yn development over the
years... the fteachers] who reached nie where the ones that just believed in
tne... somebody who actually noticed nie and wrote something on paper or said
...I

see so

much

horrible stuff so the classroom

create the world where I would like to live

in,

something...

Claude works

same time

all

to create

an environment

in

which

all

must respect one another. He requires

responsibility in maintaining this safe environment.

are urged to have a voice while at the

all

students to share the

He

brings compassion and fairness.
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He

requires relational awareness and mutuality, hoping to foster authenticity. Claude's

narrative, reminiscent

of Freire's consciensization,

is

a

powerful composite of elements

that characterize relational contexts.

Bill said that

his

summary of the

he gets excited about "touching the emotions

in the heart

positive feedback he's gotten over the years. "I think

we

and mind'\

all

have

that

capacity to get concepts and information in an intellectual way, but the stuff that affects

our lives that we're really passionate about. .end up being those things that really grab us
.

inside."

Michael
his

is

someone who works

work experience. He explains how

full-time

this

feeding back, and explaining something

someone from

taking

a position of not

and

his teaching relates specifically to

supports his teachmg: "we're listening,

in a

way

knowing

that

can help others understand. We're

or curious about something to a position

of growth and change."

The

gifts, skills

reflect aspects of

and

talents participants bring to their teaching

what contributed

to the positive professional

they identified. The environment they create

is

environments

development experience

characterized by a sustained experience,

learning with others, learning through dialogue, critical reflection, and collaboration.

Within

this

environment each of them brings one or more

gifts, skills

and

talents that

contribute to their positioning relationships at the center of learning, bringing

self

all

of the

and inviting students' authenticity.
Analysis of participants' narratives to this point suggests powerful implications

for the kind of generativity that teaching in a relational context can have (see Figure 5, p.

150).

The progression

is

reminiscent of Erikson's (1963) middle adiilthuod, one of eight
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Figure

5

Learning Relationships as Professional Development that
Foster Part lime Faeulty Flourishing

applied
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stages he proposed

in his

theory of psychosocial development. Briefly, Erikson called

this stage geiici-ativity wrsiis selJ-Lihsorption

mastering

this stage care for others

or

stcigncilion.

and contribute

Those successfully

betterment of society. Erikson

to the

believed middle adulthood, from the age of 25/35 to 55, was the period during which
relationships in one's work,

community and family

take on significantly greater meaning.

In fact, he identified teaching, wrifing, invention, the arts

and sciences, social activism,

and any pursuit with the goal of establishing and guiding the next generation as those
professions/actions that exemplified generativity.

The

of this study strongly suggest that participants' positive professional

results

development experiences
relational qualities

-

-

which occurred

in a learning

environment characterized by

not only fostered their flourishing, but encouraged their development

and application of relational qualities

to their

own

teaching.

relational qualities to one's teaching, he or she fosters further

qualities.

If these qualities foster flourishing, identifying

developing appears

to

It

follows that as one applies

development of these

them

as

competencies worth

have tremendous potential. The more professional development

experiences that higher education give part-time faculty that supports the effectiveness of
a relational learning context, the greater the possibility that these teachers will

develop

relafional competence.

Question

Imagine

7:

that the year

is

2015. As a nation-wide community, higher

education has developed and implemented what you perceive as significantly positive

changes

in

how

it

provides professional development to part-time faculty. Describe what

you see

the higher education

community doing.

This section reviews what participants identified

envisioned higher education doing

if

it

was providing

when asked what

they

significantly positive things for

part-time faculty professional development. These responses basically echo those
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elements of the part-timer's plight. Conceptualized from participants' responses,

dimensions of what participants envisioned include

that higher

part-time facultv: jvovicle opportunities for relationships

education would; value

and eoniniunity; and provide

resourees.

Value Part-Time Facult\'

Each

participant has responded to the plight

their personality

came with

and

life

\i\

then-

unique

way based

again on

circumstances. Understandably, their answers to this question

which appeared

a range of emotions

to

be

fiTistration, resignation,

acceptance,

hopelessness, and anger. Regardless, the identitled areas participants noted as to what

higher education would be doing in 2015 include: transform attitudes and pereeptions
regardiin^ part-time faeulty; grant

pay

provide relationship avenues. These are

ecpiity:

discussed below.

The

participants' use

of words when describing higher education's need

to

transform attitudes and peixeptions toward part-time faculty make a powerful statement

about

how

dismissed and disrespected part-timers

They used

relational/ethic of care attitude.

aeknowledgment; eonneetion:
attending

to

to.

you weren't there the

if

Eleanor

said:

/

use oj

Mayra spoke of validation

show "some sense of that 'we

because

trust;

its

think that itc

would start

eontrihutors to the health

the

in a

feel.

What they suggest

characterizes a

words respeet; kindness: support;

eommon

sense; guidance, attention, and

general way, saying higher education needs

value... understanding your value to the institution

institution wouldn't be able to

to

do what they want

to do'."

who are major
thev need the same

see our paii time people as professionals

and

vitality

of the organization a)id

that

kind of respeet and support that people do who are in full tiuie position
but thev
treated like seeond-elass citizens. ..there really should he ecpiitv and fairness and
.

.

.

're
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humanity, you know, I think there

's

inhuman treatment ofpart

Ill/vantage oftheirgo(>chril/...So I think part

of

it

needs to he

that simph' says that part timers are not less than full timers,

timers.

it 's...

s/ruclure in which this /person has iontrihulcd ta the organizcUion.

eonfrihulion

is

take

mind set

a different
Ihil llnU iheir

iimncnsely valuahle ...

She also emphasized
used

We

different

a...

that part

of what also needs

to

happen

is

elimniating the language

to distinguish part-time faculty status:

1 flunk

we have

to get lid of the

language...! appreciate fthat there's] something to

he said about the language of core... a
faculty metnher can both be coix'

acknowledgement
institutions,

time facult}>

contributors.

member and a part-time

So

I think

it 's

cm

of the reason that part timers are at universities,
because they can 7 afford to have anybody on fullmight be getting rid of this part lime/full time language that

that part

and colleges

time. ..So. ..some

full-

oi- full

of it

is

creates this class is t society...

Mayra describes higher
status:

what

".

that

.

.a

different

education's task as a comprehensive reassessment of the part-time

way

person brings

at

looking

who

at

that

person

is,

what

that

person needs, and

to the institution..."

Michael gave specific examples:
...the

key really

is Just

centered off of ...respect and acknowledgement and have

caring, a kindness... basic

human

a...

Rogers talks about and... genuine
human decency... It 's the small things like acknowledging the work that 's done.
Being a practical person I would say start with things that don cost
cjualities that

't

anything. ..having people send out a note so there

A

's

a personal side of things...

second dimension within the category of valuing part-time faculty identified

participants' responses

was

instituting

a non-bifinxated system. Aziza spoke

in

to this a

number of times:
and basically wrong with the model ...I hired
adjuncts to come in cmd leach fwhcn I was full timef ami I hated the system then too.
And when I started woi'king there was core faculty and associate faculty. Everyplace
...

there

is

something

sliiicturallv

has different terminology...

I

guess

to

me

ultimately

it's

what serves the students

well.

These tiered systems mainly serve financial needs of the colleges...! know J don 7
serve the student as well as I did when I wxis ffull-timef faculty ...And it certainly

doesn

7

serve

me

as well either...
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Claude simply said there was no other way but

to

keep hustling.

... [it] depends on enrollments. ..but I don 7 sec a change. They 'vc cihvays taken
advantage c^f adjuncts and that 's the direction they 're going, not the other way. So as
an individual, you have to hustk'. you've got to figure out how to maJie yourself
valuable. ..to whatever institution or whatever environment. As a group, that 's a

good question because
don

7

want

to

do

it

it 's

a buyers' market.

thev've got ten (^ther people

Anticipated was participants' unanimous

pay

equity.

There

Michael said "...equal

to

initial

good enough... because

a living.

the time

1

put in

temis of finances..." She also said she

will...

response to this question: grant

entire [full-time] faculty are getting raises

have

that apply to the adjunct salaries as well?

Carving out some kind of consistency for adjuncts.

mean, people are scratching out

who

Just tons of us out there... ifyou

The

raises.

every year. Wouldn't that make sense

's

."
.

is

felt

."
.

Eleanor said "equity around pay.

Aziza said

".

.The pay would have to be

.

a lot, like it's not that

benefits

needed

to

much

that

be part of

this

get back, in

I

revised

equation. Julie said "the salary piece, trying to keep that competitive...", and both she

and Eleanor said they

felt

Claude did not voice pay as an

benefits should be included.

issue but rather the ever-present concern about job security:

time faculty would find meaningful

is:

mean about pragmatism. You

what

1

want

me

to

be developed? Give

Do we have some

"The only thing

.

job security.

think part

guarantee for the job? That's

can't bullshit an adjunct.

me some

1

The bottom

line

is:

'You

'"

.

Provide Opportunities fv Relationships and Community
Part and parcel to transfonning attitude, participants pointed to the importance of

administrators establishing

more

active relationships with their part-time faculty. This

relationship could take various forms. Eleanor spoke emphatically about this:

I
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you for an extended
period of time and because of that we 're going to invest in you and your development.
We 're going to help you excel heciuise you 're going to help us excel as opposed to
thinking of voii as a Inunl aid or a stop gap...
...

[they need to say] 'We expect to have a relationship with

Julie

and Eleanor also commented

that they

thought that

it

would be important

be able to receive feedback through an established relationship. Julie noted

anyone watch

me

for adjuncts,

mean

...the

1

in the

classroom...

[I

think

we

"1

to

don't have

need] observation, and then feedback,

for everybody." Eleanor elaborated:

fundaniental cpiestion that every person needs to

know

the

answer

to is

'how

am

Because what goes with 'how am 1 doing'?" is 'are goals clear?', and are
what an excellent teacher looks like clear?'; do I uncferstand
what mv cnithority is?': do I understand where if I step over these places what
consequences might happen?': do I luulerstand what kind of support I can expect
from you?': do I understand if I can improve ability?': do I understand from your
perspective - on a scale from I to 5 with one had and ten great - if I want to be a five
and you only see me as a three or four, what I need to do to pull that together?'...
1 doing?'

'

the expectations for

'

'

'

'

'

Eleanor speaks to a number of things: institutional support, clarification of goals, and

having a relationship with one's

institution.

This relationship

is

not important to

all

1

part-time faculty, however. Michael said:

...//

might be veiy different if it 's between sonieone who comes in and teaches one
we have a couple business guvs who come in and leach a very

class a semester like

and they 're in, they 're out and we never see them
some qfthose...who have a veiy strong conmhtment to the school...

specific part of business theoiy,

again, versus

Each of the nine participants
felt

identified the

need for community, and stated they

higher education should be encom-aging the formation of learning conununities

among

part-timers.

They gave

a

number of ideas about

the forms these

communities

could take. Using technology was an example Mayra gave:

...there's

a

lot of different

ways vou could do

cared, to put their resources there,

we

about what's going on with our students. ..vje

room. ..[I also think

it

technologically. ..if an institution

have videoconferencing where nc talk
could all be sitting in the same

could...

of] retreats. ..and I think about. ..not

something necessarily, but something where you

're

where

V(ni 're

pai'ticipating in

being taught

an experience
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that deepens voiir understanding of the nature

between self and

many

Recalling her

to discuss

community,

in a

non-exploitative manner. That

would

It

.

.

and

woi'k.

the relationship

years of regular dialogue with peers, Aziza emphasized

coming together

be.

of void-

\vork...

would be

curriculum as

a focus

"...

an opportunity to he a
a vision of

[is]

on the students' learning, .then
.

follow that the faculty play a different role,

how

member of the
part-time faculty

think

I

it

would naturally

in the institutions..."

Shelley placed primary importance on the relationship adjuncts could develop

with one another, emphasizing this could be done outside of the confines of the

input/encouragement or guidelines:

institution's

have a eohort of ad/iinets who eouhl keep each other
energized. ..we coiihUiave a [regional] eohort where [a >nii)iher of sehools'J adjuncts
...niv

dream \\onh/ he

get together

to

and do a seminar for

's where
Grace Paley:

dajigerous dialogue... that

the energy

the quote I use fi'om

'All

how

figure out

Talk about ideas, praxis, pedagogy,

themselves.

to inspire ourselves,

Keep

is.

the energy

we could take

is

it

out of the mainstream... it

in the tributaries'.

of the totem pole, treated— we

show

we

's

could

academy

keep ourselves inspired

I think the lunxl pai't is to

because we

at the bottom

if we

really great stuff into the

through the side doors. But
're

So

we just
academy, how do we come together
not treated,

're

being relied on to be the
encourage ourselves to really do creative stuff I think it 's really
important for people to be together. I don 7 think a total on-line BlackhoLU'd fForumf
Since

up...

're

to inspire ourselves,

going

is

to help...

Other ways participants identified

how

faculty could learn

paired relationship, or mentoring. Julie supervisor

insfitution,

.

.

.

/

She

is

head of our department

the

fantastic. ..she

standard, so that

whenever

in

some kind of

her primary relationship within the

both a model and a mentor to Julie:

model after
's

-

was

I

's

's

not

strict,

something

I 've

ho]

...

.

She

's

been teaching here for 23 years.

and holding them

to

a

been working on and becoming better at ...[and] ...

'm frustrated with something, I

the class [with

. .

but accepting things of them

'II

go and I 'II discuss my

frustrations

from
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Julie

added

"Tm

that adjunct in that little

mentoring, having a

full

comer... so working together

may be

time faculty mentor a part-time faculty." She elaborated on the

concept of mentoring, particularly for the mentor:

of limes people are thinking 'well, what ch I get out of it'." And I think. ..if
roll can 7 see that....! think a hit cf times people [don't] see that they could get
somethitig out of that kind of relationship ...1 don 't...like the word mentoring...! think
there 's something about it that makes you think that the full-time faculty has lots more
/ thi)ik

a

lot

to ojfer the part-time faculty

and I'm not sure

Julie points to conflicting perspectives regarding

that

's

necessarily true all the time...

what part-time faculty who have been or

are part- or full-time practitioners could teach full-time faculty.

could leam from

their part-time colleagues

possibility. Julie

added she thought

it

would

first

Whether or not some

require their acknowledging the

would be valuable

for adjuncts to

mentor one

another.

Participants' responses suggest that

some know from experience how

relationships

including mentoring (Cohen, 1995; Menges, 1999; Sorcinelli, 2002), learning

communities (Cox, 2001

;

Shulman, 2000; Wenger, McDemiott and Snyder, 2002) and

one-to-one periodic meetings fosters meaningful learning. Their responses also suggest

that

some of them

believe higher education

owes

part-timers this effort.

Fi-ovide Resoiu'ces

Michael identified

a

number of concrete resources he

thinks institutions should

provide their part-time faculty:

end of
their term for a mi>umal amount of money depending on how many faculty you have,
vou could take some of that money and [give it to part-time faculty] with a card
saving 'please go buy a book at Borders related to your field'...! can 7 imagine how it
would feel - that small amount from [my employer] ... Just the acknowledgement...
'vou 've been teaching here [or [a number of] years, here 's some money, ccm you pick
up another book, we can give you a little bit more so you can teach a little bit more
...you

could do a

when vou

lot like

giving adjimcts a $20 Borders

gift certificate at the

[return next year, so] ... practical, real things that are going to actually
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benefit people

USB

who ore

driving an hour to teach or coming in later at night. ..[like]

them with CDs if they 're burning them, make suiv the A V
working later at night when you have to teach...

drives, helping

equipmeiU

is

Others spoke

ti)

the fact that in

many

encourages community learning. Aziza
should provide the space for faculty

to

cases, providing resources naturally

illustrates this

might happen

she said the institution

Julie said "1 think

meet.

instaictors taking courses... is really important... [as

lecturers to discuss things that

when

is]...

bringing

classroom.

in the

having part-time

."
.

in speakers... and

She added that

"because adjuncts have such different schedules, doing like a Blackboard forum, an on-

fomm... would be

line

Bill said

pursue their

...

helpful..."

he thought

own

it

would be important

to

encourage part-time faculty to

interests.

generally I think I

'd probably start

individuals in the group.

some way of supporting
thing that ihev

're

off with where the passions are for the

And if they 're
that I might

really divergent

encourage them

to

and ifyou had a budget or

each individually pursue that

passionate about ...even to the point where, stretching a

about whether that would be immediately applicable
thev might find that connection themselves

and

to

what they

're

little bit

doing, because

once again, I said, getting better at

a tangential way make them better as a teacher... In higher education
got
people
that are adults. They 've explored a lot of different avenues and they
you
of en times have a sense of what they 're excited about or what they might want. And

might

this

in

thev nn'ght be a
they

This

is

're

little

hesitant about

it

because

it

doesn

7

have a nice

fit

into

what

teaching.

an example of investing

in

adjunct faculty both financially and in terms of

relationship-buildmg.

Summary
Participants' nan-atives support the premise that part-time faculty professional

development needs vary

greatly.

Consequently, their responses

you define professional development'.'" lead them

to the

question

to share their perceptions

and

"How do
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experiences of professional development. Although definitions of professional

development overlap, commonalities among
developmentally. Those participants early

their careers exist

in their

about more structured experiences, while those
less-structured kinds of experiences.

when viewed

teaching career such as Julie talked

who have

taught for

many

Further, successful self-direction

whether or not participants sustain and often tlourish

in their

own

and Claude's

illustrate this.

Participants identified experiences that ranged from one

many

foundational to

teaching practice over the

years. Ross' persistence in seeking out infomial mentors and Eleanor's

description of their experiences being completely on their

is

years point to

week

in length to

over

years and that incorporated learning with others as positive. Participants noted a

sense of freedom

in

these experiences.

It

was through

the recognition/acknowledgement

they received during these experiences that engendered a freedom to pursue, create, and

try out

new

ideas.

was reinforced by
turn,

Because the experience occuiTcd over a period of time,
participants'

this

freedom

ongoing recognition/acknowledgement, which then,

in

remforced sense of freedom.
Participants' responses to

subsequent teachuig suggests

how

their positive experiences

that overall, these

informed their

experiences developed a desire and

increased ability to foster meaningful relationships with students. They increased their

focus on student nourishing, increased their authenticity and openness to self

development, and some made greater efforts toward a mutuality with one's
Interestingly, participants identify

some

similar aspects in

see as their gifts, skills, and talents they bring to their teaching.

included their positioning learning relationships

at the

institution.

what they

Themes they spoke

to

center of learning. This includes
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Icamcr-lcamer and teacher learner relationships. They bring more of themselves

to their

classrooms, which they noted as one of the ways their positive experience informed their

subsequent teaching. They identified inviting their students' authenticity as a

gift

they

bring to the classroom as well.

Relational e]ualities are present in the participants' positive experiences,

experiences inform their subsequent teachnig, and what
to their classrooms.

What

participants identify as

providing part-tune faculty eight years from
an established relationship that

is

gifts skills

how

those

and talents they bring

what higher education would be

now were

it

significantly positive includes

bi-directional and characterized

by respect. There

appears to be a significant connection between the degree to which participants feel

valued and not only what they are paid, but what they are called
to

-

the

the degree of relationship (contact) they

amount of resources

to

have with

their

administration to complete,

it

it

is

a statement

-

they are referred

employing

Not only

took to write the note showed they

-

institution,

a note can

is this

from the administration

decision to connect with Michael. This acknowledgement
brief and on paper

how

which they have access. Michael says just

significant difference in whether or not he feels valued.

Michael. The two minutes

-

a

and

make

a

minute task for

that they notice

made

the conscious

the act of relating although

brings the part-time ficulty out of the margins, the invisible zone,

and into an acknowledged existence within one's employing

institution.

What

participants' narratives strongly suggest that relational learning as a professional

development generates further

competence depends on

relational practices.

Whether

the people or parties involved.

or not this leads to relational
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CHAPTER 6

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This dissertation investigates a looming issue that higher education has yet to

address:

how

it

will prioritize part-time faculty professional

development needs and

provide opportunities to meet those needs. This becomes more
insights and professional

vital in light

of the

development models home out of higher education's new

positioning as a learning organization.

Failure to include part-time faculty in this

knowledge and these new learning models

will result in a

new

growing disconnect between an

increasingly diverse student populations' learning needs and a part-time population

adequately equipped to meet these needs. Elman (2003) highlights a further risk that

could

result,

based on the

fact that accreditation organizations "require institutions to

demonstrate that they meet standards by having quality-control procedures that ensure the
selection, development,

and retention of a competent faculty

(p. 71

).

It is

in

higher

education's best interest to invite part-time faculty into the conversation about what

makes
their

a

good education an exempkay one, so they can bring

the fruits of this inclusion to

classrooms and their collegial community. Ultimately, providing part-time faculty

with this crucial support encourages greater success of higher education's mission.

It is

essential that professional

development address effective ways

time faculty's understanding of this diverse population.

A

have made

aimed

this

commitment by implementing

initiatives

small

to

inform part-

number of institutions

at

supporting their part-
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timers and cultivating excellence in teaching and learning. Yet these initiatives represent

a near-nidecipherable percentage

1

among

believe higher education must end

itself as

its

those uistitutions that

employ part-time

commit

marginali/.ation of part-time faculty and

an organization to share the responsibility with

its

faculty.

part-timers for professional

development.

Given

the

need

constraints, this study

to create part-time faculty

models

reviewed cuncnt theoretical conceptualizations

relational practices, self-directed learning

faculty.

What made

account budget

in the fields

of

and learning communities. This review served

as the context for the analysis of positive professional

by nine part-time

that take into

development experiences identified

these experiences positive for participants

was

the

opportunity to develop professional relationships with peers and/or a senior faculty

member. Based on these
which can

results, a general professional

facilitate flourishing

development model

is

proposed

of a wide range of part-time instructors through a variety

of professional development relational practices.
Positive Professional

The

Development Experiences

positive professional development experiences reported

an essential need for opportunities

to learn in relationship to

community. This combination of experiences

was described

as

most

significant.

(2007) and Zuttcr (2007)

is

Notable

in

by participants

another and/or

illustrate

in a

learning

addition to self-directed learning efforts

in studies

by Lyons (2007), Lambert and Cox

the fact that researchers surveyed part-time faculty's

professional development needs prior to designing their initiative. Each initiative

provided the part-timer with opportunities to engage in

They include venues

a sustained relational experience.

that invite part-time faculty participants to

engage

in

both dialogue
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and

critical rettection.

These studies bear out

that learning

communities and mentor-

based relationships are professional development initiatives being tested and refmed.
Ultimately, the fact that participants in this study described significant and positive

experiences characterized by one or more sustained relationships, either with one other

person or a small group of people strongly supports the need for institutions

ways

their part-time faculty

can engage

in

ongoing relationships.

These findings highlight tremendous benefits
relationships provide

As

learning efforts.

some balance

to create

to those

who

for part-time faculty.

First,

feel isolated in their self-directed

illustrated in participants' reports, learning relationships

characterized by relational practices such as relational awareness, mutuality and a

willingness to not know, enhance the learning experience in specific ways. Incorporating

relational qualities as guidelines or parameters at the

encourages learning contexts

is

potential value

with the option

which participants

feel visible

when higher education designs formats

to participate in

Further implications

a result

in

beginning of the experience

and validated. Thus there

that provide part-time faculty

one or more learning relationships.

come from

participants' reports that the

freedom they

felt

as

of the validation/recognition during their positive experience led to their

increased ability to sustain themselves. In this context, sustaining themselves went

beyond surviving, getting by, or maintaining,
passionate about teaching.

illustrates this point.

to feeling energized, motivated,

What Eleanor described

The system she learned

fueling her passion and motivation.

and

as her "self-sustaining system" aptly

in a relationship

became

the

means

for
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A

third

and no

less

promising finding from

this

research

in turn

relationships with their students,

has potent miplications.

development leads some part-timers

that participants'

cultivated their ability to foster meaningful

increased abihty to sustain themselves

i'his

is

If relational professional

to infuse similar qualities in their relationships

with

students, positive learning experiences for students are the result. Higher education

administrators have a tremendously powerful and far-reaching strategy waiting to be

realized.

They need only recognize

and encourage

this strategy

and commit

to

ways they can

establish

this generativity.

Recommendations
Three points must be noted before one can make recommendations toward
daunting task.

First, the

this

decades-long existence of perceptions and attitudes toward the

part-timer reminds us that any renovation of these attitudes and perceptions will take

significant time as well.

Changes

in

higher education's bifurcated faculty system and

typical references to part-time faculty will be gradual.

Yet the establishment and growing

number of

full-time contingent faculty positions (albeit

starting to

pay part-time faculty based on seniority, and successful unionizing on a

number of campuses

still

"contingent"), schools

are clear signs this transformation has begun.

Further, realistic assessment of the complexity inherent in this transformation

demands

that institutions share responsibility for attending to the part-time faculty's

professional development needs.

Hach must not only conceptualize

its

part-time faculty

professional development initiatives, but implement these initiatives as well. Given what

this

study and others bear out about the importance of relationship

development, a model with relationship

at its

in

one's professional

context offers transformative potential.
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With the

realities identified

above,

professional development which

their employers.

1

propose a model

that incorporates intentional,

based on relationships between part-time faculty and

is

Learning communities, mentoring options, and web-sites are

encouraged as well. This model describes one way institutions and/or departments can
address part-time faculty's professional development needs and in doing so, contribute to

the larger organizational transformation.

described in this research, which

While

a small

suggests potential for greater flourishing as

may

increase excellence in teaching.

number of institutions addressing

professional development needs

unanimously

in turn

It

is

to the larger issue:

part-time instructors'

good news, participants

in this

study pointed

higher education must commit to transforming

its

entrenched perceptions of and attitudes toward part-time faculty. Professional
organizations such as the Carnegie Foundation for the
Professional and Organizational Development

this

As

across-the-board commitment.

Advancement of Teaching and

Network

in

the

Higher Education must lead

frontrunners in research and initiatives formed by

newer Teaming organization" premises, these organizations lead

the

way

in defining,

maintaining, and revising standards of excellence in teaching and learning. Higher

education prides

it

makes

a

itself

on

its

vision.

It

will foster a successful transformation only

community-wide commitment

A

Relati(»uil

when

to action.

Model of Prnfessiofial Development

Participants" narratives substantiate the sheer lack and critical need for a

relationship

must

tlrst

between part-time faculty and

invite a connection with

its

their

employing

institutions.

part-timers that allows part-timers'

different levels. This connection needs to

The

institution

engagement on

convey appreciation and communicate

respect.
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The model

is

based on two interrelated

economic tcnain

will not

miprove

realities.

for the foreseeable future;

realistic.

Second,

in a tight

economy,

departments will have the budgetary means

development.
practical

Initiatives

it

follows that academic

development models/initiatives

institutions will only consider professional

economically

because higher education's

First,

to hire

it

is

improbable

someone

that

that are

many

solely responsible for faculty

which administrators may be most willing

to

consider must be

and viable, taking into account the time and effort already required

As

established roles and responsibilities.

necessary acknowledgement of the

development. Having done

this,

reiterated above, the first step

critical

step in the

comes

in the

need for part-time faculty professional

administrators redefine part-time faculty professional

development as an urgent goal and reposition

The second

in faculty's

model

is

it

as a high priority.

acknowledging

that the part-time instructor's

position in relationship to the university mirrors the student's position in the classroom,

which has

historically

been based on

a

power-over relationship model.

It is

clear that

one-to-one and group learnmg relationships based instead on power-with models appear
to provide the greatest potential for successfully fostering part-time faculty flourishing.

Four learning formats through which part-timers could be

empk^ying

in relationship

with their

institution are discussed: liaison, mentor, learning comnninities.

based connections.

and weh-

These formats are infomied by participants' responses about what

characterized their positive professional development experiences and what they

higher education doing in 2015
opportunities to

its

if

it

saw

were providing positive professional development

part-time population.

.
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Faculty Liaison

The
Because

liaison role

this

commitment

model

is

would be established

grounded

at

the department or institutional level.

in practices characterized

to training those willing to participate

is

by power-with

relationships, a

required. Thus, relational practices

must be learned and or reviewed by those interested

in sei"ving as liaisons.

Weispfenning's (2000) model, a department faculty

member

new and

returning part-time faculty

of the liaison

member and

is

members"

to establish a face-to-face

at the

in this role

would meet with

beginning of the temi. The puipose

foundation between the

the department in order to inform, clarify,

adjunct faculty roles within the department.

Similar to

new

part-time faculty

and discuss the larger context of

The following agenda would guide

this first

meeting:

Find out

1

who

the part time faculty

member

is:

their experience, their motivations

for teaching, then- specific mterests;

2.

Provide departmental and institution-related information

(e.g., faculty

and student

handbooks, policies and campus contact infonnation); Hxplaining the liaison's
role

3.

and

availability;

Provide information about any available funds for professional development

opportunities;

4.

Explain alternative ways the part-timer can be

in a learning relationship

with the

institution, including participation in a part-time (or other) faculty learning

community, pairing up with

a mentor, and/or accessing a part-time university-

wide or department-based websites

"'

In

that includes a List Serve;

those institutions that have Teaching and Learning Centers or Centers for Teaching Excellence,

likely that

some

version of this process cuiTcntly takes place.

it

is
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5.

Ask

tlic

part-time faculty

if

there arc areas they want to

leam more about or

One example

discuss related to their teachiug ability/instruction/dcvelopment.

might be

about self-directed learning followed by an invitation

a brief discussion

to the part-time faculty to identify

6.

Ask

SDL

or related competencies;

the part-time faculty to begin to imagine the kind

from
7.

and assess

of support he/she could get

a liaison;

Extend an open invitation

to the part-timer for future

meetings based on the part-

tmier's professional development needs.

Getting acquainted through the above steps and emphasizing the open invitation to meet
again on an as-needed basis

(in the

model) are primai-y goals of this

Worth

reiterating here

is

context of an intentional, shared power relationship

first

(and only required) meeting.

how

crucial

it

is

to

keep

in

mind

part-time faculty needs (based on learning style, personality, and

teaching,

among

invitational

other factors). Thus, the liaison

and on an as-needed/desired

this professional

free lancer or

that

tiie

some

part-time faculty might not need

who may

number of years

Those who can and want

much

have taught for

as

to participate in

that option.

to consider requiring an end-of-the-term

expert/specialist

tremendous range of

would frame subsequent meetings

development learning relationship would have

department might want

Given

basis.

the

A

meeting as well.

contact

many

years

particularly the

-

-

this first

meeting might serve as the main contact the liaison has with some part-timers. With
relational awareness, mutuality

in the

relationship

learning in

and the willingness

between instructor and

ways congnient with

to not

liaison, the

aim

know
is

as foundational qualities

to facilitate part-timers'

their needs. Critical retlection

would be encouraged.
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Authenticity would potentially

grow

as a result. This

would be

particularly important for

those uidividuals concerned about identifying needs and/or wanting support.

relational

view

framework would encourage both participants

as mutually valuable, leading both to

it

renewed

in the

The

learning relationship to

intentionality.

Learning Conmuinities, Mentoring Options, and the Web
This study substantiates the

faculty's

vital role learning

communities can play

in

part-time

growth and flourishing. Liaisons might provide part-timers with cohort- or

topic-based learning communities that are both face-to-face and web-based. Further,

liaisons

would query

instructors during the fust

participating in a learning

provide a

The

new

liaison

community and what they hope

or returning instructor with

would

meeting about their interest
to leam.

names of those wanting

Then

in

the liaison could

a similar cohort type.

also search out adequate space, provide relevant readings

when

requested, and serve as a resource to learning communities.

A range

communities would account for varying needs. Shelley,

example, said she wanted

for

of topic and cohort

support from institutions in creating a learning community for herself and others hungry
for contact and for sharing ideas about teaching and learning. This learning format

option would require the liaison to routinely network

\\\\\\

campus departments and might

lead to developing connections with other nearby institutions toward the goal of

providing appropriate learning community options to part-time faculty.

This model would establish a number of mentoring options. Part-time faculty

could choose to pair with another instructor with a similar experience level, with a more

seasoned part-timer, or with a tenure-track faculty member. Department faculty would
identify themselves at the start of each semester, and their service in this capacity

would
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be recognized as
tiie

haison

mentor

vvoiiici

part

of their prolcssioiial activities for

ask part-time I'aeulty with

a part-timer; the part

llic

Durinii the

year.

more experience about

timer wonld he ollered

(at the least)

their

lirst

meeting

wilhngncss

to

piihhe recognition

within the department for tins valuable service.

I'Or

many, access

complement

to

would become
this

to a

departmental or institutional website would serve as a

one or more of the options. For other part-time instructors, website access
the primary connectu)n to the institution for other part-time instructors, be

by choice or necessity. Although a number of universities including

L.esiey

University maintain websites specifically lor then part-time laculty, these sites are

typically university or school-wide.

may

While

a university

website with

a link for

part-timers

be atlequate for many, a department-based link might create a greater sense of

connection between part-timers and their tiepartments.

Understood

in the

presentation of this proposal

intlividually with instructors

intentional, relational

is

is

the fact that meeting

not new; rather, meeting with

liamework

is

new. Inherent

consciousness about mutuality, the willingness
participant in the learning relationship

is

in

them

in

the context of an

establishing such a relationship

to not

know, and

a valuable contributor.

is

the belief that each

Through

t)pen,

ongoing

invitations to explore, discuss, anti critically rellect, this learning relationship encourages

greater authenticity

among

part-timers.

instructors to be increasingly

and needs.

If full

Cireater authenticity encourages part-time

"up front" about

their professional

time faculty are not familiar with

coached or trained themselves.

development concerns

this orientation,

they should be
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Similarly, the other proposed formats

in the literature, successful

by themselves

are not new.

As evidenced

mentormg programs, learnmg communities, and websites

designed for part-time faculty on college campuses abound. Yet when offered together as
a set of options, these formats provide greater potential for meeting a significantly

wide

range of professional development needs within the part-time faculty population.
This model acknowledges part-time faculty as

vital

and central

to higher

education's mission as well as proposes formats that provide part-time faculty
professional development.

community valuing

It

upholds a moral imperative for higher education. As a

best practices in teaching and learning, higher education has a

responsibility to support part-time faculty's efforts toward developing

teaching, pedagogy, and practice.

their

own

The argument

professional development

is

that part-time faculty are responsible for

nothing less than a harsh refusal to acknowledge

the significant role part-timers play in higher education's success

faculty

sometimes blame the hiring of part-timers

They join administrators

in

exemplary

and

viability.

Full-time

for the erosion of the tenure system.

marginalizing part-timers, yet desperately seek part-timers to

help in supplying students with the education they have paid to receive. Sharing the
responsibility with part-time faculty for this population's professional

requirements

to

maintain

is

its

an ethical commitment and one that must be

made

if

development

higher education

is

mission.

Limitations

Limitations to this study must be noted.

A much

larger

First, this is a

small participant sample.

sample could provide greater diversity of response

describe as a positive professional development experience.

in

what part-timers

One could conduct such

a
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study based on the

same questions used

in this

study.

Second, these participants do not

comprise a random sample, but rather a sample obtained through the snowball method.

My

goal

was

to obtain a

random sample and

it

initially

promised

be random;

to

I

had no

prior relationship with the majority of potential participants administrators referred to me.

But the majority of those

who

were acquaintances,

actually agreed to participate

friends'

acquaintances, and friends of acquaintances. Requesting department deans" assistance

through a mass mailing

more

at a significant

readily interview participants

number of sites coupled with my willingness

by phone might lead

to a

to

much-closer-to-random

sample.
In addition, precluding

time population

Although

is

any generalizability of this analysis

the fact that eight of the nine participants

and

a range in age, gender,

participant race, ethnicity, class,

field

were Euro- American.

of study was adequately represented,

and years of teachmg experience were not

inquire about participant's spirituality or religious identity, not did

a sexual orientation).

to the at-Iarge part-

Similarly to what might yield a

participant search might yield a significantly

examine

the

did not

ask them to identify

more random sample,

more representative

Finally, this study recognizes but does not

1

(1

a

much

large

participant sample.

ongoing challenges higher

education administrators currently face. For example, administrators increasingly freeze

vacated tenure-track positions as a temporaiy solution to economic constraints, only to
lose the option to reinstate

it.

An

greater range of support services.

increasingly diverse student population requires a

Time

constraints

may

be a key factor as well. As

positions are frozen, remaining faculty must share those responsibilities

member

not replaced.

left

by

a

team
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The

fact that as researcher

I

taught under part-time status for seventeen years

requires ethical consideration. Cottle (2002) warns, "In fomiing our reactions and

interpretations ...we constantly run the risk of pushing our stories against the

making our
stories

of others and

stories..." (p. 535).

in a

I

m

sense demanding that others rethink their stories

deepened

my

role as researcher during this study.

interactions with participants,

me

concemcd

Following each interview
that

my

1

1

reviewed

my analysis

I

grew

reviewed

into

my

years as part-time instnictor might

vulnerable to developing blind spots during the research process.

against this occurring,

of our

understanding of those facets which create each part-

time faculty's circumstances significantly during doctoral study. However,

my

light

To

make

safeguard

of participants' naiTatives with advisors

and colleagues throughout the research process.
Implications for Future Research

Each of the
Although

it

is

limitations identified

above

invites future research possibilities.

challenging to obtain random and representative samples, participants from

these participant pools will most fully inform best practices for part-time faculty

professional development. People of color are one population

and

still

to

among many

historically

some degree oppressed and marginalized. Their voices adequately

represented within the larger part-time population would contribute to the sorely-needed

visibility

from

of part-timers' experiences. Another researcher might look

institutional perspectives with the goal

cunent

attitudes, perceptions,

Surveying

institutions

at

part-time faculty

of assessing institution administrators'

and typical references identifying part-time

and interviewing administrators for

faculty.

their percepfions

about

why
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part-time faculty professional development

is

not being implemented

would inform

this

important body of research as well.

Although not surprising based on the
during

this project

has been participants' reports about

higher education needs

inclusivity.

literature,

to

most stunning

how

to this researcher

they are treated and what

provide part-time faculty: acknowledgement, respect, and

Universities carefully and routinely attend to their mission, their budget, and

their success at achieving excellence in

canying out

that mission, all the while

overlooking the instructor population that unquestionably supports and maintains that
success. Regardless of economic circumstances dictated

by

political,

economic and

cultural realities, part-time faculty should no longer bear the brunt of a responsibility that

one with higher education.

ethically

is

a shared

students,

it

must create

a

more

regardless of teaching status.

If higher education

inclusive vision that cares for

its

is

to truly serve

people

-

all

of them

-
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I

am

MA

requesting your consent to be a participant in a study

doctoral research. This study
faculty's positive professional

is

1

am

conducting for

my

designed to explore specitlc facets of the part-time

development experiences.

A

review of the literature

indicates that professional development for higher education faculty has played a critical
role in

any faculty member's career

trajectoiy,

and

that

it

must be reassessed and

redesigned routinely in order to best assist faculty as they work to stay current with

changes resulting from socio-cultural
technology

in

shifts,

education delivery. The part-time faculty's

professional development experiences

study

is

to

student population, and increasing use of

is

own

essentially invisible.

narrative about positive

The additional goal of this

document these experiences.

The expected

one seventy-five-minute
meeting. This meeting will be audio-taped for analysis purposes. The approximate
length of time

I

ask for your participation

is

number of participants am recruiting is 8-10; 2-3 from 4 higher education
Your participation will involve being interviewed by me.
I

You

will be expected to

will be

The

done

communicate with only myself

at a location that

for this research.

settings.

The research

provides us privacy for the duration of the interview.

potential risks involved as a result of your participation include feelings of

you discuss this content area.
anticipate any feelings you have as a result of retlecting on these experiences will be
directly related to the quantity and/or quality of those experiences through your direct

vulnerability, frustration, anger, and appreciation as

I

experience of them.

may not provide any benefit to you directly. Possible
renewed understanding of how your professional development
experiences have infomied your development as a teacher in both pedagogy and
instructional practices. By participating in this research you will be adding to the general
body of knowledge on this subject.
Your

participation ni this research

benefits include a

Your

participation

is

you no longer want

voluntary. Should you decide at any point during the interview that

to participate,

you may stop

the interview.

You may

skip questions.
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You have

the right to remain

anonymous.

If

you

elect to

remain anonymous,

I

will i<eep

will use numerical
your records private and contldential to the extent allowed by law.
identifiers rather than your name on study records. Your name and other facts that might
I

identify

you

will not

appear when

I

present this study or publish

its results.

some reason you do not wish to remain anonymous, you may specitlcally
use of material that would identify you as a subject in the experiment.

If for

the

I

will give

you a copy of this consent

to keep.

authorize

Both the investigator and the subject

should keep a copy of the signed fonn.
Investigator's Signature:
Date;
Signature:

Name:

Print

Subject's Signature:
I

am

The nature and purpose of this research have been
become a participant in this study as

eighteen years of age or older.

satisfactorily explained to

described above.

1

me and

I

understand that

agree to
I

am

free to discontinue participation at

any time

if

I

so choose and that the investigator will gladly answer any questions that arise during the

course of the research.

Date:
Signature:
Print

Name:
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Demographic and Background Questions

These questions will be used for demographic support data only. Your name and the
name of any institutions you teach for will not be identified in any way.

Name;
Address:

Phone:

Age:
Gender:

Number of years

teaching

in

Current teaching position(s)

higher education:

in

higher education:

Previous teaching positions:

Thank you very much

for your participation in

my

research.
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